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Abstract

The management of today’s service level agreements on the cloud market is often nontransparent and inefficient for the customer and the provider. However, service level agreements are crucial for establishing trust between all participants, especially for companies whose success depends on the purchased cloud service with its appropriated service quality. This thesis aims to improve the current situation on the cloud market in terms of providing architectural, methodological, and functional approaches with standard-based protocol specifications for dynamic and situational service level agreement management. Therefore, this thesis analyses and presents current service level agreement standards and existing implementations. Based on these results, a set of concepts and approaches for agreement and service mediation are developed and experimentally evaluated.

However, all of these existing approaches either target a specific community or implement broker services with just a closed product portfolio for services delivered by a small set of providers. In order to establish a trusted provider overlay network as global marketplace for cloud services, where all participants can federate by nature, expose their product offer, and reach a wider customer community, this thesis introduces a novel concept for intercloud agreement mediation. The Agreement-Mediators in this global provider network act as neutral and autonomous entities in the cloud market and rise trust between independent providers and between providers and customers. The language and protocol for searching, negotiating, and establishing service level agreements is specified, developed, and evaluated. The outcomes of this thesis aim to increase efficiency and effectiveness for discovering cloud services of independent providers and the management of service level agreements established for each business relationship. The experimental results show significant improvements in terms of efficiency, scalability, and flexibility.
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1. Introduction

Over the last years a solid technical foundation on cloud computing was developed ranging from resource allocation on the Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) layer, job and application execution on the Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) layer, to software and service usage on the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) layer [1] [2] [3]. This foundation allows the access of resources according to the pay-as-you-go principle. At this, the resources may be geographically distributed all around the world and users can access them remotely without the need for any upfront capital expenses, long-term commitment, or significant provisioning delay. For realizing this cloud concept, an architecture stack consisting of IaaS, PaaS and SaaS has been developed, where IaaS provides the fundament with provision of virtualized resources that can be used e.g. by upper layer services [4]. For example, users are able to request virtual machines which then can be used almost like regular physical computers whereupon the user is free to install custom operating systems, libraries or applications [5]. Virtualization is the powerful enabling technology in this space, allowing for flexible and on-demand provisioning of IT resources from the user’s perspective, but also simplifying the management of the data center for the cloud operator [6].

Clouds are often provided within a data center of a single institution. Here, a cloud middleware manages the access to virtualized resources through a cloud interface that can be a web service Application Programming Interface (API) or a more user-friendly web application. Focusing on the IaaS layer, the resources that are virtualized and sold to the paying customer can be classified into the following categories: compute, storage and network. All of these resources appear to be physical, but they are actually virtualized by making use of hypervisors in the case for virtual machines. While the physical infrastructure and installation rarely changes, the virtually delivered resources are changing permanently [7].

Because of the novelty of the cloud paradigm, many companies started working on their own proprietary standards for virtual machine configurations, their associated file formats, the application packaging and its deployment through proprietary interfaces [8]. This lack of interoperability has been solved by standards like the Open Virtualization Format (OVF) [9], the Open
Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) [10], and the Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [11].

These open standards mentioned above address interoperability and portability issues existing in the cloud context. However, these standards are used to deploy, orchestrate or in general enable the access to a single cloud middleware at a time. In particular, if customers would like to migrate a set of virtual machines or a clustered application, these standards can be used to take out the individual installation in a standardized packaging format, and is then be able to This bundle can then be redeploy in another cloud of the customer’s choice. This is not the sole issue that needs to be improved in terms of migration. The selection of a public cloud provider that in turn have not only to win the business confidence of the customer, but should also fulfill the customer’s needs, is much more complicated. In fact, the customers have a wide choice of cloud services offered with different pricing conditions and different service levels by a variety of commercial cloud providers that are distributed around the world.

1.1. Problem Definition

The way legal contracts and Service Level Agreements (SLA) between cloud service providers and cloud service consumers are established and managed is currently far from being ideal from the customer’s point of view [12]. This topic naturally gains crucial importance for customers being companies whose success depends (even partially) on the advertised Quality of Service (QoS) that the service provider delivers. Three facts documented by [13] show exemplarily the gap in terms of SLAs on the cloud market today: inflexible term and price conditions, nontransparent verification of advertised service quality, and inflexible expression of SLAs.

Cloud contracts and SLAs can exist in two forms: off-the-shelf and negotiated. Common off-the-shelf contracts typically over-favor cloud service providers significantly by offering a small set of guarantees (e.g. availability in percent) with low compensations in case of failure (e.g. percentage service credit based on the monthly fee) bounded to unlikely conditions (e.g. every instance has to fail simultaneously) [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20]. Negotiated contracts are reserved for an elite class of customers having enough bargaining power, gained through potential financial or reputational benefits expected by the provider as a consequence of an agreement, to force a service provider away from its standard terms [13]. However, such negotiation is performed individually between people and focuses primarily on the price. Although negotiations bring better price conditions, customers are often unhappy with negotiated contracts, because important terms like liability are often excluded by service providers [13]. In general, cloud service customers have no chance to express on the provider’s standard interface which service quality is required and which level of assurance they want.
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If the parties or rather the customer agrees to the service conditions, the provider should deliver the service according to the advertised quality. In fact, the customers have to trust the provider that the service is delivered as agreed on or the customer has to monitor the service quality by himself. Anyway, the responsibility of monitoring the delivered service quality is on the customer’s part [14] [15] [16]. This fact conflicts with the general purpose of cloud computing services, which is to avoid administrative overhead on the consumer’s side [21]. Furthermore, each service provider has its own requirements and dictates its own protocol, which the service consumer has to follow in order to report an agreement violation and to receive a compensation [14] [15] [16] [17] [18].

Last but not least, many service providers cannot give more definitive guarantees for their services to a wide range of customers as in the current form of expressing cloud contracts. That is mostly formal language written by lawyers [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [13], which neither respects the actual resource utilization of the provider nor leaves room for any approach to the customer’s requirements. For solving these problems, cloud service providers need an instrument that gives them the ability to adjust their advertisements instantaneously depending on their current state and automatically in a machine-readable form. Thus, customized service offers with corresponding service levels could be delivered to paying customers.

1.2. Contribution

This thesis presents an approach of an autonomous API-based Agreement-Mediator as a third party in the cloud market that provides a way to source out affairs regarding the management of SLAs into a neutral zone without taking the consumer’s or the provider’s side. Thus the Agreement-Mediator adds an additional transitive relationship between customers and providers without breaking or directly affecting any existing one, like visualized in figure 1.1. The Agreement-Mediator’s main purposes are (a) advertising services with individual quality levels and guarantees that a provider is willing and able to deliver; (b) giving consumers the opportunity to discover and to easily compare offered SLAs of providers; (c) registering declarations of mutual intentions for business relationships in the form of established SLAs; (d) offering services to feed in monitoring data of participating parties of an agreement for automatic compliance verification of SLA terms; and (e) notifying participating parties about agreement-related events like creation, violation or termination. Thus, the overhead for managing SLAs between consumers and providers is minimized for both and a higher trust is established by mediation of an external entity. However, all obligations associated with an agreement including the collection of data for compliance assessment remain in the responsibilities of consumers and providers.
The Agreement-Mediator presented here has to respect already accepted and widely established standards for SLA and cloud management protocols. Further requirements include the applicability to broader service domains in order to use this approach also for every cloud-based service from the IaaS up to the SaaS layer. Similarly to traditional SLAs, agreements should describe the quality of a service, and what has to be monitored to verify agreement compliance. In contrast to plain SLAs this Agreement-Mediator approach should follow a normative format. This enables an automatic comparison of SLAs from different providers or the comparison of an expected SLA to given provider offers [12]. Thus it is possible to have a self-acting system to make decisions whether an SLA of a service is acceptable or not.

Additionally, the Agreement-Mediator presented in this thesis tackles the problems described before in several ways: Firstly, the Agreement-Mediator as a third party has the potential of representing multiple providers and consumers. If the Agreement-Mediator represents multiple providers at the same time, it advertises SLAs of different providers in one central place in a standardized and normative way and thus increases the consumer’s ability of comparing offers of different providers. That enables consumers to make better decisions about which provider
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they want to work with. Thus the Agreement-Mediator also has the potential for increasing the providers’ competition among each other about who offers the best relation between cost and terms. Secondly, the SLA language and protocol used for the Agreement-Mediator allows the expression of terms, guarantees and compensations in a way that automating the process of (formally) verifying contractual compliance of both parties by using external monitoring data becomes almost trivial. Lastly, the normative way in which agreement offers are expressed in this approach allows for rapidly changing terms, advertisements, and pricing conditions for cloud services offered by providers around the world.

Parts of this thesis have been released in the following publications:

- **G. Katsaros - Contributors: T. Metsch, J. Kennedy, A. Stanik, W. Ziegler**
  *Open Cloud Computing Interface - Service Level Agreements*

- **A. Stanik, M. Körner, O. Kao**
  *SLA Aggregation for QoS-aware Federated Cloud Networking*
  IET Networks Journal, The Institution of Engineering and Technology, Online ISSN 2047-4962, vol. 4, iss. 5, pp. 264-269, 2015

- **A. Stanik, O. Kao, R. Martins, A. Cruz, D. Tektonidis**
  *MO-BIZZ: Fostering Mobile Business through Enhanced Cloud Solutions*

- **A. Stanik, F. Sander, O. Kao**
  *Autonomous Agreement-Mediation based on WS-Agreement for improving Cloud SLAs*

- **A. Stanik, M. Körner, L. Lymberopoulos**
  *SLA-driven Federated Cloud Networking: Quality of Service for Cloud-based Software Defined Networks*

- **F. Feigenbutz, A. Stanik, A. Kliem**
  *REST as an Alternative to WSRF: A Comparison Based on the WS-Agreement Standard*
1.3. Outline of the Thesis

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2: SLA Fundamentals and Definitions

Chapter 2 gives background information and presents SLA basics and approaches for machine processable SLA languages and protocols. Furthermore, a detailed explanation of WS-Agreement and WS-Agreement Negotiation is presented that helps to understand the analysis and the design decisions of further chapters.

Chapter 3: Standards and Implementation Analysis

Chapter 3 analyses standards and specifications belonging to WS-Agreement and WS-Agreement Negotiation. Moreover, both of these SLA standards and their reference implementations are analyzed. Additionally, improvements to WS-Agreement and WS-Agreement Negotiation are presented which aim to apply these standards to state-of-the-art technologies.

Chapter 4: Agreement Mediation Approaches

Chapter 4 presents Agreement-Mediator approaches and architectures which aim to solve SLA issues and to improve service offerings of state-of-the-art cloud environments. In particular, the approaches presented in this chapter implement concepts for neutral and autonomous Agreement-Mediators which mostly make use of advanced specifications based on WS-Agreement. This chapter not only presents a set of approach, but furthermore analyses their advantages and disadvantages which influence the design and the concept for an all-encompassing Agreement-Mediator presented in chapter 5.
Chapter 5: Intercloud SLA Management

Chapter 5 is the main chapter of this thesis and describes the architecture and the most important concepts for the next generation of cloud computing environments: The IEEE Intercloud Project. Based on the latest achievements and the current state of the standardization progress in this project, the all-encompassing Agreement-Mediator approach is presented. This approach addresses issues regarding cloud service discovery and SLA-management in terms of: flexibility of term and price conditions, transparency and verification of advertised service quality, and flexibility of SLA expressions. This Agreement-Mediator concept creates a situation that potentially increases the competition among providers by introducing a global marketplace where customers are able to compare service offers regarding attractiveness, quality, and pricing conditions. Furthermore, this concept reduces the overall overhead of SLA-management and increases trust in the business relationship between customers and providers. Thus, the Agreement-Mediator improves interoperability and efficiency of state-of-the-art cloud SLAs.

Chapter 6: Intercloud Prototyping

Chapter 6 presents the experimental developments of the Agreement-Mediator concept and its evaluation. In particular, chapter 5 not only presents the concept, but also defines a set of specifications for protocols which are implemented and evaluated in terms of functionality and performance. The results that are presented in this chapter illustrate significant improvements and the advantages coming along with the overall outcome of this thesis.

Chapter 7: Conclusion and Future Work

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with a summary and an outlook on future work.
1. Introduction
2. SLA Fundamentals and Definitions

The goal of this chapter is to explain fundamentals which are required for the overall understanding of this work. Section 2.1 not only describes fundamentals, but also introduces definitions and formal descriptions. Section 2.2 presents approaches for Service Level Agreements, compares these approaches, and discusses their advantages and disadvantages. Based on the outcome of this discussion, the language and the protocol of WS-Agreement and its extension WS-Agreement Negotiation are described in sections 2.3 and 2.4.

2.1. Disambiguation

A Service Level Agreement (SLA) is equivalent to a contract between an IT service provider and a customer. It describes a common understanding about the IT service with its characteristics and its quality, the necessary properties to use the service, and the responsibilities of all involved parties. SLAs are supposed to express the Quality of Service (QoS) and its associated guarantees, like the minimum of performance and the average performance to expect. Ideally, the level of a service is a measurable and thus a comparable value.
Such an agreement can be negotiated between parties. If both the customer and the provider agree to the negotiated conditions, an SLA is created that serves as a formal contract. Here, the most important declarations which are required to serve as a foundation that can also be used in court are: Who is involved in this contract? Who is the provider? When was this agreement created? How was the agreement accepted by the involved parties? These declarations are specified in the context of an agreement.

**Definition 2.1.** The context of an agreement denoted as context consists of a provider and a customer name, a unique signature delivered by and identifying both parties denoted as signature\textsubscript{provider} and signature\textsubscript{customer}, an agreement instantiation date, and a validity period denoted as period.

\[
\text{context} := \{\text{provider, signature}_{\text{provider}}, \text{customer, signature}_{\text{customer}}, \text{date, period}\} 
\tag{2.1}
\]

All other parts of an agreement such as the service description, the service references, the quality of the service and the associated guarantees, penalties and compensations that are paid in case of violations, or other business related clauses are expressed as Terms. Therefore, an SLA is defined as follows:

**Definition 2.2.** A Service Level Agreement denoted as sla consists of a context and a n-tuple of terms denoted as set Term.

\[
sla := \{\text{context}, (\text{Term}_1, \ldots, \text{Term}_n)\} 
\tag{2.2}
\]

SLAs are often concerned among others with the following contents: Service Definition, Service Performance, Problem Management, Customer Duties, Security, and so on. SLAs have been initially used by telecom operators who incorporated the agreements for a specific service level in the customer contracts. However, SLAs are used in various fields today. Except from telecom and Internet Service Providers (ISP), SLAs are also used for example in E-Commerce systems, hosting and housing of servers, cloud computing services and outsourcing in general.

SLAs are specified in the Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) as part of a larger concept called Service Level Management (SLM) [22]. This SLM is a process that consists of five stages: Negotiation, Finalization, Monitoring, Report, Revision. In this process an SLA is the foundation that is used during the whole service provisioning as depicted in figure 2.1. Service Level Requirements (SLR) are defined previously and are the starting point for SLM. Here, SLR are designed by one party and are used as basis for the Negotiation stage. As
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a result an SLA is defined in the Finalization stage whereby a service is instantiated after both parties agreed on it. This service has to be observed in the Monitoring stage where measurements are delivered and are used for the evaluation of an agreement. Here, the measurements are required to show that the delivered service complies or does not comply with the SLA in the Reporting stage. The process terminates after the Revision stage which is followed by a Service Improvement Process (SIP).

The ITIL separates SLAs into several structure levels: Customer-based SLA, Service-based SLA and Multi-Level SLA. These SLA structure levels are defined as the following [22]:

**Definition 2.3.** A *Customer-based SLA* is specific to a customer and can include several services with different service qualities.

**Definition 2.4.** A *Service-based SLA* is specific to a service with a specific service quality and has to be accepted by the customer as it is advertised.

**Definition 2.5.** A *Multi-Level SLA* is specific to a set of services that depend on each other and are used to specify agreements for various sets of users.

2.2. Approaches for Service Level Agreements

In the beginning of service-orientated computing SLRs and SLAs were only defined in plain text. In general, the overall SLM process were performed by humans without any automation. But service providers quickly realized that they need more complex approaches to express
SLAs, in particular solutions and frameworks to offer, discover, negotiate, create, and monitor dedicated service level agreements.

SLAng is used to define service level agreements for the provisioning of distributed applications [23] [24]. Such applications are a combination of components, where end-to-end QoS constraints for each application are satisfied by certain QoS constraints. This approach is an XML-based language and describes a service provisioning reference model, consisting of an application tier, a middle tier and a resource tier. These tiers are build on each other. Starting at the bottom, the resource tier comprises the underlying resources, for example storage and network resources. The middle tier comprises middleware components like service container or web service applications and the application tier comprises the provided application. SLAng distinguishes between vertical and horizontal SLAs, where vertical SLAs describe contracts between components of different tiers and horizontal SLAs describe contracts between components of the same layer.

Web Service Level Agreement (WSLA) is an SLA management framework specification created by IBM [25] [26]. This specification not only provides the required capabilities for creating and monitoring SLAs, but is also applicable for any other inter-domain management scenario. In particular, the WSLA specification defines a flexible and extensible language to enable service customers and providers to define SLAs and to specify SLA parameters. The WSLA specification has subsequently influenced the work on the WS-Agreement specification.

Web Service Offering Language (WSOL) is also an XML-based language definition that enables to offer web-services at different service levels [27]. Such a service offer represents a single class of services with a specific QoS. Furthermore, each service offer can also comprise functional and non-functional constraints. The idea of this approach is that the same service can be offered with different service levels. In particular, applications are able to search a desired service in a registry and are able to find multiple service instances, where each service instance is offered with a different service quality. Therefore, each service instance is offered with an associated service level.

WS-Agreement [28] and WS-Agreement Negotiation [29] are standards of the Grid Resource Allocation and Agreement Protocol Working Group (GRAAP-WG) of the Open Grid Forum (OGF). While WS-Agreement is the foundation specification, the WS-Agreement Negotiation specification is an extension of it. Both together define a protocol and a language to dynamically negotiate, renegotiate, create and monitor bi-lateral service level agreements in distributed systems. WS-Agreement and WS-Agreement Negotiation are the only specifications for SLAs which are standardized and accepted by a broad community. Therefore, the following subsections describe both in detail.
2.3. WS-Agreement

WS-Agreement is a language and a web service protocol that allows for establishing agreements between service provider and service consumer. It is designed according to the WS-* Specification family. Similar to traditional SLAs WS-Agreement can be used to describe a service with appropriated service qualities, guarantees, and business related definitions. Such an agreement can also be used to monitor the compliance of the agreement, because service levels are expressed in these agreements in a machine-readable form.

By using the Extensible Markup Language (XML) [30] for describing agreements and templates of agreements in WS-Agreement, this protocol enables to discover possible service offerings of independent providers. The specification of WS-Agreement is published by the OGF and relies on a set of established standards like XML, Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [31], Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [32], and Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF) [33]. It consists of three main parts: Two schemas, one for specifying a WS-Agreement and another for the specification of WS-Agreement templates, additionally it contains operations and port-types for the lifecycle management. Here, a lifecycle of such an agreement includes creation, monitoring and termination. WS-Agreements in contrast to traditional SLAs follow a normative format. This enables the automation of processes for establishing agreements between provider and potential customer.

2.3.1. WS-Agreement Model

WS-Agreement allows service consumers to dynamically explore possible services with their appropriated service levels. The specification distinguishes between the following two layers which are also depicted in figure 2.2:

- The service layer focuses on the functionality provided by the service.

- The agreement layer focuses on the quality of the provided service.

In particular, an agreement has to be established on the agreement layer before the service is provided on the service layer. The monitoring of a delivered service is performed on the service layer. The information measured during the monitoring is than passed to the agreement layer. Thus, this information can be used for evaluating the compliance of an agreement on the agreement layer.
2.3.2. WS-Agreement Protocol

The protocol of the WS-Agreement specification defines the required services and operations to create and monitor service level agreements. Therefore, two types of services are defined:

- The agreement factory services are used for creating agreements and instantiating the associated services according to the agreed QoS.

- The agreement services are used for observing the compliance and the state of agreements.

The specification defines a set of interfaces in the form of WSDL, thus enabling the interaction with the two core services that are already depicted in figure 2.2. The services are designed as web service resources according to the WSRF specification. These web service resources can be addressed via an endpoint reference (EPR), which is specified in the WS-Addressing specification [34].
2.3.3. WS-Agreement Factory Service

An agreement is a contract between a service provider and a customer. On the agreement layer, if the customer initiates the creation of an agreement, the customer is called agreement initiator and the service provider that creates an agreement instance is called agreement responder. However, these roles with appropriate responsibilities of each party can vary depending on the scenario.

The agreement factory service is located at the responder side and is used by the agreement initiator for SLA establishment. In order to create an agreement the initiator defines its requirements in an agreement offer. This offer comprises all necessary quality constrains for the service to provide and also additional guarantees that are associated with the service. Since the content of an agreement depends on the service to provide and can be very complex, a template mechanism guides the initiator in creating agreement offers. Therefore, the responder publishes a set of agreement templates that the initiators can use to create new offers. The template itself is basically a prototype of an agreement offer and specifies the structure and the content of the offer. In order to create a new agreement, the agreement factory service queries the available templates to the agreement initiator, as depicted in figure 2.3.

![Diagram: Agreement creation process and lifecycle]

The customer creates an agreement offer based on an appropriate template that fits the requirements and sends it to the service provider. After the transmission of an offer, the customer is bound to it. The WS-Agreement specification defines two methods for the agreement factory service for creating agreements:
• The synchronous `createAgreement` operation is specified by the `AgreementFactory` port type and requires an immediate decision to accept or reject an incoming agreement offer. In the case of acceptance, an endpoint reference is returned to the new agreement instance.

• The asynchronous `createPendingAgreement` operation is specified by the `PendingAgreementFactory` port type and doesn’t need a decision immediately. Although a new agreement instance is created and an endpoint reference is returned, the agreement itself is in a pending state. Once the responder has made a decision, the agreement instance changes its state to either observed in case of acceptance or rejected. In both cases the initiator can be optionally notified about the decision.

### 2.3.4. WS-Agreement Agreement Service

Once the responder has received an agreement offer, the agreement factory instantiates an agreement instance in an appropriate state. Each agreement instance has a service interface for accessing the content of an agreement, for monitoring the agreement at runtime and for managing its lifecycle. The agreement service is designed as WSRF resource and the properties of an agreement service instance are WSRF resource properties. Two port types are specified for an agreement service:

- The **Agreement port type** defines a set of agreement resource properties (agreement context, terms, and id) and a method to terminate an agreement.

- The **AgreementState port type** defines a set of agreement resource properties (state of the agreement, state of the distinct service terms, and state of the guarantee terms) in order to observe the agreement compliance.

In order to couple the monitoring of a service with the evaluation of an SLA, the service term states provide the mechanisms and the relevant information from the service monitoring (e.g. average response time of a service). Additionally the service term states can include corresponding service deployment information which can also be exposed by the service provider on this machine-readable way.

### 2.3.5. WS-Agreement Language

In contrast to the WS-Agreement protocol that defines the services and methods, the WS-Agreement language defines the data types and the structure of the agreement document, the agreement template document, and the agreement offer document. This definition is separated
in two XML schemas, the agreement schema and the agreement state schema. While the agreement schema defines the core data types, the agreement state schema defines the data types for the agreement observation such as the agreement states, service term states, and guarantee term states. An agreement consists of an agreement identifier, an agreement name, an agreement context, and a term compositor with a detailed description of the service as depicted in the figure 2.4.

![Diagram of agreement structure](image.png)

**Figure 2.4:** Structure of an agreement

### Agreement Context

The agreement context contains information about the parties that are involved. These are the agreement initiator and the agreement responder. This information can be expressed either in a domain specific description of each party or as an endpoint reference or a distinguished name that identifies the party. Furthermore, each role of the participants has to be specified in the agreement context. In fact, who is the service provider and who is the service consumer. Additionally, the agreement context may also contain an expiration time, a reference to the template that was used to create the agreement, and further domain specific data.

### Agreement Terms

The agreement terms describe the service to be provided and its associated guarantees. Therefore terms are split into two groups: Service Terms and Guarantee Terms. While service terms
describe the different aspects of a service, guarantee terms specify the guarantees that are associated with the services with optional compensation methods which came into effect in case of guarantee fulfillment or violation. Besides an identifier, service terms also have a service name that can be used to semantically group multiple service terms. In particular, a single service can be described by multiple service terms where each service term describes a specific aspect of the service to provide. Service terms are subdivided in Service Description Terms, Service References, and Service Properties as depicted in figure 2.4.

**Service Description Terms**

*Service Description Terms* are functional and domain specific descriptions of a service to provide. Therefore, the service description can be any valid XML document that describes a service completely or partially. Because of the domain independency of WS-Agreement, the content of a service description term could only be understood by the involved participants (agreement initiator and agreement responder).

**Service References**

*Service References* can be used to refer to existing services with certain service quality constraints within an agreement. This service reference can be expressed like a service description term as an arbitrary XML document.

**Service Properties**

*Service Properties* are used to define variables in the context of an agreement, which are later used to evaluate the guarantees of this agreement. In order to define a variable a name, a metric, and a location is necessary. The location refers to a distinct element by using an XML query language like XPath.

**Guarantee Terms**

*Guarantee Terms* are used to express service guarantees and consist of four elements: a *Service Scope*, a *Qualifying Condition*, a *Service Level Objective*, and a *Business Value List*. Since a single agreement can comprise a set of different services, the *Service Scope* specifies the service that is covered by the guarantee. Because not all guarantees apply during the whole lifetime of an agreement, the *Qualifying Condition* specifies preconditions that must be fulfilled before a guarantee can be evaluated. The *Service Level Objective* defines an objective that must be met in order to provide a service with a particular service level. This *Service Level Objective*
basically defines how the agreed service levels are related to the actual QoS properties. The *Business Value List* defines the penalties and rewards that are associated with a guarantee.

**Term Composition**

The *Term Composition* of the WS-Agreement language is a simple grammar to structure terms in an agreement. This structure is called term tree and represents terms in a tree-like data structure, where each node is a term. Additionally, the term tree implements the composite pattern that enables the representation of part-whole hierarchies. The WS-Agreement language defines three types of term compositors: the *All* compositor, the *OneOrMore* compositor, and the *ExactlyOne* compositor. These term compositors are equivalent to the logical AND, OR, and XOR functions.

**2.4. WS-Agreement Negotiation**

The WS-Agreement protocol enables to compare agreement offers, to create agreements, and to evaluate agreements automatically [35]. Thus, it is possible to have a self acting system to make a decision whether an SLA offer is acceptable or not. However, the system is only able to either agree to all parts of an SLA offer or to refuse it, according the “take-it-or-leave-it” concept. The negotiation of SLAs is still up to the end user.

In order to change this situation, GRAAP-WG of the OGF published the WS-Agreement Negotiation specification which is an extension of the WS-Agreement specification. For the negotiation of SLAs, the service provider offers its services with advertised service levels via WS-Agreement templates. A template contains the general description of the service, the guarantees that can be given, and some options for the customer to choose from.

With WS-Agreement Negotiation the consumer is now able to declare all desired requirements is a negotiation template before it is send to the provider. The provider checks the requirements and whether he is able to fulfil or to accept them. If so, he can send back a counter offer with corresponding price information. If the requirements cannot be fulfilled, the provider can also send a counter offer with likewise service levels which he is able to fulfil (e.g. less computing nodes for a longer time frame instead of more computing nodes in a shorter time frame). This may take several rounds until both parties have come to a final agreement. The same process is used if an SLA has to be re-negotiated [35].
2.4.1. WS-Agreement Negotiation Model

The WS-Agreement Negotiation model consists of two parts: the negotiation offer/counter offer model and the layered architecture model. While the negotiation offer/counter offer model describes the negotiation process to create a new agreement, the layered architecture model describes the WS-Agreement Negotiation layer on top of the WS-Agreement layer and the service layer.

The WS-Agreement Negotiation offer/counter offer model describes the dynamic exchange of information between the negotiation initiator and the responder. In order to create an agreement both sides can negotiate an acceptable agreement in multiple rounds. The negotiation process starts with an initial offer that is based on a negotiation template. This initial offer is send to the other party, which in turn creates a counter offer for the negotiation offer received. Each counter offer is always based on a negotiation offer that was previously received and has an associated state that reflects the acceptability of the party.

![Figure 2.5: Example negotiation tree of multiple negotiation rounds](image-url)
In a multiple round negotiation, each exchanged negotiation offer can be represented in a rooted tree with a negotiable template as root node. Each child of the root node is an initial offer and each negotiation offer in this negotiation tree is a counter offer to its parent node. Leaf nodes are negotiation offers that either are in the acceptable state and can be used to create an agreement or are in the terminal rejected state.

In the example negotiation tree depicted in figure 2.5, the negotiation initiator creates an initial negotiation offer with an offer id 1 (OID-1) that is based on a negotiable template from the responder. This offer is then send to the negotiation responder, where the responder examines the incoming offer (OID-1) and creates two counter offers with OID-2 and OID-3. If the negotiation initiator processes returned any counter offer because it decides that both counter offers do not fulfil its requirements, than the initiator starts a new negotiation branch by creating a new initial negotiation offer (OID-4) based on template T1. If this offer is in turn unacceptable for the responder, a counter offer (OID-5) is created in the rejected state. Finally, the negotiation initiator creates a third negotiation branch, where after several rounds the negotiation responder returns a counter offer (OID-9) that fulfils the requirements of both sides and is in the acceptable state. Based on this offer the negotiation initiator creates the new agreement.

The WS-Agreement Negotiation architecture model extends the WS-Agreement model with an additional negotiation layer. The three layers are depicted in figure 2.6 and have a clear separation to decouple them from each other:

- The **negotiation layer** provides a protocol and a language to negotiate agreement offers and counter offers based on negotiated templates. This offers and counter offers don’t imply a promise of the agreement responder. In fact, they are rather an instrument that is used to find an acceptable agreement to subsequently create an agreement.

- The **agreement layer** is part of the WS-Agreement specification and was already described in detail in the sections before. If an acceptable agreement has been negotiated in multiple rounds, an agreement can be created based on the negotiated offers by calling either the `createAgreement` or the `createPendingAgreement` operation on the agreement responder’s `Agreement Factory` port type. Furthermore, the functionality for agreement evaluations, agreement observations, and all other agreement management tasks in general are still provided on this agreement layer.

- The **service layer** provides the actual service (e.g. a web service, resource provisioning service, etc.) and is governed by the agreement layer.
2.4.2. WS-Agreement Negotiation Protocol

The WS-Agreement Negotiation protocol is used to dynamically exchange information in order to reach a common understanding of a valid agreement offer. The service that is required to establish a negotiation between two parties is enabled by a negotiation service instance. This instance is limited in its lifetime or by the maximum negotiation rounds. These limitations are defined in the negotiation context. Furthermore, the negotiation context defines besides the expiration time also the roles of the negotiation participants and their obligations.

Moreover, also the nature of the negotiation process is defined in negotiation context. This specific reference of the negotiation instance can be either a negotiation of a new agreement or

FIGURE 2.6.: Layered service model of WS-Agreement Negotiation
a renegotiation of an existing agreement. In case of a renegotiation of an existing agreement, the negotiation type must include an endpoint reference to the responder’s agreement that is the subject of this renegotiation. Additionally, the element in the negotiation type can also contain domain specific data that can be used to control the negotiation process in a domain-specific way.

In general, the WS-Agreement Negotiation specification is an extension of the WS-Agreement specification and thus extends all core agreement types. This makes it very easy to convert a negotiation offer into an agreement. In order to create an agreement based on an agreement offer, the agreement factory on the agreement layer is used. The negotiation layer on top and the negotiation process itself do not bear any obligations for any negotiating party.

### 2.4.3. WS-Agreement Negotiation Language

As described before, a negotiation process is initiated by an initial offer based on a negotiation template. In order to negotiate the service level, the initiator and the responder exchange offer and counter offer while each counter offer based on a previous offer. The structure of such an offer is very similar to the structure of an agreement of the WS-Agreement specification. Additionally to the agreement elements, a negotiation offer contains also a *Negotiation Offer Id*, a *Negotiation Offer Context*, and some *Negotiation Constraints*. It extends the agreement schema of the WS-Agreement specification and therefore inherits the agreement name, agreement context, and the agreement terms. The basic structure of a negotiation offer is depicted in figure 2.7.

#### Negotiation Offer ID

The *Negotiation Offer ID* is the identifier of a specific offer and is unique for both parties. In turn, the name is an optional element that is the name of the agreement and can also be later set during the agreement creation as described in the WS-Agreement specification. While the *Negotiation Offer ID* and the name are additional elements in reference to the basic structure of an agreement, the term element is inherited from the WS-Agreement core data types. In the context of a negotiation process, the terms are the content of the negotiation process and specify both, the structure and the values of the agreement terms.

#### Negotiation Constraints

The *Negotiation Constraints* are used to express the requirements of a negotiation participant and thus to control the negotiation process. Therefore, the constraints define restrictions for
structure and values of negotiation counter offers. These Negotiation Constraints are not constant and can change during the negotiation process. In particular, if the negotiation initiator chooses one specific service term from a set of predefined terms, the responder can adopt them to his preferences by changing the negotiation constraints in a counter offer.

**Negotiation Offer Context**

The Negotiation Offer Context represents metadata associated with a specific negotiation offer, e.g. the id of the originating negotiation offer, its expiration time, and its state. Additionally, it may contain domain specific elements in order to provide negotiation extensions, for example to realize offers of a binding negotiation or additional compensation methods.
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The goal of this chapter is to analyse the WS-Agreement and the WS-Agreement Negotiation standards, their dependencies on other standards, and their applicability to an external Agreement-Mediator as third party. Furthermore, this chapter focuses not only on these standards, but also on their implementation. Therefore, this chapter is structured as follows: In section 3.1 the dependency on other standards is analysed and drawbacks are presented. Section 3.2 analyzes the fundamentals and the applicability of these standards to an autonomous Agreement-Mediator that allows for outsourcing SLA management tasks into a neutral zone.
The reference implementation WSAG4J is presented in section 3.3 and its applicability to an external Agreement-Mediator approach is discussed. In section 3.4 an alternative to WSRF is discussed and a theoretical comparison of both approaches focusing on motivation, features as well as interoperability and network load is presented. Section 3.5 describes a practical approach for this comparison, where performance benchmarks have been performed and show the differences in terms of scalability, availability, and efficiency. Finally, section 3.6 presents further REST-based standards which are already applied in today’s cloud middlewares.

### 3.1. WS-Agreement Dependency Analysis

The WS-Agreement specification describes the essential functionality for advertising, establishing, and monitoring SLAs for distributed and service-oriented environments. This specification is based on WSRF and thus also the WS-Agreement Negotiation specification have to be based on this fundamental standard. WSRF is a set of specifications which define operations for web services in order to become stateful. Although the WSRF specifies stateful operations among other things, WS-Agreement makes only use of the `GetResourceProperty` operation for reading data. The reason for this is obviously the conceptual separation of resources on the one hand and their properties on the other. Different operations are defined for both entities. While resource properties have a wide range of operations such as read, add, replace, delete, or search; a resource itself can only be deleted [36]. The creation of resource services is not standardized. Therefore, WS-Agreement defines proprietary operations such as `CreateAgreement` or `CreatePendingAgreement` which produce a new resource as a result. Why WS-Agreement also defines a specific `Terminate` operation for the deletion of Agreements (resource services) and do not make use of the WSRF operation `Destroy` is highly questionable. Furthermore, the standardized WSRF `Destroy` operation is explicitly mentioned in the WS-Agreement specification as an alternative variant for this functionality [28]. Since the `Terminate` operation of WS-Agreement can have additional parameters, one reason could be the transmission of a justification for canceling an agreement. Another reason for this decision may be the lack of extension points in the WSRF specification, because the specified `Destroy` operation by WSRF, like any other WSRF operation, permits no extension of arguments or additional content.

For the design of WS-Agreement only a standardized way can be used to implement the required operations. In particular, only other standards can be used to specify another standard that has to build on already accepted standards. Since conformity and interoperability are the foundation for wider accepted standards, the use of WSRF in this approach is in general to be regarded as meaningful. However, the use of WSRF for this purpose is simply oversized, because WS-Agreement only makes use of a single operation from five specifications of the heavy WSRF specification family. By the current state of scientific knowledge and technology maturity the use of WSRF can be considered as impractical, because the only noteworthy Java
implementations of WSRF are Apache Muse and the Globus Toolkit. Besides the low distribution, the development and support for Apache Muse have been stopped in 2013 [37] and for WSRF in Globus Toolkit already in 2010 [38].

3.2. WS-Agreement Applicability Analysis

The overall goal of this thesis is the design of an autonomous web service based Agreement-Mediator as a third party in the cloud market that provides a way to source out affairs regarding the management of SLAs into a neutral zone without taking the customer’s or the provider’s side. Thus, the Agreement-Mediator adds an additional transitive relationship between a provider and a customer without breaking or directly affecting any existing ones. Here, the applicability of the two existing standardized SLA protocols (WS-Agreement [28] and WS-Agreement Negotiation [29]) is analysed. Furthermore, this analysis also proposes changes to these specifications in order to reach the requirements for the applicability to an autonomous Agreement-Mediator.

3.2.1. Participant roles

WS-Agreement Negotiation defines a layered architectural model as depicted in figure 2.6 consisting of three layers: the negotiation layer, the agreement layer, and the service layer. These layers are clearly separated and specify two roles per layer: the negotiation layer is composed of the negotiation initiator (NI) and the negotiation responder (NR), the agreement layer is composed of the agreement initiator (AI) and the agreement responder (AR), and the service layer is composed of the service consumer (SC) and the service provider (SP). The roles of these parties (who is the provider and who is the consumer) are not specified and have to be declared during the interaction of these parties. In particular, this separation in roles allows that both SC and SP could be the AI or the AR as well as the NI or the NR.

The WS-Agreement standard specifies that the AgreementFactory and the PendingAgreementFactory port types are always provided by the AR. This means that the Agreement-Mediator is in any case the AR. In the AgreementContext of an agreement template, two optional elements can be used to identify the AI and the AR. These elements may be an Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) [39], an EPR [34], or may identify the parties by a more abstract type of naming [28]. Additionally, a required element called /wsag:Context/wsag:ServiceProvider identifies the service provider and can either take the value AgreementInitiator or AgreementResponder. This point in the specification is an obstacle for the applicability of WS-Agreement to a third party (Agreement-Mediator), because neither the AI nor the AR is the SP in this case. Therefore, a proposal to solve this limitation could be to keep this required element as part of the specification, but to change the type of this element to xs:anyType as also specified for
On the negotiation layer the WS-Agreement Negotiation standard specifies a similar context type called NegotiationContext. Similar to the WS-Agreement specification, the WS-Agreement Negotiation also specifies two optional elements, which identify the NI and the NR, where the NR implements the NegotiationFactory port type. Here, a required element called /wsag-neg:NegotiationContext/wsag-neg:AgreementResponder identifies the party in the negotiation process that acts on behalf of the agreement responder and can either take the value NegotiationInitiator or NegotiationResponder [29]. In terms of the Agreement-Mediator approach, the Agreement-Mediator is the NR, because it is the party that provides the AgreementFactory and the PendingAgreementFactory, which have to be also referred to in the negotiation context within the AgreementFactoryEPR element. A negotiation offer extends the wsag:AgreementType and therefore inherits the AgreementName, AgreementContext, and the agreement terms. Thus, the proposed change of the type to xs:anyType of the /wsag:Context/wsag:ServiceProvider element would also influence the negotiation layer and does not require additional changes to the WS-Agreement Negotiation standard.

3.2.2. Protocol Variants

The overall process for establishing agreements can be divided into four steps (1 - 4): The AR advertises services through templates in which terms are proposed. The AR is able to accept these terms along with a set of creation constraints that mark formal boundaries for adjusting terms (step 1). The AI retrieves the advertised templates from the AR, chooses the one that fits the AI’s requirements best and derives from the template an agreement offer (step 2). The AI then adjusts the terms of the agreement offer to its needs (according to the creation constraints of the template) and sends the offer back to the AR (step 3). The AR then checks its ability of fulfilling the AI’s requirements and responses its decision in form of a newly created agreement in case of acceptance or a fault message otherwise (step 4). This scenario is illustrated in figure 2.3, where the states of the agreement, the services, and the guarantees are available for retrieval along with an endpoint reference to terminate the agreement.

The described scenario is only one of six protocol variants which are depicted in figure 3.1 and is called synchronous asymmetric (variant 1), because the AR decides to accept or reject the agreement offer immediately after retrieving it and also immediately notifies the AI about his decision within his answer to the AI’s request. In the asynchronous protocol variant this
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decision can be deferred, resulting in an agreement that resists in a “pending” state, which may change to a state representing acceptance or rejection over time. WS-Agreement specifies two procedures for the AI to get informed about the AR’s decision: polling and call-back. Polling describes the behavior of the AI to constantly check the agreement states for changes. In order to follow the call-back variant an AI has to send an EPR to an implementation of the acceptance port type additionally to his agreement offer in step 3. This port type includes two methods representing acceptance and rejection and is called respectively by the AR when his decision is made. Furthermore, these three described types are all asymmetric because only the AR holds an instance of the actual agreement. If the AI does the same to represent his own view of the states, both behave in a symmetric way. That results in six variants in total: synchronous asymmetric (variant 1), synchronous symmetric (variant 2), asynchronous polling asymmetric (variant 3), asynchronous polling symmetric (variant 4), asynchronous call-back asymmetric (variant 5), and asynchronous call-back symmetric (variant 6).

Because of the complexity of the WS-Agreement protocol the only suitable protocol variants for a third party Agreement-Mediator are synchronous asymmetric, asynchronous call-back asymmetric, and asynchronous polling asymmetric, because only the asymmetric variants do not require the AI to implement any kind of server functionality that replicates agreement instances on the service consumer side. So, a consumer initiates agreements by calling either the createAgreement or createPendingAgreement endpoint of a service provider’s factory. Which of the two endpoints should be exposed and what circumstances lead to acceptance or rejection of an agreement-offer is entirely defined by the provider.

**FIGURE 3.1.:** WS-Agreement protocol variants
3.2.3. Service Terms

The terms are the main subjects of an agreement. They are a set of service descriptions, references to service descriptions, properties of services that may be used to describe the quality of a service, and guarantees coupled with Service Level Objectives (SLO), which are bounded to fees and compensations. All these terms may be composed and combined to valid selectable service entities. In case of a provider offer only certain combinations of services and terms are possible. For instance, a guarantee may be expressed via the GuaranteeTerm element that references to a ServiceDescriptionTerm and contains (among others) a ServiceLevelObjective and a BusinessValueList element. The ServiceLevelObjective elements advertise the QoS a provider is willing to commit for a service. These are formulated by any kind of expression, which may be evaluated true or false. These expressions utilize variables that are defined by the ServiceProperties element. The BusinessValueList element contains any number of compensations in form of penalties or rewards which can contain a unit in which the compensation is measured like a currency and its corresponding amount. This normative format allows not only programmatic inspection and comparison of terms but also programmatic compliance verification.

Other data structures like Templates, AgreementOffer or types used for negotiation inherit from this agreement type or include one. Only the semantics of the terms differ in distinct types: In a Template the terms represent an AR’s advertisement or a recommendation for an AI; in an AgreementOffer the terms represent the demand of an AI; and in an agreement the terms represent what AR and AI have agreed upon.

Considering that both standards are aiming to be universal standards in a multifarious environment like distributed service oriented architectures, many parts of the specification are defined as “domain-specific” and are explicitly left open. One of these parts is, for instance, the declaration of a term language to describe services. Another one is the connection between the agreement layer, which is described by this section, and the service layer, in which the actual usage of the service takes place. Because of that, a situation might occur where the actual instantiation of a service is triggered as a result of an established agreement. Doing so, the agreements managed by WS-Agreement would become more than SLAs and could be considered as instruments for managing services in general.

3.3. WSAG4J Framework Analysis

The WS-Agreement for Java (WSAG4J) framework [40] is the most complete and advanced solution according an evaluation by the GRAAP-WG from 2010 on existing WS-Agreement and WS-Agreement Negotiation implementations [41]. WSAG4J is written in Java, provides features for validating offers against creation constraints defined by templates, has a built-in
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persistence layer for agreements and allows template creation with pure XML without requiring to write Java code. WSAG4J also made several concretizations that were necessary for a ready to use implementation like the usage of the Java Expression Language (JEXL) as expression language. Its ability is a very important feature to automatically verify the guarantee terms of an agreement: WSAG4J evaluates expressions, i.e. a qualifying condition inside the ServiceLevelObjective element, and consequently triggers events for compensations, that take place in a customizable accounting system.

WSAG4J also supports multiple agreement factories per host. A WSAG4J factory consists of an arbitrary number of WSAG4J actions that in turn consist of three strategies providing control logic for delivering a template, negotiating an offer and creating an agreement based on an offer. These strategies define domain-specific behavior, i.e. the actual dependency of the advertised templates on resource availability or how the decision regarding the acceptance of an agreement offer is made. Since WSAG4J actions are not defined by the standards they appear transparent to an agreement initiator. In particular, requests for templates, negotiation or the creation of agreement are received and answered by a WSAG4J factory which delegates them to their associated actions.

However, WSAG4J actions are statically plugged into a WSAG4J server instance and cannot be modified at runtime. In order to enable the service provider to modify its service advertisements in an external Agreement-Mediator, several ways are identified and are discussed in the following text. Fundamentally, all approaches must reach the requirement defined for an Agreement-Mediator as third party: the effort for SLA management has to be reduced and to keep the resulting efforts of all participants as low as possible.

The first and most trivial way to provide a customizable advertisement by the Agreement-Mediator on behalf of a service provider is implied by the way advertisements are represented in WS-Agreement. By requesting an agreement factory’s GetTemplate endpoint an agreement initiator basically gets a set of XML documents in return. Providing a way to modify these XML documents (i.e. some sort of upload) would give the providers comprehensive control about their advertisements. Despite its simplicity, this approach has two downsides: Firstly, if a service provider has to upload his templates, this consequently implies that this provider has in-depth knowledge about the WS-Agreement standard and is responsible for building the templates by himself. Therefore, this approach violates the main goal of this use case. A conceivable workaround for this problem may consist of a graphical front-end that allows service providers to design their templates in a more comfortable way than writing XML while manually complying all specifications by WS-Agreement and all concretizations by the Agreement-Mediator. Nevertheless, the applicability of this approach is restricted to cases where the only variable of a provider’s offering-affairs is the exposed advertisement while other parts i.e. the decision making about the acceptance of a consumer’s offer, remain static and not secret. That is unlikely to be the case for most of the real-world providers. For example, in this model it
is not possible to implement even the most basic constraints of consumers, i.e. only offers by customers having a valid account at the target provider should be considered potentially acceptable. Therefore, a more generic approach is needed, in which a provider can define strategies for template delivery, offer negotiation and offer acceptance.

The main idea of the second approach is to let a provider freely define WSAG4J actions along with its three strategies for template delivery, offer negotiation and offer acceptance. Obviously this approach causes major efforts on the provider’s side, but that seems to be an unavoidable sacrifice for the sake of flexibility. Since WSAG4J action strategies are defined by three Java classes, a provider needs the ability to provide the underlying logic. Doing so by uploading Java classes is an unpractical solution for two reasons: Firstly, the Agreement Mediator could get injected by foreign code causing security issues like possible information leakage. Secondly, a provider reveals its likely secret strategies. Strategy disclosure can only be prevented if all decision-making processes remain at the provider’s side, hence a provider must outsource strategies in a web service. That does not inject foreign code into the mediator and does not reveal a provider’s strategies, but providing web services for WSAG4J strategies is near equally elaborate as implementing a WSAG4J instance itself and thus renders to give no benefit regarding the main goal of this proposal whatsoever.

Thinking about possible contents of strategies might lead to a satisfying solution. WSAG4J strategies have well defined results: Either a template is delivered or not, a counter-offer is sent or not, or an offer is accepted or rejected. This behavior can be pre-implemented because it never changes. Which result in particular is rendered depends on certain conditions. So the third approach proposes that the provider only has to define templates and express conditions that lead to the described results. This could be comfortably configured from a pre-defined set of variables in the Mediator’s back-end. For those cases where conditions shall remain secret or the pre-defined set of possibilities is not sufficient to express a condition, a simple web service endpoint can be provided by the service provider for evaluation. This seems to be the best tradeoff between producing the lowest possible effort on the provider’s site, while keeping most possible flexibility and preventing unavoidable strategy disclosure.

### 3.4. REST as an alternative to WSRF

Software architects and developers have the fundamental choice between two major approaches when creating web services: WS-* based or RESTful web services [42]. Both acronyms describe popular approaches for distributed services: the WS-* family describes a large stack of specifications based on the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [31] while Representational State Transfer (REST) is more an “architectural style” [43] than a standard that strongly relies on the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) as the application-level protocol [44]. WS-Agreement, WS-Agreement Negotiation, and the WSRF protocol family belong to the notable
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number of well defined WS-* specifications [45]. Many of these specifications specify interfaces which are usually defined in WSDL documents [32]. The operations defined in a WSDL document have expected inputs and outputs which also have to be defined by a schema document according to the XML standard [30]. With the upcoming of Web Application Description Language (WADL) [46] [47] as equivalent to WSDL, such a specification chain can also be applied to REST. Therefore, this section investigates the possibility for porting the WS-Agreement and the WS-Agreement Negotiation specification to a RESTful web service description. The main reason for this purpose is the elimination of the WSRF dependency.

The conceptual development of a RESTful web service description with static interfaces that converts the specified WS-Agreement functionality has been already proposed in two scientific papers [48] [49]. The authors of [48] described a rough architecture for RESTful web services extracted from WS-Agreement. They proposed a resource hierarchy, a set of representation approaches, and some possible HTTP methods with their semantics. Here, the authors limited their work to the synchronous asymmetric protocol variant of WS-Agreement. The authors of [49] presented a similar concept for converting WS-Agreement to a RESTful web service description. Here, also collections had been used for transposing the functionalities of the AgreementFactory. In contrast to [48], the authors of [49] additionally presented an AgreementDraft collection which enables the implementation of negotiation processes. This concept can be considered as an alternative approach for negotiating SLA terms as specified in WS-Agreement Negotiation. Worth mentioning is also, that in [49] the approach is an implementation of the asynchronous protocol variant which extends the uniform HTTP Interface with an X-Allow-Deferral header. This header can be used in a POST request to the Agreement collection resource for expressing the desired protocol variant and is thus establishing a certain functional parameter. In the same way, also an Acceptance resource (which is called Subscription in [49]) can be defined by the link header in order to get notified about decisions in the asynchronous call-back variant. Thus, the same decision as in WS-Agreement has been made in [49]: to model functionally rather than at the level of representable information.

Neither in [48] nor in [49] a reference to an implementation of these concepts is announced. In contrast, in WSAG4J a RESTful web service stack module exists that makes use of the same WS-Agreement core functionalities as used by the SOAP web service module [50]. This RESTful implementation is not documented or conceptionally described, presented or published in scientific papers [40]. A characteristic feature of this implementation is the attempt to convert the functional model of WS-Agreement to the uniform methods of HTTP. In particular, no representations of resources are modeled and for data transmission the same input and output messages are being re-used as in the SOAP web service module, which are also originally defined by WS-Agreement in its WSDL documents. URIs and HTTP methods are designed so that a combination of URI and method can be assigned to each WSDL message. The following subsection opposes WSRF to REST in terms of history, features as well as interoperability and network load. These comparisons are making use of the existing implementation of
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WSAG4J.

### 3.4.1. History and Motivation

SOAP and REST were both invented to establish specifications for machine communication and to avoid creation of proprietary solutions for Business-to-Business (B2B) integration. While SOAP supports a set of different transport protocols [31] the RESTful approach mostly relies on HTTP and aims to unfold its full power by applying best practices from the World Wide Web. This includes e.g. usage of HTTP methods and headers to profit from widely deployed caching mechanisms between communication partners.

Figure 3.2 compares the technology stacks of WSAG4J’s implementations based on WSRF and REST. These technological footprints underline the claim of the SOAP based WSRF implementation to support a wide range of transport protocols for complex B2B applications by including protocols such as HTTP(S), SMTP, FTP or JMS. On the other hand it becomes obvious that the RESTful variant of WSAG4J implements its version of WS-Agreement based on a smaller technology and protocol stack by using XML and HTTP(S) only. Both WSAG4J implementations provide service descriptions for their clients: The WSRF variant provides a WSDL document while the RESTful variant supplies a WADL document.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agreement Specification</th>
<th>WSAG4J via WSRF</th>
<th>WSAG4J via REST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WSAG</td>
<td>WSAN</td>
<td>WSAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>WSAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WS-* / REST Specifications</th>
<th>WSAG4J via WSRF</th>
<th>WSAG4J via REST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resource (WSRF)</td>
<td></td>
<td>WADL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata (WSDL)</td>
<td>SOAP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messaging (WS-Addr.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security (WS-Sec.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media Type</th>
<th>WSAG4J via WSRF</th>
<th>WSAG4J via REST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XML</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transport Protocol</th>
<th>WSAG4J via WSRF</th>
<th>WSAG4J via REST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>HTTPS</td>
<td>HTTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMTP</td>
<td></td>
<td>HTTPS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.2:** Technology stack of WSAG4J via WSRF and via REST

While both variants can be used with HTTP(S), SOAP based WSRF also supports other transport protocols. As most SOAP services are available via HTTP(S), REST profits from a more
specific implementation exhausting more features of the protocol.

### 3.4.2. Features

Having grown largely within the last 10+ years the family of WS-* standards offers a very wide set of features that ranges from reliable messaging over transaction management to machine-readable service description up to sophisticated security features. While some of these features are already built into HTTP, others have not yet been standardized for RESTful services although they may be of use.

In terms of service description there are comparable specifications in both worlds: The Web Application Description Language (WADL) was ported from the WS-* to the RESTful world based on the concept of the well known Web Services Description Language (WSDL). WADL basically enables machine-readable specification of web services via XML. It was developed by SUN Microsystems Inc. and submitted to the W3C in 2009 but has not been standardized [51]. Until today no generic service description format was standardized or has been widely accepted for RESTful services, because it is difficult to find a single format that matches all kinds of services. Instead application specific protocols such as OpenSearch [52] or AtomPubProtocol [53] may be employed depending on the service topic. In other cases linking RESTful resources via media types such as the Hypertext Application Language (HAL) [54] may be sufficient to announce a RESTful service’s capabilities.

Consequently, WSRF profits from many good WS-* specifications that may exceed existing HTTP features for the RESTful world. Examples in the area of security and service description reveal that REST’s concept as an "architectural style” hinders the specification of standards that will apply to every possible application or use case.

### 3.4.3. Interoperability

RESTful services rely on HTTP as the transport protocol and may be used by any client with access to an HTTP library. The concepts of uniform interface and self-descriptive messages (also known as HATEOAS: Hypermedia as the engine of application state) [44] [43] enable a wide range of different clients such as web browsers, mobile apps and business partners to consume the exact same service using different media types. On the other side SOAP services are not consumable by web browsers because they offer a specialized service to dedicated clients. Any website accompanying a SOAP service would therefore require the creation of a separate interface to serve web browsing users.

These differences reveal perspectives that are also reflected in the way clients are usually implemented. In the WS-* world most services as well as clients are generated by a heavy weight
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tool chain hiding underlying complexity. In this way WS-* authors don’t need to care about the underlying transfer protocol and start their development process with a set of generated code stubs. The world of RESTful services takes another approach: Typically developers rely less on code generation and try to keep their services available to many kinds of different clients. While the WS-* approach is quite convenient for developers it comes with two major drawbacks: First the requirement of a tool chain restricts the amount of development environments as such tooling may not exist or be incompatible for less common programming languages. Second the abstraction from underlying transport protocols allows developers to start coding immediately at the cost of long debugging sessions when problems arise later on (e.g. due to restrictive firewalls or incompatible schema validators).

3.4.4. Network Load and Performance

Communication is a crucial aspect to performance in distributed systems. Depending on the underlying network protocol and infrastructure, features such as caching or compression may speed up network communication. Because RESTful services are strictly tied to HTTP they can be designed to benefit from HTTP caching either through intermediate middleboxes or on the client side. Caching features available for WS-* depend on the chosen communication technology. Most SOAP tools use POST over HTTP with arbitrary data which renders standard HTTP caching impossible. Although there are approaches to enhance caching for SOAP communication these approaches mostly ignore caching mechanisms of the specific transport protocol but implement caching at higher levels.

Furthermore, performance needs to be weighed up against security requirements for the usage scenario. As an example, using secure communication such as HTTPS makes any caches useless as the actual packet payload is no more visible to intermediate routers, caches or proxies. In the context of the performance comparison presented in section 3.5 the effective response time of both approaches is measured. To gain a better understanding of communication between server and clients within the distributed system, the network load for both cases WSAG4J’s SOAP with WSRF and REST module is logged.

3.4.5. Related Work

The comparison of WS-* respectively SOAP and RESTful web services has already been performed by several scientists [42] [44] [55] [56] [57] and many more. However, the comparison of stateful approaches with the intention to include WADL in a WS-* standard is still an open issue. Thus, the following papers either compared both in different contexts or migrated applications between WS-* and RESTful approaches.
Pautasso et al. [44] compared both WS-* and RESTful web services from a conceptual and technological perspective and developed advice on when to use which approach. They presented a general and comprehensive summary to support architectural decisions. In contrast, the focus of this comparison is on a specific standard that requires stateful web services. Furthermore, in the next section also a performance comparison of both approaches is presented.

Upadhyaya et al. [56] provided a semi-automatic approach to migrate existing SOAP based services into RESTful services and compared performance measurements of both solutions showing slightly better performance of REST based services. Compared to their work, this comparison focuses on one single WS-* standard and compares already existing services rather than generating them which allows a more detailed inspection of both solutions.

Mulligan and Gračanin [57] developed a middleware component for data transmission offering both a SOAP and a REST interface. They evaluated their implementations with regard to performance and scalability requirements. Other than their work, this section compares both approaches using very specific WS-* standards: WSRF and WS-Agreement.

Kübert et al. [48] and Blumel et al. [49] are the only ones who analyzed the WSRF based WS-Agreement specification and designed a RESTful service with a feature set close to the standard. Their work proved that porting a WS-Agreement service to REST is possible in theory, but their scope ended with the proof of feasibility. This comparison and the performance comparison in the next section uses an actual implementation of WS-Agreement and gain insights about performance gaps between both solutions. Based on their work as well as the existing RESTful implementation of WSAG4J this section adds an evaluation of both approaches which has not been shown before.

3.5. Performance Evaluation

This section evaluates the SOAP and the REST based implementation in terms of the performance. This comparison is based on the existing REST implementation of WSAG4J [50] [40]. Any WS-Agreement service provided by an autonomous Agreement-Mediator acts as a neutral component between a service provider and a service consumer for establishing SLAs. As such it needs to be available to both at any time, which implies hard requirements for availability and scalability of such a service. Therefore, the expected performance benchmarks indicate whether the WSRF or the REST based implementation allows to handle more concurrent clients with given hardware. WSAG4J is designed modularly and consists amongst others of an Engine Module that implements functionalities for processing agreement offers, creating agreements, feed in monitoring date, and evaluating agreement guarantees, and two Web Service Modules (one for WSRF and one for REST) that are the implementation of the web service stack with the sole function to delegate the calls to the Engine Module. This makes it an ideal candidate
for black box testing using the provided client and server distributions of both the WSRF and the REST variant to compare equivalent operations.

In order to compare both the RESTful and the WSRF variants, it is important to select a real life usage scenario with significant complexity. A typical use case for WS-Agreement (Negotiation) is automated SLA negotiation which is already used by research projects in the area of fully automated SLA processing [50] [58]. Web services handling SLAs as defined as an overall goal for the Agreement-Mediator approach which acts as neutral notary. These web services must always be reachable to both agreement parties guaranteeing verification of established agreements. For this reason, performance, scalability and availability are hard requirements for any production system. In order to measure the performance of both SOAP and REST based communication in a black box approach, the WSAG4J framework in version 2.0 was used. Results of these performance measurements indicate which of both variants allows sufficient service quality at appropriate operation costs.

3.5.1. Test Scenarios

Based on the use case of automated SLA delivery, three sample tests that reflect the WS-Agreement usage in the field of cloud computing were selected. Basically every WS-Agreement (Negotiation) service has to provide at least one Agreement Factory containing one or more Agreement Templates that describe the provided services and serves as a sample for incoming Agreement Offers the customer is willing to accept. For the given scenarios both WSRF and REST services were configured with one Agreement Factory holding three templates.

GetFactories

The first scenario is a very basic step in which an Agreement Initiator requests all Agreement Factories served by the Agreement Responder. This use case is usually the first step an initiator has to go through to discover services of an unknown responder.

GetTemplates

The next scenario reflects the follow-up step in service discovery: The initiator needs to gain knowledge about available Agreement Templates for any factory of interest.
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**Negotiation Scenario**

The third scenario runs a complex negotiation process between the *initiator* and the *responder*. In this case the *responder* implements the agreement on behalf of the service provider while the *initiator* acts on behalf of the service consumer. The offered service computes resources for certain time frames using negotiable templates. Within the scenario the *initiator* sends a first *Negotiation Counter Offer* to which the *responder* replies with another counter offer for less resources at the same time or an equal amount of resources at a later time. The *initiator* evaluates given options and sends a third counter offer which is finally accepted leading to a *Negotiated Offer* used by the *initiator* to create the offer.

3.5.2. Test Infrastructure

The load tests use two commodity servers providing four virtual machines as shown in figure 3.3. Each server was equipped with two Intel Xeon E5430 2.66 GHz CPUs (four cores per CPU) and 32 GB RAM. The nodes were connected via regular Gigabit Ethernet links and ran Linux (kernel version 3.2.0-57). Both nodes ran KVM virtual machines with two cores. Inside the virtual machines Ubuntu Linux 12.04 (kernel version 3.2.0-57) and Java 1.6.0.26 (OpenJDK) was used. Tests were coordinated by using the Java based load testing framework The Grinder in version 3.11 [59].

![Physical Architecture of Test Environment](image)

**Figure 3.3.** Physical architecture of test environment
Host 1 provides VM1 which ran Apache Tomcat 7.0.50 and serves the WSAG4J web apps with a maximum of 2 GB heap space. For WSRF based tests the WSRF service is deployed while the REST based tests ran with the REST web app. In order to allow dedicated usage of the available heap space only one of both apps is deployed simultaneously. Host 2 provides VM2, VM3, and VM4 which execute the test runner component of the Grinder framework named grinder-agent. The three agents are coordinated by another host running the Grinder’s grinder-console component which handle code distribution, test synchronization and collection of measurement results. The distributed code contains specific test code for each test scenario as well as the WSAG4J client for WSRF or REST. This infrastructure allows short network paths avoiding biased results due to network issues while still being close enough to real life scenarios in which clients will always be located on other machines than the WSAG service.

3.5.3. Impact of Security Technology

In the context of SLA negotiation security features like non-repudiation form the technological foundation for general feasibility and acceptance. Since the load tests should handle real life scenarios the setup has been adjusted in order to ensure a comparable level of trust for both approaches: WSRF and REST.

WSAG4J’s WSRF based solution utilized WS-Security standards such as BinarySecurityToken and XML signature [60] [61] by default while the RESTful distribution shipped without adequate replacement. Therefore, the decision has been made to run all tests with HTTPS and to replace WSRF’s security tokens with TLS Client Certificates which verify the identity of request senders. Because message payload was neither encrypted within the WSRF nor in the REST variant by default, TLS is enabled for both variants considering the sensitive nature of SLAs to protect communication from any kind of eavesdropping.

Table 3.1 shows a comparison of relevant security features. Using TLS and client certificates provides a similar set of security features for RESTful end-to-end-security. Nevertheless this setup could not ensure message integrity if any intermediate host would be able to tamper with the message’s content. Given that intercepting a TLS connection would require substantial effort this discrepancy is assessed as negligible for test results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>WSRF</th>
<th>REST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authentication</td>
<td>BinarySecurityToken (X.509 certificate)</td>
<td>Client Certificates (X.509 certificate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature</td>
<td>XML Signature</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>TLS (HTTPS)</td>
<td>TLS (HTTPS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5.4. Measurement Results

The load tests measured 200 test runs for each test scenario with both WSRF and REST code bases. Each test scenario was executed with a different number of concurrent clients to evaluate the scalability of both solutions. All tests started with a single client and increased up to 8 concurrent clients. All JVMs of the Grinder agents as well as Apache Tomcat are restarted after each run to minimize effects of JVM internal optimizations. The test runners (grinder agents) are coordinated by a single machine as described in section 3.5.2.

Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 show response times of all test scenarios. It is important to note that the scale of each diagram’s response time axis is adapted to fit the measured values. The results of the load tests reveal that the RESTful code base provides better performance than WSRF in most cases. More specifically, there are only two results which show better response times of WSRF: GetFactories with 1 and 2 concurrent users. Starting with 4 concurrent users the RESTful stack performs better.

![Figure 3.4: Response times for GetFactories](image)

For GetTemplates and the Negotiation Scenario results reveal lower response time of the RESTful approach in all cases. It is important to point out that while running the Negotiation Scenario an increasing number of test failures appeared with rising numbers of concurrent users. Using the WSRF stack the first failures appeared with 4 concurrent users and concerned already 80% of all tests while the RESTful stack showed 59% of failures under the same load. This is also the reason why figure 3.6 only reveals times up to 4 concurrent users. With more than 4 concurrent users the number of failures increased rapidly leading to unreliable measurement results.
The last figure 3.7 compares response times of all test scenarios proving increased complexity of the last scenario in terms of computation time.

Due to the modularity of WSAG4J, the implementation of functionalities for processing agreement offers, creating agreements, monitoring the service quality, and evaluating agreement guarantees is comprised in the SLA Engine Module which is used by both web service stacks: the WSRF as well as the REST. Therefore, the black box approach is adequately, because no separation between performance of internal components like the Engine Module and the
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In terms of performance it becomes apparent with an increasing number of concurrent clients that the RESTful stack of WSAG4J scales better than the WSRF based solution. In the given test infrastructure the GetFactories scenario with 24 concurrent REST clients without running into failures while WSRF reported 50% failures with a number of 8 concurrent clients. These results are likely to be influenced by the amount of required network traffic which is significantly larger in the case of WSRF and therefore puts a higher load on the latter’s serialization engine.

**Figure 3.7.** Response times of all test scenarios with 4 concurrent users

front-end Web Service Modules is applied. The focus of this comparison is on the performance comparison of WSRF to REST where the overhead for parsing the WS-Agreement language, for persistence of agreements or for business logic is equal in both cases. Besides measuring response times, also the amount of network traffic for each solution required during the tests as announced in section 3.4.4 is evaluated. HTTP request and response in the case of GetFactories are compared in table 3.2. It shows the request headers as well as the response bodies of both stacks used to communicate about all available factories offered by the service provider. From the last line it becomes apparent that in this sample case REST required nearly one-tenth of WSRF’s network traffic by using the very basic media type text/uri-list instead of a more complex and verbose XML structure. Both numbers of 3637 and 378 bytes were aggregated over the relevant payload. In order to compare only payloads required for the specific use case, security data such as WS-Security headers or client certificates are neglected.
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It must be emphasized that web services providing WS-Agreement and WS-Agreement Negotiation act as neutral notaries which must by definition always be reachable to both agreement parties enabling 24/7 verification of SLAs. Such availability can be achieved by typical measures such as redundancy and instant provisioning and must scale with an increasing number of clients. As proved by measurements the RESTful implementation of the WSAG4J framework scales better than the WSRF based solution and can therefore reduce operation costs and complexity when using WSAG4J for SLA negotiation and monitoring. The second reason for opting for the REST-based solution is its enhanced interoperability compared with the WSRF variant. When providing a public Agreement-Mediator service it is advisable to support as many different clients as possible. Because REST’s technological footprint is lighter than the one of WSRF, it is open to more development environments possibly attracting a larger number of users. Therefore, the next section presents further REST-based standards that are considerable for an Agreement-Mediator approach or may be a fastening element to WS-Agreement and WS-Agreement Negotiation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.2.: Comparison of HTTP traffic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WSRF</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/services/AgreementFactoryServiceGroup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>content-type: application/soap+xml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user-agent: Axis2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;soapenv:Envelope xmlns:...&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;soapenv:Header xmlns:...&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="">wsse:Security</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3637 Bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It must be emphasized that web services providing WS-Agreement and WS-Agreement Negotiation act as neutral notaries which must by definition always be reachable to both agreement parties enabling 24/7 verification of SLAs. Such availability can be achieved by typical measures such as redundancy and instant provisioning and must scale with an increasing number of clients. As proved by measurements the RESTful implementation of the WSAG4J framework scales better than the WSRF based solution and can therefore reduce operation costs and complexity when using WSAG4J for SLA negotiation and monitoring. The second reason for opting for the REST-based solution is its enhanced interoperability compared with the WSRF variant. When providing a public Agreement-Mediator service it is advisable to support as many different clients as possible. Because REST’s technological footprint is lighter than the one of WSRF, it is open to more development environments possibly attracting a larger number of users. Therefore, the next section presents further REST-based standards that are considerable for an Agreement-Mediator approach or may be a fastening element to WS-Agreement and WS-Agreement Negotiation.
3.6. Further REST-based Cloud Standards

Many companies started working on their own proprietary specifications for virtual machine configurations, their associated file formats, the application packaging and its deployment through proprietary interfaces [8]. This lack of interoperability has been solved by standards like the Open Virtualization Format (OVF) [9], the Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [11], the Cloud Application Management for Platforms (CAMP) [62], the Cloud Infrastructure Management Interface (CIMI) [63], and the Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) [10].

The OVF [9] is a specification that describes an open format for the packaging and the distribution of software to be executed in virtual machines. This specification was standardized by the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) and enables the packaging of distributed applications in a secure, vendor and platform independent, efficient, and extensible format. Applications that are delivered in such a format can be easily migrated from a local cloud to a public cloud or from one public cloud to another independent of the cloud middleware that is used by the provider.

TOSCA [11] is a specification that aims to leverage portability of application layer services by providing a formal description of Service Templates, including their structure, properties, and behavior. TOSCA is standardized by the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) and specifies an XML-based language that is used to orchestrate software components and their relationship as well as their behavior.

These two open standards mentioned above are of high importance, because they build the foundation for further standards and are widely supported by several cloud middleware implementations. However, these standards describe the application or virtual machine configuration and packaging format. They don’t specify any kind of operations which can be used to deploy or in general enable the access to a cloud middleware. This kind of interface specifications are specified in the other already mentioned standards, which are described and analysed in the following subsections.

3.6.1. Cloud Application Management for Platforms

The CAMP [62] standard is a RESTful API specification for PaaS cloud middlewares. It describes operations for managing the deployment, running, administration, monitoring and patching of applications in the cloud. CAMP is standardized by the OASIS and specifies artifacts, formats and APIs which enable interoperability among self-service interfaces of PaaS clouds. Use cases that are supported by CAMP are [62]: building and packaging an application in an application development environment, importing a deployment package or uploading
application artifacts into the cloud, as well as run, stop, suspend, snapshot, and patch an application.

The CAMP standard is open and defines also support for multiple endpoints, versions, and extensions that can be used for extending a cloud middleware with additional functionalities. The basic specification has absolutely no support for any SLA functionalities. Furthermore, CAMP is designed only for the PaaS layer and is strictly bounded to HTTP. For this reason, the CAMP standard is not applicable for any Agreement-Mediator approach in general.

3.6.2. Cloud Infrastructure Management Interface

The CIMI [63] is a specification that describes a model and a protocol for management interactions between cloud service consumers and cloud service provider. Originally, the Open Cloud Standards Incubator initiative developed cloud management use cases, architectures and interactions which were transitioned to the Cloud Management Working Group (CMWG) that specified the CIMI.

CIMI specifies a RESTful protocol based on HTTP that enables access to an implementation of an IaaS cloud middleware. CIMI may also be adopted to higher cloud layers such as PaaS or SaaS, but is out of scope of this specification. The basic resources for which CIMI is modeled are virtual machines, storage, and network. The media types that are supported by CIMI are either application/json or application/xml.

The model of CIMI focuses on a single administrated cloud environment where the customer has already established a business relationship to the provider. In particular, financial terms like accounting, billing, or payment are out of the scope of this specification. Furthermore, the model assumes that the customer has already signed up and has to support provider specific authentication and authorisations implementations which are also out of scope of this standard.

The CIMI model has been inspired by the Entity-Relationship model, because it makes use of a tabular representation where each entity is modeled as cloud resource and has its relationships to other entities by using a referential mechanism. The references of this referential mechanism are unique identifiers which are URLs for HTTP. The model should be self-describing in order to support extensibility in two different ways. While the first extensibility mechanism defined by the CIMI model is for consumers, the second is for providers [63]:

**Consumers** can add additional data to their resources when creating or updating a resource. For this purpose the specification defines an attribute called *property* for each resource. This attribute can store a set of name/value pairs which are stored and returned by the provider.
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Providers can define extensions by making use of the ResourceMetadata resource for this purpose. It allows for advertising additional attributes, operations, and capabilities. Moreover, constraints can be defined that might need to be understood by customers. This model enables the discovery of any new extension attributes or operations.

The extension model of CIMI is a well designed approach and makes this specification considerable for the application to an Agreement-Mediator approach. However, the CIMI is designed for HTTP although the specification explicitly mentioned that “…the underlying model is not specific to HTTP, and it is possible to map it to other protocols as well” [63].

3.6.3. Open Cloud Computing Interface

The OCCI [10] is a set of specifications standardized by the Open Cloud Computing Interface working group (OCCI-WG) within the Open Grid Forum (OGF). It is a RESTful protocol and API for management tasks that was originally designed for IaaS services, but in its current maturity also supports PaaS capabilities. This open standard aims to provide a cloud middleware independent interface to access cloud management functionalities (e.g. instantiation and configuration of virtual machines, setting up associated networks, etc.).

In contrast to the CAMP or the CIMI standard, the OCCI is a specification family that follows a layered approach where the Core specification builds the foundation and all others are built thereon. The current version 1.1 consists of three documents which are described in detail and analysed in the following sub-sections.

OCCI - Core

This specification is the foundation for all other OCCI specifications and defines the OCCI core model [64]. This model specifies a representation of instance types which can be accessed and manipulated through operations defined by higher-level specifications. The main goal of this model is its extensibility. In particular, customers are able to explore and to discover all functionalities and extensions at run-time. The extension mechanism that is used here, is based on the Mixin concept [65].

The core model can be divided into three categories: classification and identification types, base types, and extensibility types. Three base types are defined in the core model and are depicted in figure 3.8. Here, an Entity is an abstract type from which Resource type and Link type inherit from. The resources are modeled according the REST-style as sub-types of the Resource type which could be a virtual machine, a network or any other entity. The Link type is used to associate Resource instances to other Resource instances. In order to identify resources and their classification, each sub-type of Entity has a unique Kind instance.
The fundamental type of the classification and identification system is the \textit{Kind} type. This \textit{Kind} type inherits from the \textit{Category} type which is also the abstract base type of the \textit{Mixin} type and the \textit{Action} type as depicted in figure 3.9. A \textit{Kind} instance is an unique identifier that allows for dynamic discovery of available types. In fact, the \textit{Kind} type is used to expose the functionalities that are supported by a particular implementation. Each \textit{Kind} instance can expose a set of \textit{Actions} that can be invoked on a \textit{Resource} instance that applies to this particular \textit{Kind} instance. In order to expose additional capabilities as extensions at run-time, the core model specifies the \textit{Mixin} type. An instance of this type can expose higher-level functionalities which are optional and domain-specific.
Additionally to the core model types described before, the OCCI core specification also defines Attributes, Templates, and Collections. While Attributes specify parameters and their properties, Templates are used as mechanisms to provide default values for entity instances. A Collection is a set of Entity instances associated with the same Kind or Mixin instance. Such a Collection can be used by clients to navigate through resources. Here, a client can retrieve a whole Collection, a specific item in a Collection, or a subset of a Collection.

**OCCI - HTTP Rendering**

The RESTful HTTP rendering specification describes a RESTful API that enables the interaction with the core model [66]. It specifies the general behavior for all interactions and three content types for the representation of resources: `text/plain`, `text/occi`, and `text/uri-list`. It is based on HTTP and makes use of its standard operations: Create (POST), Retrieve (GET), Update (POST/PUT), and Delete (DELETE). Besides the specification of behavior and access to Resource instances, Kind collections, Mixin collections, and also a query interface is specified. This query interface can be used to determine the capabilities on a specific OCCI implementation. Additionally, a filtering mechanism is described in order to retrieve selected information of interest.

**OCCI - Infrastructure**

The Infrastructure specification is an extension designed for interactions with an IaaS cloud middleware [67]. It describes three sub-types of the Resource type, which are Compute, Network, and Storage, and two sub-types of the Link type: NetworkInterface and StorageLink. The following listing 3.1 illustrates an example for creating a compute resource instance.

```
> POST /compute/ HTTP/1.1
> [...] 
> Content-Type: text/occi 
> Category: compute; 
  scheme="http://schemas.ogf.org/occi/infrastructure#"; 
  class="kind"
> 
< HTTP/1.1 200 OK
< [...] 
< Content-Type: text/plain 
< Location: http://cloud.cit.tu-berlin.de/users/as/compute/vm1
< Server: cit-occi OCCI/1.1
< 
< OK

**LISTING 3.1:** Example request/response for OCCI
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4. Agreement Mediation Approaches

The overall goal of this thesis is the development of an autonomous web service based Agreement-Mediator as a third party that sources out SLA management tasks into a neutral zone without taking the consumer’s or the provider’s side. Thus, the Agreement-Mediator adds an additional transitive relationship between service providers and service consumers. Moreover, the introduction of an Agreement-Mediator as depicted in figure 4.1 facilitates service discovery mechanisms and allows for comparing services based on their advertised QoS. Furthermore, customers are able to negotiate individual SLAs before they come into effect. In particular, the Agreement-Mediator’s main purposes are:

- advertising services with individual quality levels and guarantees that a provider is willing and able to deliver;
• giving consumers the opportunity to discover and to easily compare offered services of different providers;

• registering declarations of mutual intentions for business relationships in form of potential SLA offers;

• offering services to feed in monitoring data for participating parties of an agreement for automatic compliance verification of SLA terms;

• notifying participating parties about agreement-related events like creation, violation or termination;

• reducing the overhead for managing SLAs between consumers and providers; and

• establishing higher trust by transferring mediation affiliation into an external and neutral entity.

**Figure 4.1:** Schematical architecture for an Agreement-Mediator
4.1. Registry Approach

The requirement for such an Agreement-Mediator is that this approach has to make use of already accepted and widely established standards for SLA and cloud management protocols. Further requirements include the applicability to broader service domains in order to use this approach also for every cloud-based service form the IaaS up to the SaaS layer. Similarly to traditional SLAs, agreements should describe the quality of a service, and what has to be monitored to verify agreement compliance. The Agreement-Mediator should represent multiple providers at the same time, i.e. the Agreement-Mediator advertises SLA offers of different providers at one central place in a standardized and normative way. This increases the customer’s ability to compare these offers of different providers and to negotiate specific terms and conditions with them in order to find the best fitting service. Thus, consumers are able to make better decisions about which provider they want to work with and the providers’ competition among each other regarding offers with the best relation between cost and terms is potentially increased. Furthermore, a normative approach for the expression of agreement offers allows for rapidly changing terms, advertisements, and pricing conditions for cloud services offered by provider around the world. Thus, cloud service provider could benefit from this approach, especially in case of cyclically idle times. In particular, providers are able to increase the utilization of their data centers by advertising their prices depending on their capacity. For instance, a virtual machine can be sold for a lower price at night and for a higher price at day.

The following sections of this chapter present different approaches of Agreement-Mediators which are evaluated in order to find the best solution for the overall goal of this thesis. While section 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 present the approaches in detail and assess them, section 4.5 presents further related work and approaches. Finally, section 4.6 concludes this chapter and gives an outlook on the last major chapter of this thesis.

4.1. Registry Approach

Service-orientated architecture (SOA) is a software architecture concept that enables the development of loosely coupled, standards-based, distributed, and protocol-independent services [68]. These services can be provided by autonomous organizations and would build a cross-organizational service landscape in this way. Each service can be combined with other services and together construct a higher functionality of a large software application. This paradigm not only facilitates distributed service-orientated computing environments but also reduces development costs because it allows higher flexibility of business processes by reusing existing services.

In order to discover services in a SOA, a kind of service repository has to provide the functionality to retrieve information about the services that are published in a registry. Such information is the location of a service, additional contact and support items, or financial information (e.g. license fees). In order to distinguish between registry and repository the following definitions
are applied for this thesis: A repository represents the business view and a registry the technical view of a service. Thus, a repository contains more information and data than a registry. In particular, while a registry is used primarily to manage the services used at runtime, a repository also contains additional information for considering a service before use (e.g., pricing information, auditing, logging, etc.).

A service registry enables service consumers to find a desired service. One existing standard that specifies the data model and the interfaces for accessing an implementation of a service registry is the Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) [69] standard. This specification defines a SOAP-based API for retrieving fundamental information such as the description of a service, a service interface definition, and a description of how to access the service. When a service consumer has found an adequate service in the registry, the web service is accessed directly according to the description retrieved from the registry.

As depicted in figure 2.6, WS-Agreement introduces an additional agreement layer that enables the management of agreements for specific services. In order to discover services with specific service levels, an agreement management component has to look up available services in a public registry [70] [50]. If a service with desired quality characteristics was found, the consumer’s agreement management component contacts the agreement management counterpart on the service provider’s side. This scenario is illustrated in figure 4.2. Here, both components are able to negotiate the conditions of the service provisioning on the agreement layer. If both sides agree to the negotiated conditions an SLA is created that serves as formal contract. Afterwards, the service provider creates a service instance at the service layer that can be used by the consumer with the agreed quality.

### 4.1.1. Service Visibility and Discovery

UDDI registries can have two possible visibilities: private and public. Private registries are located in an infrastructure of a single organization and are not accessible from the Internet. Public registries are a collection of peer directories which are available for external customers. Today, only a few public UDDI registries are still available, because they were mostly small from the very beginning and have not been widely used by customers. The reason for this may be the human processes, e.g. the creation of an initial business relationship between customer and provider, the negotiation of price and payment terms, and so on, that need to be performed before the automated processes of service discovery can happen. This fact makes this approach for applying to an Agreement-Mediator that allows for discovering services of third-party provider unusable.

However, UDDI is still often used as supporting infrastructure for SOAP web services in a constrained private environment. The field of application of today’s UDDI registries is to enable service discovery and to supply additional information missing in WSDL descriptions for web
services, which are operating inside a single infrastructure and may be only available for a set of privileged customers. Taking this case for this approach, one of these privileged customers can browse for a desired service, but cannot compare this service to other equal or similar services offered by different providers in the same fashion. In order to compare services based on the advertised service levels, the Agreement Management component of the consumer has to search in different registries for equal services and to retrieve agreement templates from all Agreement Management components hosted at provider side. These agreement templates include the advertisements of each service exposed by the different providers and build the foundation for the comparison. This makes not only the implementation and the comparison very complex, but also requires the establishment of business relationships to all providers which have to be taken into account for this comparison.

4.1.2. Complexity and Automation

UDDI was not widely used for exposing and discovering web services in a public manner, because of its overambitious complexity, the missing security capabilities, and the difficulty of managing and collecting micro-payments. Besides the use of UDDI, an implementation of a registry for web services requires in any case the development of an Agreement Management component for both, the provider and the customer. These components also have to verify the
compliance of an established SLA by monitoring the service during consumption. This fact does not facilitates the SLA management, does not establish higher trust and especially does not actually transfers mediation affiliations into a neutral zone.

4.2. Broker Approach

The approach for an Agreement-Mediator acting as a broker between customers and providers requires an additional extension that is based on WS-Agreement and WS-Agreement Negotiation. This protocol extension introduces a new layer located on top and is needed for administration and configuration tasks. Similar to the Agreement Factory and the Negotiation Factory the Administration layer has to provide a Service Repository that allows the definition, the creation, and the configuration of Agreement Terms (Service Description Terms, Service References, Service Properties, Guarantee Terms) and Agreement Strategies (Create Template, Negotiate Offer, Create Agreement).

This section does not specify the extension itself, but rather identifies the requirements that such a specification should fulfill. Therefore, this section presents details on the functionality of each service and in particular how WS-Agreement (Negotiation) and its reference implementation WSAG4J are exploited in order to provide the necessary services for SLA management.

4.2.1. Advertising SLA Temples

The Agreement-Mediator in this approach advertises provider’s SLA capabilities with WS-Agreement templates that are delivered by invoking the GetTemplates operation from a Negotiation instance or an Agreement Factory. As described in section 2.3, templates contain guarantees and optional compensation methods referenced to services a provider is likely to accept. Here, a service provider has to use a publicly available term language defined by the Agreement-Mediator to describe services or to create references to existing descriptions. The actual SLA is formulated by service properties and guarantees following the standard WS-Agreement format including concretizations made by WSAG4J like the use of JEXL as expression language.

As depicted in figure 4.3, each service provider which cooperates with the Agreement-Mediator has one assigned Service Repository, one Negotiation Factory, and one Agreement Factory. This gives the ability to create, configure, and delete its actions by using an interface of the Agreement-Mediator. This interface provides a comfortable way to design templates without the requirement to be familiar with the WS-Agreement standard. If a provider is familiar with the WS-Agreement standard though, he can modify the templates directly. Additionally, the Agreement-Mediator interface allows inserting placeholders for whole templates or parts of them that are linked to endpoint references of web services. These web services are then
used by the Agreement-Mediator to resolve the placeholders when the template needs to be delivered. As described before a WSAG4J factory action consists not only of a template but also of all decision-making processes that lead to template delivery, negotiation and agreement creation. These strategies can also be freely customized by manipulating them directly or by creating a delegation to an own endpoint reference that serves with the required functionality. Thus, a provider can freely configure the connection between his state of available resources and his advertisements, which is a key requirement for a provider in order to offer the most attractive terms to customers at any time.
**4.2.2. Discovering and Comparing service offer**

Agreement offers are advertised to and initiated by customers, so in terms of WS-Agreement the customer takes the role of an *Agreement Initiator* and the *Agreement-Mediator*, which is the advertising party that later holds agreements for supervision, takes the role of the *Agreement Responder*. Therefore, a customer gets a set of provider’s templates by calling the *GetTemplate* endpoint of the provider’s *Agreement Factory* as illustrated in figure 4.4. All templates delivered by the *Agreement-Mediator* follow a standardized format that is publicly available and is partially defined by WS-Agreement and partially by the *Agreement-Mediator* that fills the definition gaps explicitly left open by WS-Agreement. Thus, the customer knows exactly how a template is structured and therefore how to (programmatically) compare two templates even from different providers. This enables the customer to rapidly find a provider’s offer that matches his requirements best.

**Figure 4.4:** Customer’s interaction with the *Agreement-Mediator*

If a customer has browsed a desired service and prefers for a service offer of a selected provider, the customer is able to start a negotiation process in order to advance a service offer for his requirements before an agreement is created. Therefore, the customer creates a *Negotiation* instance for a specific provider and performs the negotiation according to the WS-Agreement Negotiation standard.
4.2.3. Feeding in monitoring data

SLOs are formulated by expressions that utilize variables that represent service properties (e.g. availability). The values of these variables need to be determined and set by the participating parties. For that reason the Agreement-Mediator provides two endpoints per defined variable of an agreement for both the consumer and the provider to feed in their view of the situation. But the example of a variable representing availability illustrates that in some cases it is impractical that agreement participants directly determine a variable’s value: To calculate a service’s availability, one has to constantly check a service’s status, store this data and continuously calculate the overall availability. For that reason the Agreement-Mediator allows it to express the values of variables as calculations by constructing mathematical formulas using other variables. The agreement participants can then set the variables of these calculations. Doing so, the Agreement-Mediator does not take the responsibility for monitoring the services from the agreement participants, but supports them to reduce their overhead.

4.2.4. Getting notified about SLA events

Possible agreement events are instantiation, termination and change of state. The defined endpoints of WS-Agreement allows for inspecting all of these events, so users can use them at any time. But since this is very inefficient, because it requires to constantly poll states and compare them to older ones in order to detect changes, the Agreement-Mediator offers users the possibility to register an endpoint reference that is used to get informed about agreement events. Beyond WS-Agreement the Agreement-Mediator also offers the possibility to inspect the data, that lead to a certain event or state. That way customers for example not only get informed about an agreement violation, but also get data at hand that might be necessary to request a compensation from a service provider.

4.3. ESB Approach

MO-BIZZ is an ecosystem that provides infrastructure, application, and API services of autonomous organizations. This ecosystem is build for business services, where companies are part of a larger ecosystem and have symbiotic relationships with customers, suppliers and competitors. The applications and services offered by MO-BIZZ are available through a marketplace, which is a web application that is accessible by a web browser. In the MO-BIZZ context, it is essential that specific services are provided according to predefined service levels, e.g. compliance with maximum transaction times or service availability, because a service may be consuming other services offered in this ecosystem. Therefore, the MO-BIZZ system enables
service providers to define service level agreements containing all expectations and obligations of the business relationship.

The four solutions which act together in order to build the MO-BIZZ ecosystem are: the Marketplace, the Service Delivery Broker (SDB) [71], the Ontologies Based Enterprise Application Integration (ONAR) framework [72], and the SLA Engine which is based on the Web Service Agreement for Java (WSAG4J) framework [40] customized for MO-BIZZ. The core of this ecosystem is an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) that provides an integrated solution for enterprises which aims to move their business applications to the cloud. Thus, the platform enables both the access to infrastructure and the access to platform services, in order to develop cloud-based applications. Since this ecosystem provides appropriated mechanisms for SLA management like the definition of transparent SLOs with corresponding guarantees, this MO-BIZZ ecosystem also has to ensure the fulfillment of promised QoS characteristics (e.g. availability, throughput, downtime, bandwidth, response time, etc.). Therefore, SLAs are established, services are monitored, and their compliance is evaluated. Thus, MO-BIZZ is a service platform where cloud services can be discovered, appropriated SLAs are managed, and their compliance is monitored by a third-party entity.

4.3.1. Architecture

The MO-BIZZ architecture joins multiple components as illustrated in figure 4.5. On the bottom, services are provided as registered API services or as external cloud services. Directly above, the following core components of MO-BIZZ are depicted:

- **Marketplace** allows customers to browse for a desired service, to compare this service to other equal or similar services based on SLAs, and to select an appropriated service for consumption according to the advertised SLAs [73].

- **Service Delivery Broker** (SDB) provides an Identity Gateway for bridging between identity consumers and identity providers, a Backoffice for API lifecycle management and configuration, and an API Gateway for processing API requests [71].

- **ONAR** enables semantic conceptualization of cloud-based enterprise applications by using domain ontologies [72].

- **SLA Engine** provides SLA functionalities for defining customized agreement templates, creation of agreements, and evaluation of established SLAs [40].

The SDB API Gateway [71] is not only a core component of MO-BIZZ that exposes fundamental provider services, but is the essential component that strikes together several powerful technologies to this MO-BIZZ platform. In particular, it provides mediation between service
enablers and their consumers (applications or other service enablers) providing a loosely coupled, highly distributed integration network platform, with enterprise-strength performance, scalability and manageability. Combining messaging exchange, data transformation, intelligent routing and several transversal functionalities, to reliably connect and coordinate service enablers according to the service management decisions.

The SDB Connect is a bridge between identity consumers (e.g. web apps) and identity providers (e.g. Google, LinkedIn, LDAP). Front-channel user authentication is handled by the SDB Identity Gateway, which mediates and manages connections to external identity sources, supporting multiple identity providers, interaction protocols and security token formats. The Identity Gateway relies on several authentication-related support services, which it accesses via SDB API Gateway.

The SDB Backoffice is the system administration application, enabling API life cycle management and configuration of the different SDB components. It is a private web application, built on top of the SDB API Gateway and Support Services. The SDB Support Services are a set of SOA services that support most of the product logic and therefore can be replaced or extended by other SOA services that implement the interface or easily integrate the SDB with other applications. In fact, this SDB Support Services are the interface between the Marketplace, the SDB Backoffice and the SDB Gateway, which makes the MO-BIZZ ecosystem a web service based ESB that can be considered as an approach for an autonomous Agreement-Mediator. The APIs exposed on the SDB can be made available as products with different business models. On the Marketplace developers can purchase access to APIs and manage their product usages.
4.3.2. SLA Engine

The SLA Engine of MO-BIZZ provides a set of basic SLA templates for a partner (service provider). This SLA templates are either infrastructure, API, or application specific and guide the service provider through the process of describing an appropriated agreement offer. Here, the provider has to define the SLOs that the services are aiming to achieve. Additionally, the partner can specify compensations methods that come into account if guarantees are violated.

As illustrated in figure 4.6, the Marketplace allows customers to browse for a desired service, to compare this service to other equal or similar services based on SLAs and to select an appropriated service for consumption. After a service consumer has selected an appropriated service, this service is delivered either through the SDB in case of an API service or as external cloud service referenced by the SDB.

![Figure 4.6: SLA Management of MO-BIZZ](image-url)
The MO-BIZZ platform exposes services that are provided by autonomous organizations, therefore appropriate mechanisms to manage agreements, to define responsibilities, and to advertise SLOs, are required. In order to ensure the fulfillment of QoS guarantees (e.g. availability higher than 99.5%, response time lower than 1.345ms, etc.) SLAs are established for each service that is exposed on the MO-BIZZ marketplace. This SLA serves as a formal contract between the service provider (partner) and the MO-BIZZ platform. Additionally, for each service that is purchased through the Marketplace, SLA metrics are created and are used for an individual evaluation of the established SLA.

The monitoring of a service depends on its nature. In particular, when processing API requests, the SDB Gateway uses internally the SDB Service Monitoring which is a Complex Event Processor (CEP) based on Esper CEP [74] technology to aggregate, count and query event streams resulting from API consumption. Each time an agreement is instantiated metric thresholds, alarms and notifications are configured automatically and are based on the defined SLOs in an agreement offer, which corresponds to the selected KPIs in an agreement template. This enables to process metrics and to create specific SLA events.

In addition to the internal service monitoring of traffic through the SDB Gateway, there is a Service Management Interface (SMI) [75] that has to be supported by each product offer published on the Marketplace. This SMI is especially used for monitoring external cloud services like infrastructure and application services. These external cloud services are directly related to the Infrastructure and Application SLA templates. In general, the SMI has two purposes: It is used for monitoring in order to collect health and performance measurements from instantiated services and secondly to manage the service life cycle of third-party services (e.g. instantiation of a new service or its termination after use).

The SLA Engine that provides the SLA capabilities in MO-BIZZ is based on the WSAG4J [40] framework. It has been customized and integrated as external components in MO-BIZZ. In contrast to the traditional applicability of WSAG4J, the SLA framework acts as an external entity and exposes an interface at the SDB. This interface consists of standardized operations according to the WS-Agreement and the WS-Agreement Negotiation specification and some additional operations for service registration, agreement management, and monitoring functionalities. Considering the SLA Engine as a single component outside the MO-BIZZ ecosystem, then this SLA Engine corresponds to the broker approach of the previous section. However, as SLA Engine inside MO-BIZZ the protocol extension for administration and configuration is of course designed for this particular solution and therefore much more specific.

After the service provider had specified the service offer, integrated the service in the SDB, and checked the functionality, the service offer can be published in the marketplace. With this action an SLA is instantiated and is mandatory for the provider. In particular, the actual formal instance of the SLA is represented as a resource in the WSAG4J-based SLA Engine. Thus, the SLA Engine is able to evaluate agreements with the help of events and measurements coming
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from the SDB. Based on this evaluation, the states of SLAs can be requested by the SDB Backoffice and are displayed transparently to the customer and the provider. In case of an SLA violation, an event is triggered at the SDB that notifies the provider about irregularity behaviors. Furthermore, the service provider and the service consumer are able to access historical data about former SLA events in order to clarify conflicts and to initiate compensation requests.

4.3.3. On-Boarding Process

As depicted in figure 4.6, MO-BIZZ differentiates between two SLA structure levels: service-based SLAs and customer-based SLAs. These structure levels have been already defined in section 2.1 as the following:

- A customer-based SLA is specific to a customer and can include several services with different service qualities.
- A service-based SLA is specific to a service with a specific service quality and has to be accepted by the customer as it is advertised.

Based on these definitions, SLAs are customer-based between the MO-BIZZ platform and the service provider (partner), and service-based between the MO-BIZZ platform and the service consumer (customer). In order to establish such an SLA chain, SLOs and guarantees need to be contracted during the on-boarding process. This on-boarding process for customers to get a service partner is illustrated in the workflow diagram 4.7. Here, the partners have to accept the partner terms of use as basic partnership contract with MO-BIZZ. Within this contract, the service provider has to supply all the required information (e.g.: company name, address, zip code, VAT number, contact email and contact phone number) in order to become verified and consequently accepted as MO-BIZZ partner. Then the service provider has to describe the service offer (e.g.: name, commercial description, technical documentation, required business model and its costs) and all associated services and APIs. In this step, the service provider has to chose an SLA template for the product offer and to select a set of KPIs that the service aims to provide.

After submitting this service offer, the offer is validated and checked for completeness. If this is the case, the service is registered and configured in the SDB. Additionally, the provider is now able to define SLOs for the service and compensation methods that he is willing to pay if guarantees are not fulfilled. In particular, an agreement offer is created based on the selected template with all the information from the previous steps. This agreement offer defines the target SLOs and guarantees of the service provider and is stored until the service offer goes into the certification phase. Here, the functionality is checked, the availability of the management interface, the performance of the service, and whether identity and access management works as expected, according to the integration guidelines. Furthermore, the measurements of the
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performance checks are used to check initially the service quality, which were defined for the agreement offer in the previous step.

If the service is completely configured, ready to offer, and guarantees and SLOs are still fulfilled, the provider is able to withdraw or to publish the product offer. If the partner decides to publish the offer, an SLA is created and the service is published on the marketplace with
the contracted SLA. Based on this SLA, customers can compare this service to other similar or equal services and choose the best fitting service that advertises the most suitable service levels and pricing conditions.

If the customer decides for a service, a service-based SLA (which is a service specific subset of the customer-based SLA) between the MO-BIZZ platform and the customer comes into effect. This SLA is established without any amendments according to the “take-it-or-leave-it” principle.

4.3.4. SLA Inheritance

In the MO-BIZZ ecosystem a service may be consuming other services of third-party partners. Hence, SLA compliance of a single service may rely on SLA compliance of other services. These interdependencies are not visible to the customer, who agreed to an SLA with a matching service quality. The provider that defines the content of an SLA offer has to respect terms and conditions defined in SLAs of services that are being used by this newly composed service. In fact, the new SLA inherits service terms from SLAs defined for its particular third-party services. For example, the availability of an API service can never be higher than the availability of the infrastructure on which the software for this API is deployed. Therefore, advertised SLAs of a single service can be divided into two classes of SLAs which are defined as follows:

Definition 4.1. A Parent Service Level Agreement denoted as $sla_{\text{parent}}$ is established between a customer and a provider, where the provider delivers services that are solely owned and executed by the provider itself.

Definition 4.2. A Child Service Level Agreement denoted as $sla_{\text{child}}$ is established between a customer and a provider, where the provider delivers services that are based on other services and whose behavior may be influenced by external occurrences.

Depending on the formal definitions presented in section 2.1, SLAs in MO-BIZZ consist of terms that are the main subjects of an agreement and an agreement offer. These terms can be a set of service descriptions, references to service descriptions, and/or guarantee terms that define SLOs coupled with qualifying conditions that must be met. Thus, terms are defined as follows:

Definition 4.3. A service term denoted as $term_{i}$ with a service identifier $i$ consists of a Service Level Objective denoted as $slo$, a guaranteed service level threshold denoted as $slt$, a service property denoted as $sp$ and a qualifying condition denoted as $qc$.

$$Term_{i} := \{slo, slt, qc(slt, sp)|slo, slt, sp \in R, qc \in QCS\}$$ (4.1)
The qualifying condition is an operation that is used to evaluate an SLA and to express a guarantee.

\[ QCS := \{<, \leq, =, \geq, >\} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

In order to inherit terms of a parent-SLA, the following inheritance operations \( OPS \) are defined:

\[ OPS := \{\text{min, max, sum, avg}\} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

With the help of these inheritance operations \( OPS \) a child-SLA offer can be calculated as follow:

\[
sla_{child} = \{(op(slo_1, \ldots, slo_n), op(slt_1, \ldots, slt_n))| (slo_1, \ldots, slo_n), (slt_1, \ldots, slt_n) \in sla_1 \times \ldots \times sla_n, op \in OPS\}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

However, this calculation of a proper SLA for a particular product offer is only recommended in MO-BIZZ. In fact, the partner is responsible for the provided service and thus, has to decide which KPIs with associated SLOs and guarantees he is willing to advertise and to accept.

4.4. Federation Approach

Network virtualization is a key technology for deploying next generation networks and applications [76, 77, 78, 79]. Virtual networks can be deployed over a shared network infrastructure, while ensuring isolation of the traffic among concurrent virtual networks. This technology allows companies to specify customized virtual topologies according to their requirements. Software Defined Networking (SDN) complements the network virtualization approach by offering programmability features to the owners of virtual networks [80]. Thus, network functionalities (e.g. routing, firewalls, etc.) which were traditionally implemented by vendors within the hardware, can now be realized in software. This provides a great degree of programmability, since data center providers may develop their own network functions and thus control their virtual networks according to their needs. However, the full range of SDN capabilities is not utilized in today’s cloud middlewares. In particular, SDN is used to facilitate future data center networks, but the benefits are often not passed to the paying customer.
Since QoS characteristics can be enforced to the virtual environment of deployed virtual machines [81], a federated provisioning system for autonomous networks fits best for this purpose. Consequently, a provider of virtual networks can apply guarantees in dynamically negotiated and established SLAs to its users. Thus, customers are able to configure the virtual network according to their requirements, which results in an SLA that not only describes the service levels, the objectives, and the prices but can also be used to monitor the fulfillment or violations of advertised guarantees. To achieve this goal a federated Agreement-Mediator is introduced that allows for negotiating quality levels for network services that makes use of a provider specific SDN driver to enforce QoS characteristics to the network when all parties have agreed on an SLA. This Agreement-Mediator approach is designed not only for managing the networking resources of a single provider, but also for managing the resources within federations of providers, where the end to end user services may involve resources drawn from multiple service providers in a transparent way.

The establishment of a QoS-aware route between two cloud providers involves several independent network providers. Thus an SLA chain has to be discovered, negotiated step by step, and instantiated if all parties come to a common agreement. Here, the customer can define a set of Service Level Requirements (SLR) and would have no additional obligations in this process. In order to facilitate the understanding and to include all information in a single agreement that is presented to the customer, an SLA aggregation for network services is required.

4.4.1. Architecture

The OpenFlow protocol [82] [83] and derivatives enable an innovative mechanism to control extremely large and high performance networks, as often used in cloud service provider facilities [84]. Moreover, OpenFlow provides the opportunity to create a wide range of new applications and the corresponding use cases based on providing the network and the related capacity itself as a service. Configuration and behavior of SDN can be controlled by one entity and changed on demand. The properties of the underlying network and its connected servers can therefore be treated as a resource.

SLAs are established and managed between cloud service provider and consumers and are an instrument to describe a service and its quality. On-demand negotiated and established SLAs in a programmatic fashion for network services do not exist in today’s cloud landscape. The architecture described in the following would enhances IaaS middlewares with mechanisms for automated negotiation and creation of SLAs for network services that deliver QoS guarantees (a) between VMs in a single data-center cloud, (b) to external cloud services located anywhere on the Internet, and (c) for interconnections between several heterogeneous cloud environments.
4.4. Federation Approach

To negotiate, create, and evaluate SLAs in a machine-readable form, a Service Provisioning System of a single provider is used. The requirement for interacting with this provider is that the customer already has an established business relationship with the provider. Thus, customers are able to define their requirement and to request services dynamically from trusted providers, which are delivered by an independent service provider. The approach presented in this subsection demonstrates new capabilities based on a shared virtual Ethernet circuit overlay. The basic idea is to enable customers to query and book available network routes between local and external hosts including guaranteed network characteristics. To achieve this goal, a layered architecture has been designed that is depicted in figure 4.8.

![Architecture of a federated Agreement-Mediator](image)

**Figure 4.8:** Architecture of a federated Agreement-Mediator

The middleware software stack of this federated approach is accessible through the Service Provisioning System. It can be in the shape of a graphical user interface that allows customers the access in a user-friendly way or a web services-based interface that enables to specify network requirements, configure network topologies and to negotiate SLOs in order to create an SLA and establish an appropriate network environment. Furthermore, this component also provides observation functionalities for detecting SLA violations which occur when network resources have an inadequate behavior and guarantees are not fulfilled. The Service Provisioning System, however, is not managing any network resources directly, it just manages aspects regarding the establishment of network services based on SLAs. All properties related to network re-
sources are delegated to the *SLA Manager*, which collects information about the underlying network from the *Network Manager*. Based on this information the *SLA Manager* provides functionalities to negotiate and create aggregated SLAs and then appropriately establish QoS-based network environments in a single data-center and to external services. Furthermore, this *SLA Manager* enables federated networking between several autonomous clouds with heterogeneous infrastructures.

The key components to manage the local and global available network capabilities and its particular QoS allocation is the *Network Manager*. This component builds the backbone of the entire architecture. This architecture addresses mechanisms based on the centralized control plan in SDN substrates and the opportunity to enforce QoS in data-centre as well as comprehensive SDN networks. For pure SDN substrates this architecture considers all opportunities for QoS enforcements based on OpenFlow capabilities (e.g. meter tables) of the latest OpenFlow standards like OF 1.3 and beyond [83].

In contrast to a *Network Manager* installation in a cloud environment, the *Network Manager* in a network provider’s infrastructure is an abstraction for the particular external carrier or Internet Exchange Point (IXP) related network and directly exposes the relevant QoS capabilities as external service through the provider’s *SLA Manager*. Besides exposing SLA-based networking capabilities to the outside world, the *SLA Manager* checks routes by discovering external *SLA Managers*. To provide a reasonable solution, this approach also has to consider solutions based on direct circuits for cloud data-centres through provider networks or directly connected IXPs.

### 4.4.2. SLA Aggregation

From a business perspective it is essential that specific services are provided according to predefined service levels (e.g. compliance with minimum bandwidth or service availability). Therefore, this architecture gives providers the opportunity to negotiate SLAs among each other in order to provide a single SLA to the customer. This single SLA contains all expectations and obligations for this particular service provisioning.

Each cloud provider has a relationship and basic contracts with the network provider who is providing the network connectivity to the next IXP and the networks in between. This relationship which is known by both sides is based on a fundamental contract. This contract is for instance also formulating network resources that can be requested by the customer through a provider’s *Service Provisioning System*. With this information the *SLA Manager* can be configured in order to provide federated networking.

In the simplest case of a single cloud infrastructure, the *SLA Manager* is waiting for requests from customers and negotiates the conditions for the local network environment. The *Network*
Manager again provides information about the local network utilization and available capacities to the SLA Manager. If both the customer and the provider agree to the negotiated conditions, an SLA is created that serves as a formal contract. Afterwards, the network connection is established between the VMs according to the conditions of the agreement and is monitored in order to detect violations. In this scenario, an SLA in a single cloud infrastructure is established between the cloud provider and the customer.

In the complex case of federated networks, an SLA needs to be established for a network service that combines the local network capabilities provided by a local Network Manager with network services of an external network provider. In particular, the SLA compliance of a single service may rely on the SLA compliance of other services. Therefore, delivered SLAs of a single provider can be divided into two classes of SLAs which are defined as follows:

**Definition 4.4.** A Local Service Level Agreement denoted as $\text{sla}_{\text{local}}$ is established between a customer and a provider, where the provider delivers services that are solely under the control and only owned by the provider itself.

**Definition 4.5.** An Extended Service Level Agreement denoted as $\text{sla}_{\text{extended}}$ is established between a customer and a provider, where the provider delivers services that are partially under the control of the provider and depending on third-party services of an external provider.

Interdependencies of extended-SLAs are not visible to the customer, who negotiated an SLA with its service provider only. Hence, the customer defines the SLRs for a network environment between several VMs. Depending on the entry point, which is in fact the location of the Service Provisioning System and its corresponding SLA Manager, the provider has to discover all possible routes between specified endpoints. For example, if a customer requests a route between two VMs in different cloud infrastructures, the customer can inquire an offer from both cloud providers or from an external network provider. Thus, the requested provider’s SLA Manager is responsible for creating a service offer. This SLA Manager has knowledge about all SLA Managers that are directly connected and responsible for the network connected to the provider’s infrastructure.

Figure 4.9 illustrates a situation where the left-hand side provider’s data-center is connected with two network providers. Here, two approaches can be applied to discover appropriated routes: First, an directed acyclic graph (DAG) is build consisting of all SLA Managers that can be used to establish the requested route. Secondary, the SLA Manager requests both federated SLA Manager that in turn requests recursively route information from further federated SLA Managers. In the first case, the entry point or root SLA Manager is responsible for negotiating route characteristics, prices, and all other conditions for agreement offers for each path through
Figure 4.9.: Example cloud federation network overlay

the DAG and with each provider of a network on these routes. Moreover, after finding an appropriated route with agreed quality characteristics, an SLA needs to be instantiated and the promised route has to be established. Thus, the SLA Manager is also responsible in case of SLA violations and therefore has to monitor the route, to pay penalties and should try to switch to alternative routes if the promised guarantees of an SLA cannot be fulfilled. This is very difficult, because monitoring of external networks and above is impossible in terms of detecting the responsible party on the route. Therefore, the second approach is better and easier for discovering routes over third party provider networks. Here, the SLA Manager evaluates a particular SLA with the help of measurements provided by the underlying Network Manager. In general, only network providers which have an SLA Manager instance up and running can be used to discover a route to an external VM. Furthermore, also the cloud provider on the right hand side has to support this approach in order to establish the last part of that chain between the network edge and the target VM.

If all requirements are met and a set of routes were discovered, the SLA negotiation process can be instantiated. Therefore, the requested SLA Manager aggregates its local-SLA offers with the external-SLA offers of both federated network providers. These external-SLA offers are delivered from independent providers, but may use similar or identical network pathes delivered by the same ISPs as illustrated in figure 4.10.

Terms of an SLA are already defined in the previous section 4.3.4. In order to aggregate such terms of a local-SLA offer with an extended-SLA offer, service descriptions or references of third-party provider’s SLAs are not relevant for the aggregation in this approach. On the other hand, the number of SLA aggregations is of high importance. This number of aggregations that need to be performed to aggregate all local-SLA offers to a single extended-SLA offer is
equal to the number of hops of each route. Depending on the kind of service, the aggregation operation has to be applied statically and allows to aggregate all agreement offers recursively by requesting all federated SLA Managers. Thus, the aggregation function for each aggregation step is defined as follows:

\[
sla_{\text{extended}} = \{(op(slo_{\text{local}}, slo_{\text{external}}), op(slt_{\text{local}}, slt_{\text{external}})) \mid (slo_{\text{local}}, slo_{\text{external}}), (slt_{\text{local}}, slt_{\text{external}}) \in sla_{\text{local}} \times sla_{\text{external}}, op \in OPS\}
\] (4.5)

Each agreement offer has an ExpirationTime element specified in the Context element of each local-SLA. This expiration time is an absolute date at which this agreement offer is no longer valid and the resources are no longer reserved. Thus, the customer gets a specific time frame in which a decision has to be made.

### 4.4.3. Expected Aggregation Count

In order to forecast an expected aggregation count for this approach, an expectation about the distribution of SLA instantiations is presented in the following. Because of the theoretical nature of this approach, the Monte Carlo Simulation was selected as an ideal candidate. In general, the Monte Carlo Simulation is a stochastic method, which performs many random
experiments where the results build the foundation for decision-making. Thereby, it uses the probability theory in order to solve numerical and analytical consumption problems. The goal is to identify the importance of this approach for ISPs in relation to cloud providers.

As already mentioned in the previous section, the number of network hops is not equivalent to the number of the overlay SLA Manager hops. However, the calculation of SLA Manager hops depends on the network hops that are provided by ISPs. As notable research work, the authors in [85] collected hop-count data with a small program that is based on the traceroute utility. This program makes use of the time-to-live (TTL) that is set in the packet header. For the Monte Carlo Simulation a maximum hop-count was set to 255, because the TTL in the packet header is an eight binary digit field.

In another research work [86], the authors measured also the hop-count on the Internet but additionally calculated the mean and variance for the total sample. Here, the result is an average hop-count of 16.51 with the variance of 14.96. Based on these results the normal distribution can be applied with these values.

While both measurements present the number of network hops, this approach has just to respect the number of overlay hops. Therefore, the number of network hops resulting from the normal distribution are divided by a random number between one and five, because the average number of hops inside the infrastructure of a single provider is in most cases three [86].

However, the number of hops depends on the position and the target position, therefore an appropriated probability distribution also has to respect not only the geographical position but also the intention of the customer. This intention is mapped in this simulation via a lower bound mapping. In particular, all negative values of the Gaussian distribution are set to zero, thus representing the intention to use the QoS-based networking capabilities just for virtual machines inside a single data center.

The zero for number of aggregations means that no aggregation is performed and just a local SLA is created for network services of a single provider. Figure 4.11 illustrates the results of 1000 runs. Here, it is very well cognizable that most of the customers would probably use this approach for establishing QoS characteristics in networks of a single cloud environment. Another peak is located at 4.8 aggregations that display the average overlay hop-count of the SLA Managers for connections between two data-centers.

4.5. Related Approaches

4CaaSt is a project funded by the European Commission [87]. It aims to develop a PaaS cloud platform that enables the creation of a business ecosystem like MO-BIZZ. Here, applications from different providers can be customized, API services composed, and services traded as
4.5. Related Approaches

This project has developed an eMarketplace as well, where different providers can trade any type of cloud service [88]. The main focus of this marketplace is on SLA support for defining agreement templates, supporting agreement negotiation regarding business and pricing aspects, and SLA enforcement in terms of elasticity management. However, in contrast to 4CaaSt, MO-BIZZ is ready for market launch. Furthermore, MO-BIZZ is not designed only for PaaS offerings, but supports all kinds of cloud services and the monitoring of them as well.

Cloud4SOA provides an interoperable framework for PaaS developer [89]. In this project a REST-based API for any platform access has been developed that builds the foundation layer for three main functionalities: negotiation of SLAs, enforcement of SLAs, and recovery from SLA violations. Furthermore, this project credits oneself by developing a RESTful implementation of WS-Agreement. Besides the overall good results, the actual achievements in this project are the unified monitoring interface and associated definitions for unified platform-independent metrics. In particular, the consortium identified a set of unified metrics for monitoring which are both: application-level and infrastructure-level metrics. The following metrics and corresponding APIs have been developed: response time, application status, memory usage, and CPU usage. Such functionalities are provided in MO-BIZZ by the SMI standard. While the SMI standard is KPI independent, no unified operations for PaaS monitoring are required in MO-BIZZ.

**Figure 4.11.:** Expected probability distribution of SLA aggregations
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SLA@SOI is an European research project that aims to deliver a SLA Management Framework for supporting SLOs on multiple layers [90]. A reference architecture has been implemented into a SLA management software framework that enables an open, dynamic, SLA-aware market for European service providers [91]. In particular, this SLA management framework is a solution that enables service providers to negotiate SLAs with customers in an automated fashion. SLA(T) is the service description model developed in SLA@SOI. This model follows a hierarchical approach and is language and technology independent. The outcomes regarding SLA negotiation influenced the WS-Agreement Negotiation specification [29]. Besides SLA@SOI, the work on the WS-Agreement Negotiation specification was also supported by the following European and German projects: CoreGRID [92], SmartLM [93], OPTIMIS [94], DGSI, and SLA4D-Grid [95].

The Cloud-TM project developed a data-centric PaaS layer that allows for reducing development and operational costs [96]. The developments of this project are based on the SLA@SOI framework [97]. Besides Cloud-TM, the CONTRAIL project is based on the SLA@SOI framework as well. In particular, it extends the SLA model of SLA@SOI with an OVF descriptor for specifying virtual machine configurations [98]. While SLA@SOI was designed for interoperability between different clouds, CONTRAIL focuses on cloud federations. The main purpose of the CONTRAIL federated approach is to offer elastic PaaS services over federated IaaS cloud resources [99]. In fact, CONTRAIL implements cloud federations, but its architecture is comparable to the broker approach presented in this thesis.

Another project that was also funded by the European Commission was AssessGrid [100]. This project addressed the risk awareness and consideration in SLA negotiation, self-organizing fault-tolerant actions, and capacity planning in the context of Grid computing [101]. AssessGrid’s architecture is similar to the broker architecture in this thesis, but only makes use of the WS-Agreement standard. However, AssessGrid like CoreGrid [92], or SmartLM [93] is not actually comparable to the approaches presented before, because their concepts were designed for the Grid domain.

ETICS developed new network control and management services in order to enforce end-to-end QoS characteristics across network service providers [102] [103]. It follows a federated approach with the same purpose as presented in section 4.4. In ETICS static SLAs are established on the atomic service layer between end-user and network provider as well as between two network providers. In contrast to the static SLAs, dynamic SLAs are established for intra-domain network services offered by each of the network providers. The delivered SLA for a particular end-to-end inter-carrier network service is a result of an aggregation of the static SLA and the dynamic SLAs negotiated for each interconnection [104]. The SLA aggregation of ETICS distinguishes from the SLA aggregation presented in this work only in terms of the hierarchical arrangement in which SLA templates are ordered for composite network services.
The first large project that not only used WS-Agreement, but also the standardized WS-Agreement Negotiation is OPTIMIS. The goal of the OPTIMIS project is to suspend the limitation of static QoS offerings of CSPs [94]. Thus, a toolkit was developed that supports infrastructure providers by defining QoS offering within SLA templates, deployment and operation, monitoring of delivered services, and cost and legal issues. Additionally, a multi-cloud broker service was developed for exposing service offerings, negotiation of SLAs, and establishing federated deployments in multiple cloud environments [12]. In fact, OPTIMIS is based on the WSAG4J framework and is definitely the closest solution to the broker approach. However, the essential difference of OPTIMIS is its target service domain which is limited to IaaS offerings. The OPTIMIS approach also introduces a neutral entity that tries to minimize the overhead for managing SLAs between consumers and providers and to raise the trust by mediation of an external entity.

Besides the presented projects above, many more national and international projects (like CloudScale [105], CumuloNumbo [106], GEYSERS [107], Helix Nebula [108], MCN [109], MODACloud [110], mPlane [111], PrestoPRIME [112], SERSCIS [113], or VISION Cloud [114]) aim to design architectures, to specify protocols, and to develop solutions which try to source out SLA affairs in a neutral entity that is realized according one of the Agreement-Mediation approaches presented in this section. Not only projects and industries have such an Agreement-Mediation approach in their scope of research, but also many academic scientists are working on this topic in order to find a proper solution [115]. For instance, [116] [117] [118] [119] follow a similar approach as presented in section 4.2, [120] [121] follow a similar approach as presented in 4.3, and [122] [123] follow a similar approach as presented in 4.4.

### 4.6. Conclusion

The sections before presented the most relevant concepts for a neutral and autonomous Agreement-Mediator that addresses issues regarding SLA-management, i.e. inflexible term and price conditions, nontransparent verification of advertised service quality, and inflexible expression of SLAs. Furthermore, the biggest challenge in today’s cloud market is the discovery of available cloud services and the comparison of them in order to find a desired service with the best relation between service quality and price. Such an Agreement-Mediator could create a situation that potentially increases the competition among providers about who offers the most attractive terms to customers, secondly reduces the overall overhead of SLA-management and allows a better binding between a provider’s resource state and its offers. Thus, an Agreement-Mediator would increase the effectiveness and the efficiency of today’s cloud SLAs and service offerings. Furthermore, such an Agreement-Mediator would not only establish trust in terms of monitoring (does the provider actually deliver the service as promised) but also trust in the overall service offering of provider where no business relationship has been existed before.
However, each of the presented Agreement-Mediator approaches requires an entity that provides the mediation services. In fact, if the provider of an Agreement-Mediator solution has a business relationship with a third-party service provider: Does this situation prove that the mediation provider is still autonomous? Furthermore, this mediator only has the knowledge about the registered services offered by providers which have established a business relationship with the provider of the Agreement-Mediator. The fact that different projects work on different solutions for these service discovery, service mediation, and SLA management issues shows that the cloud broker/mediation market goes into the same direction as the development of cloud middlewares years before. What is, however, missing is a global intercloud overlay network that interconnects mediators and broker for cloud services around the world. Hence, such an interconnection of cloud service brokers requires a comprehensive understanding between these heterogeneous solutions, a novel intercloud standard is necessary that specifies architectures, protocols, data schemata, and their behavior.
5. Intercloud SLA Management

Since the cloud paradigm appeared, a lot of research and implementation effort has been invested in order to federate cloud middleware solutions. The main issues in this context are related to resource management, identity management, portability, service discovery, and interoperability in general. Most solutions focus on federations between a private and a public cloud. Thus companies can run a private cloud in their own data center and make use of additional external cloud resources when all local resources are in use. Load peaks can thus be cushioned in order to ensure high quality levels of provided services within the cloud environment. However, most federations are built for a set of public clouds and implicate a vendor lock-in for a particular federation.

Some years ago, the Intercloud project emerged with the goal to overcome the vendor lock-in by building a global federation network of clouds. The vision of this intercloud network is to facilitate interconnections between cloud providers around the world. These providers should be verified and classified for trust in order to establish a global confidentiality cloud
overlay network. For this reason, the IEEE Cloud Computing Initiative [124], the IEEE Cloud Computing Standards Committee, and the IEEE Standards Association [125] established two work groups (WG) and an associated testbed project:

- the IEEE P2301 work group develop a *Guide for Cloud Portability and Interoperability Profiles (CPIP)* [126],

- the IEEE P2302 work group develop a *Standard for Intercloud Interoperability and Federation (SIIF)* [127], and

- the **IEEE Intercloud Testbed Project** [128] is a global lab to prove and improve the Intercloud technology according to the development of the standardization initiatives.

These initiatives have the goal to develop standards and a testbed for a world wide cloud provider overlay network. Such an intercloud network would achieve better QoS, higher reliability, increasing flexibility and scalability, and allows for discovering specific cloud resources with individual prices offered by participating providers at a distributed marketplace. The architecture developed in this intercloud context is based on the Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) [129] [130] and comprises three fundamental service elements as illustrated in figure 5.1.

**Figure 5.1.** Intercloud architecture

The intercloud service elements are governed by autonomous organizations. An *Intercloud Root* element provides “root” services like naming authority, trust authority, directory services, and so forth. It acts as a broker in the intercloud overlay network and hosts a global cloud...
resource catalog which can be explored in order to discover desired cloud services. Assuming that such Intercloud Roots are distributed around the world which continuously synchronize each other and are permanently updated with current cloud service product offerings advertised by cloud providers, these Root elements provide a global distributed marketplace for cloud services.

An Intercloud Exchange provides negotiation and collaboration capabilities among heterogeneous and autonomous cloud environments. Each Intercloud Exchange is affiliated with a particular Intercloud Root element and hosts second-tier services. Therefore, such Intercloud Exchange can be seen as independent notary in the intercloud network. In the approach realized in this thesis, the Intercloud Exchange is designed as Agreement-Mediator where individual SLAs for cloud service provisions are negotiated, established and evaluated.

The last intercloud element is the Gateway. Such an Intercloud Gateway represents an interface between a particular cloud and the intercloud network. Gateways translate intercloud requests and responses to the individual and customized protocol used by providers internally. Users of a particular cloud provider are able to access the intercloud network as users from the particular cloud provider’s domain. When the user found a desired cloud service at another cloud, the access to the service is granted in the traditional way. In particular, the discovery and management of cloud resources are performed through the trusted XMPP overlay network, but the access after provisioning is performed over HTTP, SSH or any other protocol outside the intercloud overlay network.

The establishment of trust, the billing and associated business models as well as the federated identity management of this intercloud initiative are out of scope of this thesis. However, it is considerable to assign these responsibilities to the accountability of each particular cloud provider which participates in the global intercloud network. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 explains XMPP fundamentals which are required for the overall understanding of the second part of this thesis. Section 5.2 discusses related work. In particular, this section presents the current P2302 specification and the latest achievements of the intercloud initiatives. Section 5.3 introduces a novel protocol that addresses the requirements of the P2302 to design a service framework that provides similar capabilities as HTTP-based SOAP or REST web services. Section 5.4 presents data models and methods to apply the OCCI Core Model to the Intercloud concept and the newly introduced REST with XMPP protocol. Then the achieved architecture of an autonomous Agreement-Mediator that builds the major goal of this work is presented in section 5.5. Last, a set of protocol extensions are defined in section 5.6. They are required in order to realize the presented architecture.
5.1. XMPP

The Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) [130] was developed by the XMPP
Standard Foundation [129]. It is a message-oriented communication protocol that is based on
XML and TCP. Even though XMPP is located in the ISO Open Systems Interconnection model
on the same layer as HTTP, XMPP also supports extensions to provide HTTP transport over
XMPP [131]. In particular, while the XMPP core specification defines protocol methods such
as setup and teardown of XML streams, channel encryption, authentication, error handling,
communication primitives for messaging, network availability, and request-response interac-
tions, a set of additional XMPP Extensions (XEP) specify protocol add-ons.

XMPP enables the near-real-time exchange of small pieces of structured data which are called
“XML stanzas”. XMPP specifies three types of XML stanzas: message, presence, and IQ
(short for Info/Query). Message stanzas are used to exchange messages among two entities
over the XMPP overlay network. Presence stanzas are used to expose the availability of an
entity in the XMPP overlay network and IQ stanzas allow for exchange request and response
XML stanza. All these stanza types have a kind of header in common. In particular, besides
stanza specific attributes the XML root elements (<message/>, <presence/>, and
<iq/> ) must also have addressing attributes such as a from and a to attribute. The value
of these attributes has to be either a “bare JID” (e.g. localpart@domainpart) or a “full JID”
(e.g. localpart@domainpart/resourcepart). Thus, individual addressing is possible and enables
a secure, standardized, and fast exchange of XML stanzas over the network.

Additionally to the two addressing attributes an IQ stanza also has a required type and a
required id attribute. While the id attribute has the purpose of associating a response to a
request, the type attribute identifies the kind of the IQ. Four types are specified: get, set,
result, and error. The IQ types get and set are operations of a request IQ stanza and
return a response IQ stanza of type result in case of a successful request processing. If a
failure occurs in the request processing, an IQ stanza of type error is returned. Examples of
IQ stanza processing are presented in the subsequent sections.

XMPP-based services may be distributed at different locations on the Internet. In order to dis-
cover desired services within a provider’s domain, the XMPP Standard Foundation has speci-
fied an XMPP Extension called XEP-0030: Service Discovery [132]. This protocol extension
enables to discover information about other XMPP entities. It defines two kinds of information
that can be discovered:

- disco#info allows for retrieving information about the identity of an entity, the protocols,
  and the features that this entity supports

- disco#item allows for retrieving items associated with an entity, such as the list of com-
  ponents connected to a XMPP server instance.
This section presents only the required fundamentals of XMPP and important extension in order to understand the following concepts and definitions. For further information about how trust, security, or XML streams are established, it is recommended to read the XMPP core specification [130].

5.2. Related Work

The vision of the intercloud project emerged in 2009, but due to the reason that the issues related to this project are very complex and the standardization process has to respect different cloud services, several cloud concepts, existing protocols, interoperability architectures, provider and customer requirements, and related standardization efforts, the current intercloud protocol development is still in its infancy [133].

The first publications regarding the intercloud project were co-authored by David Bernstein who is the founder and chief architect of the IEEE Intercloud Testbed [7] [134]. In these scientific papers the authors introduced the vision, the basic possible protocols, some use cases, and the challenges that go with it. In [135] David Bernstein and Deepak Vij, who is the P2302 working group chair, introduced the intercloud topology components: Intercloud Root, Intercloud Exchange, and Intercloud Gateway. Furthermore, the authors presented the need for a conceptual description and modeling of information similar to the Semantic Web [136] with the help of the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [137].

In [138] the authors propose an approach for a scalable exchange of descriptions about heterogeneous resources. They define an initial ontology for intercloud resources which may be adopted to the resource catalog that should be provided by an Intercloud Root. Their idea is to discover available service offerings with corresponding characteristics through SPARQL queries. Such a SPARQL query is able to deliver product offerings and could allow an automatic comparison of these offerings based on further defined object properties. In order to define ontologies, to import or to enhance existing ontologies, and to allow the use of ontologies for resource life-cycle management the authors of [139] propose the Federated Infrastructure Description and Discovery Language (FIDDLE) for this purpose.

Besides the related work above, the authors of [140], [135], [141], [142], [143], [144], and [145] proposed, adopted, and presented solutions which partially influenced the current version of the P2302 specification or are results already specified in there. Thus, the most relevant work in the context of the IEEE Intercloud initiative is of course the latest P2302 specification [146] itself. This specification defines the responsibilities of the intercloud topology components and the protocol basis (i.e. XMPP) as described before. Here, it also specifies that the supported encryption mechanisms (i.e. Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) [130]) are used to restrict the access and the communication.
between XMPP server-to-server and client-to-server connections. Based on this, the specification defines that a service framework layer has to be introduced which will be able to support SOAP or REST services analogous to the HTTP-based ones. However, the specification also explicitly says:

“…the intrinsically synchronous HTTP protocol is unsuitable for time-consuming operations, like computationally demanding database lookups or calculations, and server timeouts are common obstacles.

...XMPP based services, on the other hand, are capable of asynchronous communication. This implies that clients do not have to poll repetitively for status, but the service sends the results back to the client upon completion. As an alternative to RESTful or SOAP service interfaces, XMPP based services are ideal for lightweight service scenarios.” [146]

To address the issue, the P2302 specification aims to develop a series of XMPP extensions (XEP) and proposes one extension as a candidate: XEP-0244 IO Data [147]. This extension was prototypically implemented in the XMPP Web Services for Java (XWS4J) framework [148] and is primarily used for long time consuming jobs in bioinformatics [149]. It allows for discovering specific commands that can be executed. These commands have generic input and output types which are in fact XML documents. The schemata for the input and output documents can be discovered as well and retrieved on-demand. This enables to automatically build client stub codes. However, the IO Data extension was designed for a closed system which may fit the requirements in the domain of bioinformatics [149], but has the following drawbacks that keep it from being the foundation XEP in the intercloud project:

- The entity that intends to invoke a remote method has to know on which entity the method is available.
- The entity that intends to invoke a remote method has to know which method is provided and how this method is named.
- The generated client stub code has to be compiled and linked at runtime in order to use the generated client.
- The extension supports “Schema Discovery” but not service/operation discovery.
- No existing cloud computing standard (see section 3.6) can be applied to this protocol extension.
The requirement to support time-consuming operations that are not effected by HTTP time-outs is basically fulfilled by the fundamental characteristic of XMPP. However, most of the tasks and operations for managing cloud computing services are not very time-consuming. For example, time consuming tasks may be virtual machine image uploads or migrations. Not time-consuming operations are the pre-defined virtual machine instantiation, termination, re-configuration and so on. Of course, the processes in background may consume a longer time than the triggering of the process, but this is dissembled in the provider’s specific cloud middleware implementation behind a Intercloud Gateway anyway.

Beside an ontology-based resource catalog hosted on Intercloud Root services that will be governed by organizations such as the Internet Society (ISOC) [150] or Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) [151] and an appropriated trust model, the P2302 specification also describes an approach for SLA management. Here, the authors of the SLA related part of the specification identified the need for machine-processable SLA terms, their deployment, and their automated evaluation. However, this SLA management approach mixes the purpose of SLAs in general with automated provisioning capabilities of particular cloud services. Furthermore, this initial SLA management approach enforced additional functionalities that a partner has to provide. These requirements were domain-specific and may discourage potential customers and providers to get a partner within this intercloud network:

“...focusing on intercloud-specific SLA ... assumes (1) all intercloud services are defined in terms of their APIs, (2) all cloud service implementation and management details are not exposed to the service consumers, and (3) all cloud services support policy-based auto-scaling.” [146]

The initial approach in this specification completely leaves open where and which SLA and monitoring services are provided. Moreover, the specification provides no details about SLA management workflows, life-cycles, interfaces and how to access them as well as how this initial approach was fit into the overall intercloud concept. This thesis solves all these issues and is entirely cloud service and provider’s domain-independent.

5.3. REST with XMPP

As presented in section 3.4 and 3.5, REST is an architectural style that aims at simplifying component implementations, reducing the complexity of distributed software elements, improving the performance, and increasing the scalability. In relation to the definition of an RESTful application programming interface (API) the uniform interface constraint is of high importance. It simplifies and decouples the architecture and makes REST components independent. The
constraints for a uniform interface can be reduced to: the identification of resources, the self-descriptive representation of resources, and the self-descriptive manipulation of resources.

REST systems typically communicate over HTTP and are gaining large acceptance due to their growing support and their simplicity for implementation. In this context RESTful web services are a simpler and efficient alternative to SOAP and WSDL-based web services which are specified for the use with XMPP in XEP-0072: SOAP Over XMPP [152] and also a more powerful alternative to XML-RPC [153] which is specified as XMPP extension in XEP-0009: Jabber-RPC [154]. Since all existing cloud computing standards (see section 3.6) are based on REST, an REST-based protocol extension for XMPP is needed. This extension has to address the requirements of P2302 to introduce a service framework that provides similar capabilities as HTTP-based SOAP or REST web services. However, no XMPP extension for REST with XMPP exists until now. Therefore, this section defines how the REST architectural style can be applied to pure XMPP entities. It specifies an XMPP protocol extension for accessing resources and transporting resource metadata and XML-REST encoded requests and responses between two XMPP entities. This protocol extension has the purpose to be the intercloud XEP foundation and thus close the lack of a missing service framework.

The XEP-0332: HTTP over XMPP transport [131] protocol extension allows for designing REST services in the context of XMPP, but requires an implementation of both protocols: XMPP and HTTP. Furthermore, HTTP was selected in the past because of its degree of popularity, but has some drawbacks like the lack of discovery for services. The REST with XMPP extension defined in this section is a powerful protocol for cloud services that has several advantages in contrast to the traditional HTTP-based REST approach:

- services are discoverable and explorable,
- dynamic generation of clients stubs on the fly
- the state-oriented programming paradigm is applied to resources [155], and
- multiple input and output types definitions are possible.

The REST with XMPP protocol makes use of the IQ stanza in order to enable access, to create, to delete, or to modify resources of an XMPP entity. Furthermore, this protocol also allows to define individual actions that can be invoked on a resource. For this purpose this specification defines two XML Schema files: one for exploring the capabilities of a resource and one for transferring representations to a method or performing actions on a resource. In order to achieve these goals, this specification has been designed with the following requirements in mind:
• REST with XMPP should be easy to implement such as it is with REST over HTTP.

• This specification should apply the REST architectural style to XMPP and should eliminate limitations of HTTP.

• Resources should be linkable in terms of static connections as well as link targets used for resource access and modifications.

• The number of parameters of an action and the number of supported media-types of a method should be unbounded.

• The number of operations should be unlimited as in contrast to HTTP’s GET, POST, PUT, DELETE methods.

• Methods and actions should be dynamically available for invocations according to the state-oriented programming model [155].

5.3. Resource Exploration

In order to explore the capabilities of a resource, the IQ stanza type **get** has to be used. The returned IQ stanza is either of type **error** or **result**. If it is of type **result**, the returned content has to comply with the XMPP Web Application Description Language (XWADL) schema of this specification. The XWADL schema has been designed for providing a machine processable description of a resource. It was inspired by the WADL standard and can be found in the appendix A.1.

An IQ stanza of type **get** returns an IQ stanza of type **result** that describes all methods and actions which the requesting party can perform. The following example in listing 5.1 shows an exploration request for a cloud provider’s REST based interface that manages compute services.

```xml
<iq type='get'
    from='requester@company−b.com/rest−client'
    to='company−a.com/openstack'
    id='rest1'>
  <resource_type xmlns='urn:xmpp:rest−xwadl' path='/'/>
</iq>
```

**LISTING 5.1:** Exploration of an interface for managing compute services

In order to explore a resource, only the path to a resource is required. The counter party has to answer such a request with a response that exposes all possible methods and actions which can be performed on the resource located at the specified path. The following example shown in listing 5.2 illustrates a response that exposes all methods for this resource.
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Listing 5.2: Result of an exploration for handling compute services

This response exposes two methods that can be performed on the resource located at entity company-a.com/openstack at resource path /compute. The first method of type POST can be used to create virtual machines. This method expects a representation of media-type xml/occi and returns a representation of media-type text/url. A detailed example of how to access this method is illustrated later in the Resource Access subsection. Based on this overview, the following subsections describe each element of the designed XWADL schema and its assigning documents in detail.

Resource Type

The resource_type element forms the root element of an XWADL document and may comprise one or more of the following sub-elements: documentation, grammars, action, and method. This REST with XMPP specification distinguishes between two kinds of operations: actions and methods. Methods are used to transfer state representations according to predefined media types among two entities. Actions in turn are used to perform operations on a resource in order to retrieve primitive values or to change the state of a resource. In fact, while methods are used to transfer representations, actions are used to invoke operations on an existing resource with primitive data type as parameters or return value similar to XML-RPC. Figure 5.2 depicts the possible elements of an XWADL document schematically.
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**Figure 5.2**: Structure of an XWADL document

### Documentation

Each XWADL element down to the request and the response elements can have one child documentation element that can be used to append a human-readable explanation of that element. The documentation element has a title attribute which is a short plain text description of the element being documented. The documentation element itself can have string represented content and may contain text, HTML, zero, or more child elements.

### Grammars

The grammars element acts as a container for definitions of the format of data exchanged during execution of the protocol described by the XWADL document. It should be loosely based on the XML Schema definition and specify data structures used for data exchange. The following listing 5.3 illustrates an example of a grammars element.
Method

A method element describes a specific operation that can be performed on a resource targeted by the path attribute of the resource_type element. A method element is a child of a resource_type element and has a type attribute that identifies the kind of such a method. In order to achieve simplicity for implementation and having uniform interface constraints, methods are of a specific type. The types defined for a method are GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE like the CRUD methods of HTTP. This has the purpose to gain a feeling of familiarity for the developer and increases his intention to use. Additionally, each method can have one request and one response element which can be empty or be used to expose optional templates for representations expected by this method.

Request and Response

The request and the response elements of a method describe the input and output representation data to be transferred among an entity and a resource of another entity. While a request describes the input to the method, a response describes the output from the method.
Both elements have a required mediaType attribute that specifies the media type of the representation expected by the method. A request element in contrast to a response element can also define a set of representation templates as illustrated in listing 5.4.

```xml
<request mediaType="xml/occi">
  <template>
    <Category xmlns="urn:xmpp:occi-representation">
      <Kind>
        <term>compute</term>
        <schema>http://schema.orgf.org/occi/infrastructure#</schema>
        <title>Compute Resource</title>
        <attribute name="occi.compute.memory">
          <DOUBLE>4.0</DOUBLE>
        </attribute>
        <attribute name="occi.compute.cores">
          <INTEGER>2</INTEGER>
        </attribute>
      </Kind>
    </Category>
  </template>
  <template>
    <Category xmlns="urn:xmpp:occi-representation">
      <Kind>
        <term>compute</term>
        <schema>http://schema.orgf.org/occi/infrastructure#</schema>
        <title>Compute Resource</title>
        <attribute name="occi.compute.memory">
          <DOUBLE>8.0</DOUBLE>
        </attribute>
        <attribute name="occi.compute.cores">
          <INTEGER>4</INTEGER>
        </attribute>
      </Kind>
    </Category>
  </template>
</request>
```

**LISTING 5.4:** Templates for creating a virtual machine

In the example above, the XWADL document of a resource offers two flavor types for the creation of a virtual machine. It is the representation template list expected by the POST method shown in listing 5.2. The schema used for the xml/occi media type is presented later in section 5.4.
Action

An action element describes a specific action operation that can be performed on a resource targeted by the path attribute of the resource type element. An action element is a child of a resource type element and has a name attribute that identifies a specific invokable operation of a resource. The number of actions and the amount of parameters of an action is unlimited. This eliminates limitations of HTTP and allows for defining APIs similar to SOAP and XML-RPC. In combination with detailed descriptions of each individual element, this achieves self-descriptive, efficient, and fractional resource capabilities for self-descriptive manipulation of resources as illustrated in listing 5.5.

```xml
...<resource_type xmlns="urn:xmpp:rest-xwadl" path="/compute/vm1">
  ...
  <action name="stop">
    <documentation title="Stop this virtual machine"/>
    <parameter name="method" type="STRING">
      <documentation title="The method used for stopping this vm">
        Accepted values are: graceful, acpioff, or poweroff
      </documentation>
    </parameter>
    <result type="BOOLEAN">
      <documentation title="Returns true if the vm has been stopped successfully"/>
    </result>
  </action>
...</resource_type>

Listing 5.5: Result of an exploration for controlling a virtual machine
```

Each action can have one result and zero or more parameter elements which specify the types of expected parameters and the return value. A parameter element describes a parameterized value and can be identified by its name attribute. Additionally, it must have a required type attribute that declares the type of this parameter. The schema defines a static set of possible primitive data types: STRING, INTEGER, DOUBLE, BOOLEAN, and LINK. These primitive data types are also required to specify the return value in the result element as illustrated in listing 5.6. A parameter element can also have an optional default attribute that exposes a default value which is applied if this parameter is not stated. Therefore, if this attribute is specified, the overall parameter element is optional when accessing a resource.
When retrieving an XWADL document for a specific resource, this XWADL document comprises all methods and actions that are available for this particular resource at a specific moment in time. It is like a snapshot of capabilities and the state of this resource. In fact, the actions illustrated in listing 5.5 and 5.6 are never available at the same time and thus can never be found in the same XWADL document. This methodology enables state machine implementations for resources thus eliminating further limitations of HTTP-based REST.

5.3.2. Resource Access

In order to access a resource, the IQ stanza type set has to be used. The returned IQ stanza is either of type error or result. If it is of type result, the returned content has to be in compliance with the XML-REST schema that can be found in appendix A.2. The XML-REST schema has been designed for providing an XML-REST encoded payload for accessing a resource. An IQ stanza must contain either one method element or one action element with an individual request and response media-type or a corresponding sequence of parameters. The following example in listing 5.7 illustrates how the POST method of the previous example is requested. Here, the client creates a VM which is configured according to a previously advertised flavor.
**LISTING 5.7:** Access of an interface to create a virtual machine

In order to make sure that both parties have a common understanding, the requester specifies also the expected response type which has been exposed during the exploration step. The counter party has to answer such a request with no request element and an extended complement of the response element as illustrated in the example in listing 5.8. The identification of a response to an associated request is accomplished by the `id` of the IQ stanza.

**LISTING 5.8:** Result of a state transfer to create a virtual machine
The resource element forms the root of an XML-REST document and must comprise only a single method or action as sub-element. In contrast to the XWADL description, no further documentation or grammars are allowed in order to keep the number of bytes as low as possible. In order to specify the resource to access, the path attribute is required identical to XWADL.

The method element can have one request element and/or one response element. Additionally, the type attribute is required in order to identify the operation that has to be performed on the resource. The request and the response elements of a method are in the XML-REST schema similar to the definition in XWADL. Both have a mediaType attribute in order to define the input and output data of the method. The request attribute in XML-REST has no templates in contrast to XWADL. Here only XML with namespace definitions are allowed or the predefined representation element for plain text can be used as child element.

Actions are encoded appropriated. An action element can have one result element and one or more parameter elements. In contrast to XWADL, both have no type attributes. The type is encoded as child element with an assigned XML type definition. Thus types are able to verify by validating an XML-REST document with its appropriated XML-REST schema.

A link targets at a single location locally or remotely within an XMPP network overlay. A link is expressed according RFC 2396 [156] that specifies the syntactic constraints of an URI string, e.g. xmpp://company-a.com/openstack#/compute/vm1. Here, the authority and path elements constitute the JID and the fragment element is the Path of the resource at that entity identified by its JID. This enables a multi-dimensional resource placement. The examples listed in table 5.1 show how different resources can be placed within a single server entity. Each of these links points to another resource.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JID</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>company-a.com</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>company-a.com/resource</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:responder@company-a.com">responder@company-a.com</a></td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:responder@company-a.com">responder@company-a.com</a>/resource</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>company-a.com</td>
<td>/resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>company-a.com/resource</td>
<td>/resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:responder@company-a.com">responder@company-a.com</a></td>
<td>/resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:responder@company-a.com">responder@company-a.com</a>/resource</td>
<td>/resource</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Service Discovery

If an entity supports the REST with XMPP protocol, it should advertise that fact in response to XEP-0030: Service Discovery [132] information (diso#info) requests by returning an identity of automation/rest and the features urn:xmpp:rest:xwadl and urn:xmpp:rest:xml. The listing 5.9 illustrates the corresponding response.

```xml
<iq type='result'
   to='requester@company-b.com/rest-client'
   from='responder@company-a.com/rest-server'
   id='disco1'>
   <query xmlns='http://jabber.org/protocol/disco#info'>
     <identity category='automation' type='rest'/>
     <feature var='urn:xmpp:rest-xwadl'/>
     <feature var='urn:xmpp:xml-rest'/>
   </query>
</iq>
```

**LISTING 5.9:** A disco#info query for REST with XMPP

5.3.3. Implementation Concept

The implementation concept for REST with XMPP provides a portable API for developing, exposing and accessing resources designed and implemented in compliance with the specification defined in this section. The API of this implementation concept is designed similar to the JAX-RS API that is part of the Java Enterprise Edition (JavaEE). This gives the developer the feeling of familiarity and rises the overall acceptance of this concept.

There are three ways to develop XMPP applications in order to make them available within an XMPP overlay network:

- **User Service:** A service provided by a regular user that is logged in. This service starts after log in and is only available until the user is present.

- **XMPP Server Plug-in:** An XMPP server specific plug-in is part of the server itself. Such a plug-in is mostly a package (like a jar file) that has to be linked to the server’s plug-in architecture. The disadvantage of this approach is that this plug-in is XMPP server specific and may not be portable across to other servers.

- **XMPP Component:** An XMPP component is a stand-alone server instance that provides a service within a subdomain of the XMPP server to which this component is connected. The protocol between the XMPP server and the external component is standardized in
XEP-0114: Jabber Component Protocol [157] and makes such components implementation XMPP server independent and thus portable across to other servers.

Resources are deployed inside a Resource Container in order to be available for exploration and access. Therefore, the implementation concept makes use of the container pattern, which is also applied to JavaEE applications. This pattern has several advantages: resources can be added and removed from the container during run-time, developers of resources only have to care about business logic and functionality inside the resource. All other required interfaces to other resources and container functionalities are provided by the container. The Resource Container itself in turn is part of an XMPP External Component in order to make this implementation server independent. However, the Resource Container design is also applicable to all other XMPP application deployments as well. Additionally, a Marshaller that implements fundamental functionalities for service discovery and processing of IQ stanza complements the architecture of this implementation concept that is depicted in figure 5.3.

The resources in the Resource Container are stored in a tree data structure. Each node of this tree in turn has a thread-safe HashMap that stores its child nodes as values and the sub-path of each node as key. Thus, collisions are prevented and this data structure provides an averaged time cost of $O(1)$ for the basic operations. Also taking the tree structure into account, the complexity for finding resources is $O(p)$ while $p$ is the number of path elements.

A resource in this implementation concept has to inherit from ResourceInstance which implements functionalities of a tree node. These functionalities comprise methods for requesting its path, sub-path, and parent node and adding, removing, and getting child resources. These

**Figure 5.3.:** Architecture of the implementation concept
functionalities are used by the container for instantiation, exploration, and resource methods invocation. There are two ways for deploying resources within the container: with a static sub-path or a dynamically generated UUID as sub-path. For this purpose two annotations are defined which are applicable to resources classes as illustrated in listing 5.10.

```java
@Path("/compute")
public class ComputeManager extends ResourceInstance {
    ...
}
@PathID
public class VirtualMachine extends ResourceInstance {
    ...
}
```

**LISTING 5.10:** Resource class annotations

Classes annotated with `@Path` specify a static sub-path to which this resource is deployed. In contrast, classes annotated with `@PathID` are deployed under a sub-path consisting of a generated UUID. JAX-RS allows to specify path annotations also for methods and several path elements per annotation. The implementation concept applied here follows the approach that each resource is present only under a specific path. The reason for this is that these resources can have XMPP over REST methods and actions implemented for different representations or type sets. All these definitions belong to only a single resource and are separated in that way. Furthermore, a state machine can be applied to each resource instance which could affect the visibility and behavior of methods if they would have a similar path annotation as in JAX-RS.

XMPP resource methods are defined with the `@XmppMethod` annotation. The kind of this method is passed as parameter like illustrated in figure 5.11. Additionally, the input and output of this method have to be defined by the `@Consumes` and the `@Produces` annotation. Both annotations require definitions of which media types is consumed or produced by this method. Optionally a serializer can be defined that has to implement a default constructor and is used to serialize the representation passed to or from the method. A serializer allows for defining representation templates that are passed into XWADL documents and to provide additional functionalities by objects assigned to the method by the `Marshaller`. 
@Path("/compute")
public class ComputeManager extends ResourceInstance {

    @XmppMethod(XmppMethod.POST)
    @Consumes(value = OcciXml.MEDIA_TYPE, serializer = FlavorMixin.class)
    @Produces(value = UriText.MEDIA_TYPE, serializer = UriText.class)
    public UriText createVM(FlavorMixin flavor) {
        VirtualMachine vm = new VirtualMachine(flavor);
        String path = this.addResource(vm);
        return new UriText(path);
    }
}

LISTING 5.11: Resource method annotations

Equivalent to XMPP resource methods, also annotations for XMPP resource actions are developed. An action has to be annotated with @XmppAction and an assigned action name. While the action name is obligated, the documentation can be assigned optionally as it is the same case for @XmppMethod. The primitive data types for the result element and the parameters are identified automatically by the Marshaller. However, only the following Java data types are permitted in this implementation: java.lang.String, java.lang.Integer, java.lang.Double, java.lang.Boolean, and java.net.URI. Moreover, for each parameter an unique name has to be defined as illustrated in listing 5.12. This allows for having different names among the REST with XMPP representation and its implementation.

@PathID
public class VirtualMachine extends ResourceInstance {

    @XmppAction(value = "stop", documentation = "Stop this virtual machine")
    @Result(documentation = "Returns true if the vm has been stopped successfully")
    public Boolean stop( @Parameter(value = method, documentation = "The method used for stopping this vm") String meth) {
        ...
    }
}

LISTING 5.12: Resource action annotations

The state-oriented programming model can be applied to a resource instance in two ways: Either the resource instance has to inherit from the StateOrientedResourceInstance
class or via an annotation. While the inherited variant allows to retrieve state information on-demand from a remote instance (e.g. a cloud middleware) the annotated variant defines its state in a field attribute. Here, the field has to be annotated with @State as depicted in listing 5.13. In order to define which methods are available at which state, the @Condition annotation has to be declared for a method or action. If a method is not annotated with @Condition this operation is visible and accessible at any time.

```java
public class VirtualMachine extends ResourceInstance {
    public enum state { Running, Suspended }
    @State
    State state;
    @Condition("Running")
    public Boolean stop(String method) { ... }
    @Condition("Suspended")
    public Boolean start() { ... }
}
```

**LISTING 5.13: State-oriented programming annotations**

The Marshaller is the key component in this implementation concept. It translates incoming and outgoing IQ stanza into XWADL or REST-XML documents. This is only possible via well annotated methods as presented before.

### 5.3.4. Performance Evaluation

The specified REST with XMPP extension is a promising approach as alternative to HTTP-based RESTful web services. Therefore, this section compares the performance between these two approaches. For this purpose the test workflow depicted in figure 5.4 has been designed and is performed for this comparison. This workflow comprises different methods which are GET, POST, and DELETE. The workflow depicted in figure 5.4 illustrates the HTTP test case on the left hand side in the graphic and the REST with XMPP calls on the right hand side. The flavors that are available for creating a virtual machine are retrieved in the first step of the test workflow. The first flavor of these possible virtual machine configurations is selected and transferred in the second step. Here a virtual machine resource is created that serves the virtual machine representation. In fact, no actual virtual machine in the backend is created, because that would mean an ambiguous overhead which would distort the measurements. After the virtual machine resource has been created, the URI to the new virtual machine is returned. This URI is then used in the third step, where the virtual machine is destroyed.
The load tests measured 50 test runs for each test step of the workflow with both HTTP and REST with XMPP code bases. After each test run of the overall workflow, the number of resources is increased in order to measure the transversal scalability as a function of the amount of available resources.

**Figure 5.4:** Workflow of the performance test

**Figure 5.5:** Experimental setup for the performance test
The performance tests used two Mac Mini servers as shown in figure 5.5. Each server is equipped with one Intel Core 2 Duo 2.66 GHz CPU and 4 GB DDR3 SDRAM. The nodes are connected via regular Gigabit Ethernet links and run Mac OS X Yosemite version 10.10.3 (Darwin kernel version 14.3.0). Both nodes run Java version 1.8.0_40 (Oracle Java SE Development Kit 8u40). The HTTP web application is deployed as war file in an Apache Tomcat installation in version 8.0.23. The XMPP server used for the performance tests is an Openfire in version 3.10.0. Both are installed on the same physical host. Additionally, the XMPP External Component that hosts the Resource Container is executed on the same host as well. This component is connected to the Openfire server via a local TCP socket.

Figures 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8 show response times of all test cases. It is important to note that the scale of each diagram’s response time axis is adapted to fit the measured values.

**Figure 5.6:** Performance of retrieving a flavor template

Figure 5.6 illustrates the performance for the first step of the test workflow. Here the REST with XMPP approach performs better in any case. While for the HTTP test case only one curve (blue) is depicted, for the XMPP test case two curves (red and green) are displayed. The green curve illustrates the measured response time for retrieving the XWADL document that already includes all acceptable templates for the second step of the test workflow. The red curve shows the retrieve time for getting the flavors from the client that has been build dynamically based on the XWADL document. Because of the fact that the pure retrieve of flavors from a local client instance is executed in the same JVM and does not require any additional network transmission, the retrieve time tends to zero.
Figure 5.7 illustrates the performance for creating a virtual machine resource. Here in both code bases, the REST with XMPP and the HTTP, a POST method with the same complexity is invoked. This equivalent method invocations clearly show the differences in achievement levels.
Figure 5.8 compares response times for deleting the virtual machine that has been created in the previous step. This figure has three curves similar to the first step, but in this scenario the green curve depicts the entire process time for requesting the resource’s XWADL document, creating the client based on that XWADL, and invoking the `DELETE` method that terminates the virtual machine resource at the given URI. The red curve in contrast only shows the method invocation, i.e. only two network transmissions: one for the request and one for the response.

The performance measurements show significant improvements. Depending on the implementation and the scenarios the REST with XMPP API is designed for, this approach is not only an alternative to HTTP but rather a serious competitor.

5.4. REST with XMPP Rendering

As described in section 3.6 the OCCI standard consists of three specifications: The OCCI-Core [64], the OCCI-HTTP Rendering [66], and the OCCI-Infrastructure [67]. Since May 2015 the OCCI working group published the new version 1.2 for public comments. This version is not standardized until today, but will be in this form or with less modifications in the near future. The proposed version 1.2 consists of eight specifications built on each other. This new specification family is quite a bit more modular than the standardized version 1.1. For example, the OCCI-HTTP Rendering v1.1 has been split into Text Rendering v1.2, JSON Rendering v1.2, and HTTP Protocol v1.2. Additionally three further OCCI extensions have been introduced to become a part of this specification family: The OCCI Platform Model, the OCCI SLA Model, and the OCCI Monitoring Model. The following table 5.2 shows a comparison of required implementations between these two versions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>OCCI v1.1</th>
<th>OCCI v1.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core Model</td>
<td>MUST</td>
<td>MUST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Rendering</td>
<td>MUST</td>
<td>MUST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSON Rendering</td>
<td>MAY</td>
<td>MUST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP Protocol</td>
<td>MUST</td>
<td>MUST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure Model</td>
<td>SHOULD</td>
<td>SHOULD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform Model</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>MAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLA Model</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>MAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring Model</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>MAY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Both OCCI specification families in version 1.1 and in version 1.2 define the fundamental OCCI Core Model that is renderable and applicable for the REST architecture style. However, only the applicability to HTTP is defined. Though version 1.2 specifies renderings for application/occi+json, text/uri-list, text/plain, and text/occi media types which can also be used for this approach, the REST with XMPP protocol provides more capabilities to express the classification and identification model. Moreover, XMPP is XML-based and an XML rendering would not only fit better in the XMPP concept but also cloud increase the performance, because stanzas are transmitted as XML streams and are also interpreted in that way. For these reasons the application of the REST with XMPP protocol and an XML rendering for the OCCI Core Model is presented in the following. In particular, the classification model is expressed in XWADL documents and two novel media types for XML rendered representations, namely xmpp/occi and xmpp/occi-list are introduced.

5.4.1. Classification Rendering

The OCCI-HTTP Rendering specification defines a query interface located at the path /-/ of the root of the OCCI implementation [66]. This query interface has the purpose to expose types and capabilities of an OCCI implementation. Here, all defined types including Kinds, Mixins, Attributes, Links, and Actions are exposed. These definitions are extended with a location attribute that advertises the location for which the type can be applied to. A filter mechanism is also defined and must be supported by an implementation, because the amount of data for such a query interface can be quite quickly become very huge.

The classification rendering for REST with XMPP follows another approach. As specified before, an XWADL document advertises just the capabilities of a specific resource instance at a specific path. Thus not all types must be retrieved but just the types which belong to this particular resource. Furthermore, the location attribute is not required, because resources are discovered and explored by the nature of the REST with XMPP protocol. In contrast to the HTTP rendering, the REST with XMPP rendering also exposes all methods which are available for a particular resource. Moreover, Actions are exposed and its parameterization is explorable in the same fashion. The Kind of a resource instance with its related Mixins, Links, and Attributes are defined in the grammars section of XWADL documents as illustrated in listing 5.14.
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...<resource_type path="/compute" xmlns="urn:xmpp:rest--xwadl">
  <documentation title="Summary">This resource allows for managing compute instances, e.g. creating virtual machines.
  </documentation>
  <grammars>
  <urn1:Classification xmlns:urn1="urn:xmpp:occi--classification">
    <urn1:KindType> ... </urn1:KindType>
    <urn1:MixinType> ... </urn1:MixinType>
    <urn1:LinkType> ... </urn1:LinkType>
  </urn1:Classification>
  </grammars>
...</listing 5.14: Example grammars element for classification rendering

The classification of a resource exposed in the grammars section of an XWADL document has to be in compliance with the classification schema that can be found in appendix A.3. Here, the Classification element forms the root element of a classification document and may comprise exactly one Kind classification and an unbounded set of Mixin and Link classifications as sub-elements.

**Category Classification**

The CategoryClassification type is the base type of all other classification types: KindType, MixinType, and LinkType. This CategoryClassification type specifies the schema, the term, the title, and a set of attributeClassification of any inherited category type. This classification enables an unique assignment of representations and types according the OCCI Core Model. While the schema and the term element specifies the assignment, the attributeClassification defines the attributes that are able to apply to this particular category. The sub-elements of an attributeClassification are the same as specified in the OCCI Core Model and are exemplarily depicted in listing 5.15.

Each attributeClassification must have one name, one type, one mutable, one required, zero or one default, and zero or one description element. These sub-elements specify a particular attribute exactly, its type, and how this attribute is handled. The schema defines a static set of possible types that can be assigned to an attribute which are: STRING, ENUM, INTEGER, FLOAT, DOUBLE, BOOLEAN, URI, SIGNATURE, KEY, DATETIME, DURATION, LIST, and MAP.
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<KindType>
  <term>compute</term>
  <schema>http://schema.ogf.org/occi/infrastructure#</schema>
  <title>Compute Resource</title>
  <attributeClassification>
    <name>occi.compute.cores</name>
    <type>INTEGER</type>
    <mutable>true</mutable>
    <required>false</required>
    <default>1</default>
    <description>Number of virtual CPU cores assigned to the instance</description>
  </attributeClassification>
</KindType>

**Listing 5.15:** Example kind and attribute classification rendering

**Mixin and Link Assignment**

In contrast to the KindType, the MixinType and the LinkType extend the Category Classification type each with one required additional sub-element as illustrated in listing 5.16. The LinkType has a child element called relation that defines the classification type which this link can point to. And the MixinType has a child element called applies that defines the classification type which this mixin can applied to. While all these category types are listed flat, a mixin could be applied to a listed kind, to a listed link, to another listed mixin, or to the basis category schema. If a mixin applies to the http://schema.ogf.org/occi/core#category type, then this mixin can be applied to any other kind or link.

...<MixinType>
  <term>ipnetworkinterface</term>
  <schema>http://schema.ogf.org/occi/infrastructure/networkinterface#</schema>
  ...<applies>http://schema.ogf.org/occi/infrastructure#networkinterface</applies>
</MixinType>

...<LinkType>
  <term>networkinterface</term>
  <schema>http://schema.ogf.org/occi/infrastructure#</schema>
  ...<relation>http://schema.ogf.org/occi/infrastructure#network
5.4.2. Representation Rendering

The representation of a resource has to be in compliance with the classification expressed in a XWADL document’s grammar section and with the representation schema that can be found in appendix A.4. While a classification document has a Classification element as its root and a KindType element, a set of MixinType elements, and a set of LinkType elements as child elements, a representation document has a Category element as its root and a Kind element, a set of Mixin elements, and a set of Link elements as child elements. Hence, the Kind, the Mixin, and the Link elements still have a schema and a term element in order to identify their classification, no additional declarations of attributes, relations, and possible applications are included in a representation. An attribute is identified by its name and has a particular sub-element that can be validated against the schema and has to be analogous to the classification declarations as illustrated in listing 5.17. This allows to transmit values in a representation which are string-based but are parsed in a specific number encoding.

```
<request mediaType="xml/occi">
  <Category xmlns="urn:xmpp:occi-representation">
    <Kind>
      <term>compute</term>
      <schema>http://schema.ogf.org/occi/infrastructure#</schema>
      <title>Compute Resource</title>
      <attribute name="occi.compute.memory">
        <DOUBLE>4.0</DOUBLE>
      </attribute>
      <attribute name="occi.compute.cores">
        <INTEGER>2</INTEGER>
      </attribute>
    </Kind>
  </Category>
</request>
```

LISTING 5.17: Example representation of a kind
While the classification of kinds, mixins, and links is flat, the representation of them is sorted. In particular, mixins which are defined and applied to a kind are listed as a set of elements under the `Category` element and mixins which are defined and applied to a link are listed as child elements of that `Link` which they are applied to.

### 5.4.3. Implementation Concept

Annotations are ideal to add metadata to classes, fields, and methods. Therefore, the implementation concept for the OCCI rendering makes also use of annotations similar to the implementation concept for REST with XMPP. Since the data model of a representation and its classification have to be assigned to Java classes, two base classes are introduced: `Category` and `LinkCategory`. Four additional annotations are defined which allow to assign classification metadata to classes and fields: `Kind`, `Mixin`, `Link`, and `Attribute`. Listing 5.18 illustrates how these annotations are used. Here, the `ComputeKind` is defined.

```java
@Kind(schema = "http://schema.ogf.org/occi/infrastructure#",
       term = "compute")
public class ComputeKind extends Category {
    @Attribute(name = "occi.compute.cores",
               type = AttributeType.INTEGER,
               mutable = true,
               required = false,
               value = "1",
               description = "Number of virtual CPU cores assigned to the instance")
    public Integer cores = 1;
    ...
}

LISTING 5.18: Compute Kind declaration
```

The annotations which can be assigned to a class (i.e. `Kind`, `Mixin`, `Link`) require a definition of a schema and a term that identifies that particular classification type. In contrast to the `Kind` annotation, the `Mixin` and the `Link` annotation need more information for their definition as illustrated in listing 5.19. The `Link` annotation has a `relation` field that defines the classification type which this link can point to. And the `Mixin` annotation has a `applies` field that defines the classification type which this mixin can be applied to. However, both fields have the `http://schema.ogf.org/occi/core#category` definition as default value which makes the fields optional.
Additionally, three base classes are introduced: Collection, Resource, and Link. These base classes provide basic functionalities according to the OCCI Core Model specification. The sub-classes which inherit from one of these base classes have to be annotated with an optional summary that explains the purpose of this resource and a Classification annotation that specifies the Kind, Mixins, and Links that are assigned to this resource. Listing 5.20 illustrates their use by the example of a virtual machine which is used in the previous sections as well.

5.5. Intercloud Agreement-Mediators

This thesis aims to develop an autonomous web service based Agreement-Mediator as a third party that sources out SLA management tasks into a neutral zone without taking the consumer’s
or the provider’s side. Thus, the Agreement-Mediator adds an additional transitive relationship between service providers and service consumers. Figure 5.9 depicts the developed architecture and service distribution in the intercloud overlay network. This architecture facilitates service discovery mechanisms and allows for comparing services based on their advertised QoS. Furthermore, customers are able to negotiate individual SLAs before they come into effect. In particular, the goals achieved with this approach are:

- services are advertised with individual quality levels and guarantees that a provider is willing and able to deliver;
- consumers are able to discover and to easily compare service offerings of different providers;
- providers are able to publish service offerings of mutual intentions for business relationships in the form of SLA offers;
- monitoring services are supported in order to feed in monitoring measurements for automatic compliance verification of SLA terms;
- participating parties are notified about agreement-related events like creation, violation or termination;
- the overhead for managing SLAs between consumers and providers is minimized by intercloud developed ready-to-use solutions; and
- higher trust is established by transferring mediation affiliation into an external and neutral entity.

The Intercloud Agreement-Mediator is basically provided by the Intercloud Exchange. However, services from all intercloud topology elements are used to provide the promised functionalities as depicted in figure 5.9. For instance, the Intercloud Root hosts a global service repository which dynamically changes, based on advertisements that provider published in the service catalog all along. This service catalog is a global marketplace to which all participating organizations have access to. The Intercloud Exchange hosts a service catalog as well. This local service repository hosts in its service catalog only the service offering of the provider which this Intercloud Exchange belongs to. The customers are not allowed to access the global service repository directly, but have to browse for a desired service in the local service repository of its provider. Thus, providers are able to decide which product offering they pass on to their customers. One reason for this design decision is its facilitation for providers to apply filter mechanisms on product offer which they want to pass on to their customer. Another reason is a business related aspect that providers would like to sell their services first. After all their resources are in use further third-party service are offered. Of course, if the providers do not
have a desired service or any services at all, the provider plays the role of a broker and supports the user with advanced functionalities to find, compare, and use a service of a third-party provider. In general, if a provider has its own local service repository and appropriated access to the global service repository, each provider is able to design his own customized marketplace available over HTTP.

When a customer has found a potential product that is considerable for purchase, the customer can buy the service as advertised or can start a negotiation. However, not all service offerings in a service repository are negotiable. Whether a service offer is negotiable or not depends on the provider who offered that service. If the customer buys a service without any negotiation, an agreement is created at the Intercloud Exchange of the provider that enables its customer

**Figure 5.9.:** Architecture of the Intercloud Agreement-Mediator
the access to the intercloud network. Thus, this provider is an autonomous notary in this case. If the service offer is negotiable, a negotiation instance is created at the Intercloud Exchange of the provider that offers the service. If both parties agree to conditions negotiated in multiple rounds, an agreement is created as in the case of no negotiation. Thus, the agreement instance is always fully under the control of an independent party. Hence, providers can also offer their own services to customers, the agreement is created at the Intercloud Exchange of the same provider. This would obviously destruct the impartiality of the Intercloud Agreement-Mediator.

If an agreement is established, this agreement serves as formal contract between the customer and the provider of the service. The content of this agreement reflects the business relationship and the service reference, conditions, and guarantees that are related to this particular transaction. If the customer buys more than one service or adds additional services to this business relationship with the same provider later on, the established agreement is updated and no additional agreements are created. In fact, each customer has a single agreement with a particular provider to which a business relationship exists. Each service with appropriated guarantees and further declarations is expressed as a link, i.e. ServiceDescriptionTerm, ServiceReference, or GuaranteeTerm.

The evaluation of an agreement is based on monitoring measurements that have to be provided either by the provider of the service or by the customer. These measurements have to be passed to an event stream provided by the Intercloud Exchange where the agreement instance is located. The data model used to transmit measurements has to be in compliance with the XEP-0337: Event Logging over XMPP protocol extension [158]. Thus, any kind of information can be reported and evaluated. If an agreement violation is detected or any other event occurs which is well worth to inform, the basic capabilities of XMPP are used. In particular, a message stanza is sent to the provider of the service as well as to the customer who is affected by this event.

5.6. Protocol Extensions

The previous section described the Intercloud Agreement-Mediator solution. However, such an architecture requires a set of protocol extensions and adjustments which are not specified in the OCCI specification family. Therefore, this section presents and specifies the missing extensions in order to establish such an Intercloud Agreement-Mediator with its capabilities and behavior.
5.6.1. Monitoring Model

The OCCI Monitoring Model specification based fully on the OCCI Core Model version 1.1. The purpose of this specification is to define a standardized interface that enables users to request the creation of a distinct cloud monitoring infrastructure, to configure this infrastructure according to pre-defined requirements, and to access quantitative measurements of the performance collected by this infrastructure for a specific set of provisioned cloud services. The OCCI Monitoring Model introduces two new entity types which are: the Sensor and the Collector. The Collector type represents a link that defines timings used for the measurement. The Sensor type represents a resource that defines how to process measurement results.

However, this specification is still under development and contains some bugs (e.g. a reference to further OCCI extensions like OCCI Notification Extension which do not exist, duplicated attributes in the Collector link and the Sensor resource, etc.). Therefore, an advanced and idealized specification for the Monitoring Model is presented in this subsection. This model also has a Sensor and a Collector type, but with different attributes, different behavior, and in general a different intended purpose. The model described in the following distinguishes between two natures of sensors: an active sensor and a passive sensor. A passive sensor is defined as an instrument that receives data and measures a provisioned service without sampling or polling information from a process. In contrast, an active sensor has to continuously sample the performance of a service and has to actively poll measurements from a process. The nature of these sensors is schematically depicted in figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10 illustrates a schematical composition of instruments of a measurement chain. Here, a passive and an active sensor collect raw information of the performance, e.g. a service is available or not (true/false). This raw information is processed as measurement with a specific unit (e.g. Boolean) to a collector. The collector gathers the measurements for a specific time period and calculates a value based on pre-defined metrics, e.g. an availability of 99% in the last 24 hours. This value can then simply be processed as it is or aggregated with other values, e.g. to calculate the availability for a set of services. The result is a Key Performance Indicator (KPI) for a particular monitoring infrastructure.
In order to support a similar measurement chain with this monitoring model, three types are introduced: the *Sensor* and the *Meter*, and the *Collector* type. Figure 5.11 gives an overview of these key types involved in this specification.

**FIGURE 5.11.:** Overview diagram of monitoring model types

The monitoring types inherit the OCCI Core Model *Resource* and *Link* base type and all their attributes. Table 5.3 describes the *Mixin* instances defined for each of the monitoring *Resource* or *Link* sub-types. The base URL http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi has been replaced with `<schema>` in this table for better readability. These types can be extended according to the OCCI Core Model [64].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Parent Kind</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sensor</td>
<td>&lt;schema&gt;/monitoring#</td>
<td>Sensor Resource</td>
<td>&lt;schema&gt;/core#resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meter</td>
<td>&lt;schema&gt;/monitoring#</td>
<td>Meter Resource</td>
<td>&lt;schema&gt;/core#resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collector</td>
<td>&lt;schema&gt;/monitoring#</td>
<td>Collector Link</td>
<td>&lt;schema&gt;/core#link</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following subsections describe the *Sensor*, *Meter* and *Collector* types in detail. Furthermore the Attributes, Actions and states definition for each of them, including type-specific mixins, are specified.

**Sensor**

The *Sensor* type represents a generic sensor resource, e.g. an error scanner or a reachability sampler like *ping*. The *Sensor* inherits the *Resource* base type defined in OCCI Core Model [64]. It is assigned to the *Mixin* instance http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/monitoring#sensor which has to be exposed by each instance of *Sensor*. 
Table 5.4: Attributes defined for the Sensor type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>Mutability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occi.sensor.subject</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>0..1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>A unique identifier that specifies the subject under test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.sensor.lastmeasurand</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>0..1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>Current measurand of the last sample.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.sensor.unit</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>0..1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>The unit of the measurand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.sensor.state</td>
<td>Enum</td>
<td></td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>Current state of the instance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{active, inactive, error}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4 describes the attributes defined by the Sensor through its Mixin instance. These attributes should be exposed by an instance of the Sensor type depending on the “Multiplicity” column in the aforementioned table.

Table 5.5: Actions defined for the Sensor type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Term</th>
<th>Target state</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>start</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stop</td>
<td>inactive</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5 describes the Actions defined for Sensor by its Resource instance. These Actions must be exposed by an instance of the Sensor type of the monitoring model implementation. Figure 5.12 illustrates the state diagram for a Sensor instance.

Figure 5.12: State diagram for a Sensor instance

A sensor is in the “inactive” state after creation. In this state the sensor does not sample the performance of a service and does not accept any changes to the last measurand. The user or the provider have to deliberately change the state to “active” by invoking the start action.
The purpose for this design is justified by the influence of a monitoring overhead that may have impact on the performance of the subject under test. The user or the provider can stop sampling processes by invoking the *stop* action that changes the state of a sensor to “inactive”. If an error occurs, the sensor should be in the “error” state. The state of a sensor has direct impact on all other instances of *Collector* links and *Meter* resources in a measurement chain that has a particular sensor as a source.

### ActiveSensor Mixin

An *ActiveSensor* mixin introduces an attribute which is required for configuring instances of an active sensor resource. An active sensor in contrast to a passive sensor actively samples periodically the performance of a service to be monitored. The *ActiveSensor* mixin is assigned the schema http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/monitoring/sensor# and the “term” value *activesensor*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>Mutability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occi.sensor.samplerate</td>
<td>Time (ISO8601)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mutable</td>
<td>Sampling rate with which the sensor scans a subject periodically.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6 defines the attribute introduced by the *ActiveSensor* mixin. This mixin must be related to the *Sensor* mixin by setting the *applies* attribute to http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/monitoring#sensor.

Figure 5.13 illustrates an example UML object diagram where a *Sensor* is associated with an *ActiveSensor* mixin when both are instantiated. It shows an example for an active sensor that checks the availability of a virtual machine every 5 minutes if the virtual machine was reachable at the last sample.

### PassiveSensor Mixin

A *PassiveSensor* mixin introduces an attribute which is required for configuring instances of a passive sensor resource. A passive sensor in contrast to an active sensor does not samples periodically, but is event driven. The *PassiveSensor* mixin is assigned the schema http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/monitoring/sensor# and the “term” value *passivesensor*.
Figure 5.13.: Example of a Sensor instance associated with an ActiveSensor mixin

Table 5.7.: Attributes defined by the PassiveSensor mixin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>Mutability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occi.sensor.lastoccurrence</td>
<td>Time (ISO8601)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>Timestamp of the last occurrence of a sampling event.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7 defines the attribute introduced by the PassiveSensor mixin. This mixin must be related to the Sensor mixin by setting the applies attribute to http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/monitoring#sensor.

Figure 5.14.: Example of a Sensor instance associated with a PassiveSensor mixin

Figure 5.14 illustrates an example UML object diagram where a Sensor is associated with a
PassiveSensor mixin when both are instantiated. It shows an example for a passive sensor that logs virtual machine crashes. In the example, the last virtual machine that had been crashed and logged by this sensor was the machine with UUID “...vm01 ...”. This event occurred on May 20, 2015, 07:25:39 pm, Central European Time (CET).

Meter

The Meter type represents a generic meter resource, e.g. a service availability meter or a network traffic meter like nload or iftop. The measurements provided by such a meter can be collected individually or sampled by a Sensor resource instance, gathered by Collector link instances and processed within the Meter resource instance. The Meter inherits the Resource base type defined in OCCI Core Model [64]. It is assigned to the Mixin instance http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/monitoring#meter which has to be exposed by each instance of Meter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>Mutability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occi.meter.value</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>0...1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>Current value of the service performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.meter.unit</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>0...1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>The unit of the value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.meter.state</td>
<td>Enum</td>
<td>{valid, invalid}</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>Current state of the instance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.8 describes the attributes defined by the Meter through its Mixin instance. These attributes should be exposed by an instance of the Meter type depending on the “Multiplicity” column in the aforementioned table.

The Meter type has no Actions, but a state that indicates whether the value is “valid” or “invalid”. These states must be exposed by an instance of the Meter type of the monitoring model implementation. Figure 5.15 illustrates the state diagram for a Meter instance.

A meter is in the “invalid” state after creation. The meter persists in this state until a valid value is exposed via the “occi.meter.value” attribute. When a valid value is exposed, the meter changes its state to “valid”. If an instance of the Meter type receives its measurements from an instance of a Collector link type, the state of the collector has direct impact on the state of this meter. In fact, if the collector provides obsoleted measurements, the value of the meter is invalid and should advertise this state through the “invalid” state of the meter instance.
The Collector type is responsible for gathering measurements from a sensor and to calculate a value based on an applied metric. The Collector inherits the Link base type defined in OCCI Core Model [64]. It is assigned to the Link instance http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/monitoring#collector which has to be exposed by each instance of Collector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>Mutability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occi.collector.measurement</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>0...1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>Current measurement based on a calculated aggregation of samples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.collector.unit</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>0...1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>The unit of the measurement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.collector.state</td>
<td>Enum</td>
<td></td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>Current state of the instance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>{up-to-date, obsolete}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.9 describes the attributes defined by the Collector through its Link instance. These attributes should be exposed by an instance of the Collector type depending on the “Multiplicity” column in the aforementioned table.

The state of a Collector instance indicates whether the value is “up-to-date” or “obsolete”. These states must be exposed by an instance of a Collector type of the monitoring model implementation. Figure 5.16 illustrates the state diagram for a Collector instance.

Whether a measurement is up-to-date or not depends on the source of the Link instance. A Link instance has to be in the state “pending” after instantiation. The collector has to persist in this state until a calculation with minimum one measurement is possible. Afterwards the state of a
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Figure 5.16.: State diagram for a Collector instance

Collector instance has to be switched into the state “up-to-date” or “obsolete”. During its lifetime, a Collector instance can switch between “up-to-date” and “obsolete”. In fact, the state of a collector depends on the up-to-dateness of the measurement that it exposes. If no calculation can be performed in an exposed time period, the state of a collector should be in the “obsoleted” state.

5.6.2. Service Level Agreement Model

The OCCI SLA Model specification is based on the OCCI Core Model version 1.2. The goal of this specification is to define a standardized SLA interface that enables users to create and manage SLA related resources. In particular, these SLA related resources realize agreements between an OCCI-enabled cloud service provider and potential consumers. The OCCI SLA Model introduces two new entity types which are: the Agreement and the AgreementLink. The Agreement type represents a resource that defines an agreement. This agreement resource is used for negotiation, service instantiation, and evaluation during the whole life-cycle of a particular business relationship. The AgreementLink type represents links of an agreement resource to provisioned service resources after both parties have agreed to a particular agreement.

However, this specification is defined for an interface of a single cloud installation. Thus, resources cannot be distributed among different systems which is the case in the intercloud architecture and a requirement in order to transfer mediation affiliations to an external neutral entity. Therefore, an advanced and comprehensive specification for the SLA Model is presented in this subsection. This model also has an Agreement and an AgreementLink type, but with different attributes, different behavior, and in general a different intended purpose. Additionally, an Offer and a Negotiation resource is introduced as well as a NegotiationLink, a ServiceReference link, a ServiceDescriptionTerm link, and a GuaranteeTerm link. This extended SLA Model allows for distributing SLA and monitoring resources over different entities as depicted in figure 5.17.
Figure 5.17 illustrates a possible distribution of resources. In this scenario (1) a customer searches for a desired service and retrieves potential offers from the global service repository hosted at an Intercloud Root. The representations retrieved from the service catalog include pre-defined terms expressed as links but without a target definition. Additionally, one NegotiationLink is part of the representation and points to a Negotiation collection hosted at an Intercloud Exchange. If the user initiates a negotiation, the customer has to create a Negotiation instance with the offer representation retrieved before. After a Negotiation instance has been created, (2) the customer is able to negotiate specific terms and conditions in multiple rounds. If both parties achieve a common agreement, an Agreement instance is created at a third-party Intercloud Exchange. The provider of the third-party Intercloud Exchange is independent in this transaction. This Intercloud Exchange hosts the agreement instance for its whole life-time.
When the agreement has been created successfully and all links are instantiated and configured, the SLA is evaluated continuously. (3) The customer and the provider are able to observe the state of the established agreement. Furthermore, if an unexpected event occurs, all parties are informed by a basic XMPP message stanza. Figure 5.18 gives an overview of these key types involved in this specification.

**Figure 5.18:** Overview of SLA types

**Offer**

The *Offer* type represents a generic service offer resource that may be exposed in a local service repository or in the global service catalog. The *Offer* inherits the *Resource* base type defined in OCCI Core Model [64]. It is assigned to the *Kind* instance `http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/sla#offer` which has to be exposed by each instance of *Offer*. Table 5.10 describes the attributes defined by the *Offer* through its *Kind* instance.
Table 5.10: Attributes defined for the Offer type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>Mutability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occi.offer.provider</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>0...1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>The domain that identifies the provider.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.offer.description</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>0...1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>A textual description of the service.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Negotiation**

The Negotiation type represents a generic negotiation resource that is used to negotiate an SLA based on an exposed Offer instance. The Negotiation inherits the Resource base type defined in OCCI Core Model [64]. It is assigned to the Kind instance http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/sla#negotiation which has to be exposed by each instance of Negotiation.

Table 5.11: Attributes defined for the Negotiation type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>Mutability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occi.negotiation.expirationdate</td>
<td>Time (ISO8601)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>The date time at which this negotiation expires.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.negotiation.doer</td>
<td>Enum {provider, customer}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>The party of this negotiation who have to carries out the next negotiation step.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.negotiation.state</td>
<td>Enum {advisory, acceptable, accepted, rejected}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>The current state of the negotiation instance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.11 describes the attributes defined by the Negotiation through its Kind instance. Table 5.12 describes the Actions defined for Negotiation by its Resource instance. These Actions must be exposed by an instance of the Negotiation type of an SLA model implementation.

The state of a Negotiation instance indicates the progress of the negotiation are either “advisory”, “acceptable”, “accepted”, or “rejected”. These states must be exposed by an instance of a Negotiation type of the SLA model implementation. Figure 5.19 illustrates the state diagram for a Negotiation instance.
**5.6. Protocol Extensions**

**Table 5.12.:** Actions defined for the Negotiation type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Term</th>
<th>Target state</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>agree</td>
<td>acceptable</td>
<td>Customer’s Signature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reject</td>
<td>rejected</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sign</td>
<td>accepted</td>
<td>Provider’s Signature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.19.:** State diagram for a Negotiation instance

A Negotiation instance has to be in the state “advisory” after instantiation. The Negotiation instance has to persist in this state during the whole negotiation process. If the service provider offers an acceptable counter-offer, the customer is able to accept this offer by invoking the “agree” Action. Thus, this Negotiation instance changes its state to “acceptable”. If the doer in this negotiation step is the customer and no acceptable counter-offers has been delivered by the provider in the past, the customer is able to submit a final counter-offer and to invoke the “agree” Action. In particular, if the doer is the provider and the state of a Negotiation instance is “acceptable”, the provider has to decide to accept this agreement offer or to reject it. This allows to force a faster decision if both parties fail to agree. If the Negotiation instance is in the “acceptable” state, the customer as well as the provider are able to invoke the “reject” Action. This will abort the negotiation process. If the customer has agreed and the Negotiation instance is in the “acceptable” state, the provider is able to agree, too. Therefore, the provider has to invoke the “sign” Action which changes the state of the Negotiation instance to “accepted”. With this step an obligated Agreement instance is created which an AgreementLink points to. The Negotiation instance is in any case or any state only available until expiration date.
Agreement

The Agreement type represents a generic agreement resource that has either been negotiated with an instance of Negotiation or is based on an exposed Offer instance. The Agreement inherits the Resource base type defined in OCCI Core Model [64]. It is assigned to the Kind instance http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/sla#agreement which has to be exposed by each instance of Agreement.

Table 5.13: Attributes defined for the Agreement type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>Mutability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occi.agreement.provider</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>0...1</td>
<td>Mutable</td>
<td>The domain that identifies the provider.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.agreement.customer</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>0...1</td>
<td>Mutable</td>
<td>The JID that identifies the customer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.agreement.customersignature</td>
<td>Signature</td>
<td>0...1</td>
<td>Mutable</td>
<td>The customer’s signature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.agreement.providersignature</td>
<td>Signature</td>
<td>0...1</td>
<td>Mutable</td>
<td>The provider’s signature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.agreement.agreedat</td>
<td>Time (ISO8601)</td>
<td>0...1</td>
<td>Mutable</td>
<td>The date time at which the provider and the customer agreed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.agreement.agreedfrom</td>
<td>Time (ISO8601)</td>
<td>0...1</td>
<td>Mutable</td>
<td>The date time when the agreement starts to be effective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.agreement.agreeduntil</td>
<td>Time (ISO8601)</td>
<td>0...1</td>
<td>Mutable</td>
<td>The date time when the agreement seizes to be effective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.agreement.state</td>
<td>Enum</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>Current state of the agreement instance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.13 describes the attributes defined by the Agreement through its Kind instance and should be exposed by an instance of Agreement. The state of an Agreement instance indicates whether the SLA is “observed” or “suspended”. These states must be exposed by an instance of an Agreement type of the SLA model implementation. Figure 5.20 illustrates the state diagram for an Agreement instance.

An Agreement instance has to be in the state “pending” after instantiation. The agreement has to persist in this state until the first service is instantiated and the first term Link instance is configured with a valid target. In general, an instance of Offer or Negotiation may have
Figure 5.20.: State diagram for an Agreement instance

several ServiceReference, ServiceDescriptionTerm, and GuaranteeTerm links, but all of them do not point to a specific target. The term Link instances are not configured before they are instantiated in an Agreement instance and the appropriated service is up and running. If one term Link instances points to an actual service, the agreement is activated and changes its state to “observed”. If all service instances are canceled and no term Link instances are longer available, the Agreement instance has to switch into the state “suspended”. During its life time, an Agreement instance can only switch between these two states.

NegotiationLink

In order to associate an Offer instance with a Negotiation collection that the customer can use to instantiate a Negotiation instance related to a particular Offer instance. The NegotiationLink inherits the Link base type defined in OCCI Core Model [64] and points to a Negotiation collection hosted at the exchange of the provider of the service offering. It is assigned to the Link instance http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/sla#negotiationlink which has to be exposed by each instance of NegotiationLink.

AgreementLink

In order to associate a successfully finished Negotiation instance with an Agreement instance that has been created after both parties have agreed on the terms and conditions, the AgreementLink link is introduced. The AgreementLink inherits the Link base type defined in OCCI Core Model [64] and points to an existing Agreement instance in order to provide both parties with a link to the instantiated agreement. It is assigned to the Link instance http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/sla#agreementlink which has to be exposed by each instance of AgreementLink.
The **ServiceDescriptionTerm** type allows to express a set of service terms and evaluates their compliance. The **ServiceDescriptionTerm** inherits the **Link** base type defined in OCCI Core Model [64] and points to a service that is evaluated. Furthermore, it not only links to and describes the service, but it also evaluates the target in an assessment interval based on the attributes that describes the service within this link. It is assigned to the **Link** instance `http://schema.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/sla#servicedescriptionterm` which has to be exposed by each instance of **ServiceDescription**.

### Table 5.14: Attributes defined by the ServiceDescriptionTerm link

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>Mutability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occi.servicedescriptionterm.termlist</td>
<td>Map&lt;attribute, value&gt;</td>
<td>0...1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>Service Description Terms that the instance target have to fulfill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.servicedescriptionterm.assessmentinterval</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>Assessment interval to check the SDT compliance in seconds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.servicedescriptionterm.state</td>
<td>Enum {undefined, violated, fulfilled}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>The current state of the term.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.14 describes the attributes defined by the **ServiceDescriptionTerm** through its **Link** instance and should be exposed by an instance of the **ServiceDescriptionTerm**. The state of a **ServiceDescriptionTerm** instance indicates whether the service terms are “fulfilled” or “violated”. These states must be exposed by an instance of a **ServiceDescriptionTerm** type of the SLA model implementation. Figure 5.21 illustrates the state diagram for a **ServiceDescriptionTerm** instance.

A **ServiceDescriptionTerm** **Link** instance has to be in the state “undefined” after instantiation. The service term has to persist in this state until the first assessment has been performed. Afterwards the state of the **ServiceDescriptionTerm** instance has to be switched into the state “fulfilled” or “violated”. During its life time, a **ServiceDescriptionTerm** instance can only switch between these two states.
GuaranteeTerm Link

The GuaranteeTerm type allows to express a guarantee term and evaluates its compliance. The GuaranteeTerm inherits the Link base type defined in OCCI Core Model [64] and points to a service that is evaluated. Furthermore, it not only links to and describes the service, but it also evaluates the target based on the attributes that describes the service within this link. It is assigned to the Link instance http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/sla#guaranteeterm which has to be exposed by each instance of GuaranteeTerm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>Mutability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occi.guaranteeterm.sensor</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>The sensor from which the link retrieves its measurements, i.e. the object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.guaranteeterm.slo</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>The service level objective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.guaranteeterm.state</td>
<td>Enum {undefined, violated, fulfilled}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>The current state of the term.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.guaranteeterm.relationaloperator</td>
<td>Enum {LESS_THAN, LESS_THAN_OR_EQUAL_TO, EQUAL_TO, NOT_EQUAL_TO, GREATER_THAN_OR_EQUAL_TO, GREATER_THAN}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>The relational operator to describe the guarantee.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.15 describes the attributes defined by the GuaranteeTerm through its Link instance and should be exposed by an instance of the GuaranteeTerm. The state of a GuaranteeTerm instance indicates whether the guarantee is “fulfilled” or “violated”. These states must be exposed by an instance of a GuaranteeTerm type of the SLA model implementation. Figure 5.22 illustrates the state diagram for a GuaranteeTerm instance.

![State diagram for an GuaranteeTerm link](image)

**FIGURE 5.22:** State diagram for an GuaranteeTerm link

A GuaranteeTerm Link instance has to be in the state “undefined” after instantiation. The guarantee term has to persist in this state until the first assessment is possible. Afterwards the state of a GuaranteeTerm instance has to be switched into the state “fulfilled” or “violated”. During its life time, a GuaranteeTerm instance can only switch between these two states.

**ServiceReference Link**

In order to associate an Agreement instance with an existing service resource instance, the ServiceReference link is introduced. The ServiceReference inherits the Link base type defined in OCCI Core Model [64] and points to a service in order to link instantiated services with appropriated agreements. It is assigned to the Link instance `http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/sla#servicereference` which has to be exposed by each instance of ServiceReference.

**BusinessValue Mixin**

A BusinessValue mixin introduces attributes listed in table 5.16 which are required for describing the price of a service or a penalty that has to be paid in case of agreement violations. This BusinessValue mixin is assigned the schema `http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/sla#` and the “term” value `businessvalue`.

This mixin can be related to any other kind, mixin, or link and thus applies to `http://schemas.ogf.org/occi#category`. 
5.6. Protocol Extensions

Table 5.16.: Attributes defined by the BusinessValue mixin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>Mutability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occi.businessvalue.type</td>
<td>Enum {Reward,</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mutable</td>
<td>The type of the business value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Penalty}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.businessvalue.price</td>
<td>Double</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mutable</td>
<td>The price for the business value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.businessvalue.currency</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mutable</td>
<td>The currency of the price.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.businessvalue.billingincrements</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mutable</td>
<td>The billing increments of the price, e.g. per GB, per hour, per second, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.6.3. Event Processing Model

While the previous sections defined kinds, mixins, and links for monitoring and SLA management, this sub-section defines mixins which can be applied to any resource or link definition and complements their application. These mixins can be related to any other kind, mixin, or link and thus applies to http://schemas.ogf.org/occi#category.

EventLog Mixin

If monitored measurements are transferred between many independent entities, the EventLog mixin is used to identify a category of events. The EventLog mixin introduces an attribute listed in table 5.17 that is required for separating event streams sent according to the XEP-0337: Event Logging over XMPP protocol extension [158]. This EventLog mixin is assigned the schema http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/cep# and the “term” value eventlog.

Table 5.17.: Attributes defined by the EventLog mixin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>Mutability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occi.eventlog.eventid</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>The event id for this particular event stream.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aggregation Mixin

An Aggregation mixin introduces an attribute listed in table 5.18 which is required to expose an aggregation operation. This operation should have to be applied in order to aggregate mea-
measurements of a single source or from different sources. The Aggregation mixin is assigned the schema http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/cep# and the “term” value aggregation.

**Table 5.18.: Attributes defined by the Aggregation mixin**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Mutability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occi.aggregation.operation</td>
<td>Enum {min, max, sum, avg}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immutable The aggregation operator to specify how measurements are aggregated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LengthWindowMetric Mixin

A LengthWindowMetric mixin introduces attributes listed in table 5.19 which are required for describing a metric where the calculation of measurements is based on the number of events. This LengthWindowMetric mixin is assigned the schema http://schemas.cit.tu-berlin.de/occi/cep# and the “term” value lengthwindowmetric.

**Table 5.19.: Attributes defined by the LengthWindowMetric mixin**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Mutability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occi.metric.windowtype</td>
<td>Enum {SlidingWindow, BatchWindow}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mutable The type of the window, i.e. either a periodically assessed window (BatchWindow) or a continuously assessed window (SlidingWindow).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.metric.windowlength</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mutable The length of the window, i.e. the number of events that this window assesses.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TimeWindowMetric Mixin**

A *TimeWindowMetric* mixin introduces attributes listed in table 5.20 which are required for describing a metric where the calculation of measurements is based on a time window in which events occur. This *TimeWindowMetric* mixin is assigned the schema `http://schemas.cit.tub-erlin.de/occi/cep#` and the “term” value `timewindowmetric`.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>Mutability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occi.metric.windowtype</td>
<td>Enum</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mutable</td>
<td>The type of the window, i.e. either a periodically assessed window (BatchWindow) or a continuously assessed window (SlidingWindow).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>{SlidingWindow, BatchWindow}</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.metric.windowduration</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mutable</td>
<td>The time length of the window, i.e. the duration that this window assesses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occi.metric.durationunit</td>
<td>Enum</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mutable</td>
<td>The unit in which time length of the window is specified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>{years, months, weeks, days, hours, minutes, seconds, milliseconds}</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This chapter describes the prototypical implementation of the features described in the chapter before and its evaluation in terms of efficiency and scalability. The requirements that such a software architecture should fulfill are: efficiency, scalability, flexibility, and reusability. In order to achieve these sustainability requirements, a modular architecture has been developed as depicted in the dependencies tree diagram illustrated in figure 6.1. The modules depicted in this figure 6.1 provide the following functionalities:

**xmpp-rest:** The xmpp-rest module implements the functionality described in section 5.3.

**xmpp-occi:** The xmpp-occi module implements the functionality described in section 5.4.

**smack:** Smack is an open source XMPP client library developed by the Igniterealtime open source community [159].

**xmpp-core:** The xmpp-core module is the basis module for all components. It is a fork of Whack [160] that implements the XEP-0114: Jabber Component Protocol extension.

**xmpp-component:** The xmpp-component module combines the xmpp-core functionalities with the xmpp-rest and the xmpp-occi resource deployment. It implements the request/response model of containers and the particular marshaller for resource access.
**Figure 6.1.**: Module dependencies of the intercloud prototype

**xmpp-client**: The xmpp-client module implements functionalities for xmpp-rest and xmpp-occi IQ translation based on the Smack communication model. Additionally, the client stub generation is supported in this module which do not require any recompilation of the client’s code base.

**xmpp-cep**: The xmpp-cep module implements the complex event processor used for monitoring and SLA evaluation. It defines a set of predefined event types and mixins as described in section 5.6.1 and 5.6.3. It is based on the Esper open source event stream analysis and event correlation engine.

**intercloud-sla**: The intercloud-sla module implements the intercloud SLA-Engine described in section 5.5 and 5.6.2.

**intercloud-client**: The intercloud-client module provides intercloud specific functionalities for clients.

**intercloud-component**: The intercloud-component module provides intercloud specific functionalities for the intercloud topology elements including discovery and so on.

**root**: The root module implements the Intercloud Root topology component as an executable jar archive.
**exchange:** The exchange module implements the *Intercloud Exchange* topology component as an executable jar archive.

**gateway:** The gateway module implements the *Intercloud Gateway* topology component as an executable jar archive. The current version available at *github* supports OpenStack’s API model.

**webapp:** The web application module is based on Apache Wicket [161] and Bootstrap [162]. It is a HTTP-based web application that renders the Intercloud REST with XMPP and OCCI XML Rendering specification in order to provide users a human-friendly access and management platform for the intercloud network. Furthermore, it prints each request and responds with syntax highlighting building thus a well-designed debugging tool as well.

The modules described above and specified in the previous chapter build the protocol stack depicted in figure 6.2. Here, the XMPP Core specification is the foundation. Its basic functionalities are extended with the XEP-0030 and the XEP-0114 XMPP extension. Build on that, the REST with XMPP specification is added on top. Then the OCCI rendering is applied and allows for applying all existing OCCI Extension Models as well as novel extensions specified in this thesis and future extensions which will be specified in the intercloud initiative.

![Diagram of the protocol stack](image_url)

**Figure 6.2:** Protocol stack of the intercloud prototype
6. Intercloud Prototyping and Evaluation

6.1. Implementation

This section presents the four essential design concepts which are not specified or described in the previous sections but are implemented in the intercloud prototype. However, these design concepts are partially reflected in the specifications in the previous chapter, but are not further explained in detail. Thus, this section not only presents the developed implementation concepts, but also illustrates use cases to which the extension specifications can be applied.

6.1.1. Communication Pattern

The communication pattern implemented for an XMPP component is package-driven according to the event-driven programming paradigm. Here, the flow of the program is determined by received packages that are sent from any entity to the particular XMPP component. For this purpose, the XMPP component implements a thread executor with a thread pool and a task queue that makes use of the `java.util.concurrent.ThreadPoolExecutor`. Each package that is received by a component is wrapped in a `PacketProcessor` task and processed by the thread executor. When a package has to be processed, this package is analyzed and handled according to its nature: `<message/>`, `<presence/>`, and `<iq/>`. While message and presence stanzas are connection-independent, IQ stanzas follow a structured request-response mechanism. The REST with XMPP protocol extension presented in section 5.3 uses IQ stanza for exchanging XWADL and REST-XML documents. Thus, all IQ stanzas of type `get` or `set` require an appropriated response of type `result` or `error`.

This pattern is ideal in cases where no further interaction with other intercloud topology elements is required. However, in the approach presented before interactions between Intercloud Gateways, Intercloud Exchanges, and Intercloud Roots are necessary. Therefore, an additional socket-based communication pattern has been developed. This socket-based communication model allows any resource instance to create a socket which can be used to send messages, to transfer `LogEvents`, or to request XWADL documents and to invoke appropriated remote methods. The sockets cannot be created without any relationship to the XMPP component communication, therefore, a singleton socket manager has to be used to create a socket and provide the required mapping for IQ requests and responses. While the package-driven nature of XMPP components expect IQ stanza of type `get` or `set`, the `Marshaller` identifies response packages via the IQ stanza type `result` or `error`. This packages are passed to the socket manager that maps response IQ stanza to sockets by their IQ-IDs.

The socket supports two types of methods: synchronous and asynchronous package processing. Presence and message related methods are always processed asynchronously, but IQ related methods are not. The IQ related methods such as `requestXWADL` or `invokeRestXML` are synchronous and block the resource instance thread until the IQ response has been received.
However, a result listener can be used in order to invoke a REST-XML method asynchronously. This connection pattern concept not only allow to process packages extremely loosely coupled and well distributed, but also enables sequentially controlled processes between intercloud topology components.

### 6.1.2. Service Discovery

When a new intercloud component joins the intercloud network, the new component may synchronize its data sets with other intercloud components. For this purpose, the component has to discover other existing intercloud components in order to interact with them. Furthermore, if an Intercloud Exchange wants to publish a service offering in the service catalog hosted at an Intercloud Root, the component needs its JID in order to create a socket for this communication. For this discovery mechanism the XEP-0030: Service Discovery [132] protocol extension is used. This extension defines two types of discovery: disco#info and disco#item. While the disco#item discovery allows for retrieving information about a target entity’s identity, the disco#info discovery allows for retrieving the features offered and protocols supported by the target entity.

![Sequence Diagram](image)

**Figure 6.3:** Root discovery by an Intercloud Exchange

In the following, the discovery of intercloud topology components is presented. Figure 6.3 depicts a sequence diagram of the discovery mechanism for components which are connected to the same XMPP server instance. Here, a disco#item is requested that lists all connected XMPP components and services. The prototypical implementation identifies intercloud topology elements by their names which are:
6. Intercloud Prototyping and Evaluation

- **RootComponentName** = 'Intercloud Root'

- **ExchangeComponentName** = 'Intercloud Exchange'

- **GatewayComponentName** = 'Intercloud Gateway'

If the **Intercloud Root** component is hosted by an external XMPP server in another domain, a static root server whitelist is used as a basis to find the JID of a corresponding **Intercloud Root**. The last step of the discovery process (i.e. disco#info for retrieving the features) is then executed in any case in order to check the protocol compliance.

![Diagram of Intercloud Gateway and Exchange]

**Figure 6.4:** Exchange discovery by an Intercloud Gateway

If an **Intercloud Gateway** hosts monitoring services as described in section 5.6.1 and 5.6.3, these **Intercloud Gateway**'s sensor resources have individual link configurations which specify the JID of **Intercloud Exchanges** to which the monitoring measurements should be sent. In this case the sensor resource instance that wants to create a socket for this purpose does not have to discover the JID of this **Intercloud Exchange** but has to discover the features provided by the counter-party. However, assuming that the **Intercloud Gateway** starts-up the first time and want to advertise its service supply to other **Intercloud Exchanges** of the same domain in order to enable service life-cycle management, the **Intercloud Gateway** has to discover all available **Intercloud Exchanges** and to advertise its availability. This discover procedure is depicted in figure 6.4. Here, the use of presence subscription is considerable in order to exchange presence information between **Intercloud Gateways** and **Intercloud Exchanges**.
6.1.3. Service Catalog

The service catalog is a structured set of service offerings. Depending on the location of the service catalog, this service catalog is either a local service repository hosted at an Intercloud Exchange of a particular provider or a global service repository hosted at Intercloud Roots around the world. While the service repository of an Intercloud Exchange has to follow provider specific requirements, the service repository hosted on Intercloud Roots has to be extremely decoupled, distributed, efficient, and scalable. Therefore, the service catalog is partitioned similar to the Domain Name System (DNS) partitioning. Thus, each Intercloud Root provides a subset of the global service repository and links to other Intercloud Roots for resolving a query. In particular, the service catalog is structured as depicted in figure 6.5. The hierarchy is built in the first line according to the categories and in the second line according to the geographical location. The hierarchical structure follows the ISO 3166-2 country and subdivision encoding.

**Figure 6.5:** Root’s service catalog hierarchy
Search queries and look-ups are resolved similar to DNS as well: iterative, recursive, and authoritative. Here, the resolver is the Intercloud Exchange component of a particular provider’s domain which the requester belongs to. This proves a scalable, fail safe, and flexible architecture, because caching mechanisms with time to live (TTL) tags can be applied. Of course, this may implicate data inconsistency but is negligible, because the service is at least provisioned based on an agreement that has to be created with the authoritative Intercloud Exchange.

Considering a unique service catalog structure as illustrated in figure 6.5, the publication of service offerings is straightforward. In fact, when a new service offer resource instance is created in the local service repository of an Intercloud Exchange, this component just has to synchronize its hierarchically structured data set with the Intercloud Root which this Intercloud Exchange belongs to. Since all the functionalities and behavior described in this section are approaches which are completely or partially provided by the prototypical implementation, but are still not defined in the IEEE Intercloud P2302 specification [146], the techniques and methods may change before the document will be standardized.

6.1.4. Complex Event Processing

The Complex Event Processor (CEP) used in this prototypical implementation is based on the Esper open source event stream analysis and event correlation engine [74]. It enables to detect situations in event series when event specific conditions occur. These conditions are formulated as statements that are built with expressions according to the Event Processing Language (EPL). The EPL allows to express filtering, aggregation, complex causality checks, and joins of multiple event series which are processed for pre-defined length-based and time-based batching and sliding windows. The event representation supported by the CEP of the prototypical implementation is either one of the implemented LogEvent types (i.e. Plain Old Java Objects) or XML documents according to the XEP-0337: Event Logging over XMPP protocol extension schema [158]. While the implemented LogEvent types enable to aggregate numerical data (e.g. Double, Integer, etc.) the XML-based events representation only allows to apply String-based filters.

The CEP of this concept can only be applied to the Intercloud Exchange or the Intercloud Gateway. It is used to process monitoring measurements, to aggregate the measurements in a Collector resource instance, and to filter the measurements at an Intercloud Gateway. On the other hand the CEP is used to aggregate, to filter, and to evaluate guarantee terms of an SLA at an Intercloud Exchange. An example of how event streams are processed, filtered, aggregated, and passed over the XMPP network is illustrated in figure 6.6.
Figure 6.6: Intercloud’s complex event processing
Figure 6.6 illustrates an Intercloud Gateway where four Sensor resources are instantiated. All these sensors continuously add their measurements as events to the CEP. Three Collector link instances aggregate measurements based on a statement configured through the mixins as described in section 5.6.1 and 5.6.3. The targets of the Collector links are in this example two Intercloud Exchanges. The values are transferred from Collector instances to the remote CEP at Intercloud Exchanges as EventLogs in a message stanza. On the other side, one Agreement resource instance is available. This Agreement instance has three GuaranteeTerm links which evaluate their guarantee terms based on statements configured through the mixins as described in section 5.6. In contrast to the aggregation or filter statement of a Collector link, a GuaranteeTerm link has two statements: One for fulfilled guarantee term states and one for violated guarantee term states.

The number of event streams established in a CEP depends on the number of different event representation types. The reason for having a staged event processing is firstly the number of events that are transferred over the network and secondly the amount of events that have to be kept in memory for processing. Therefore, this staged approach aims at reaching a uniform distribution of computation and memory usage over the intercloud topology elements.

6.2. Evaluation

This section evaluates the presented intercloud approaches and their implementation. The goal of this evaluation is to present the scalability of this implementation and the functionality of the specified protocols. Furthermore, this evaluation also tests the behavior of the system depending on the traffic, the number of providers and customers, the benefits of the staged approach, and the maximum number of SLA evaluations for a specific hardware and test configuration. For this purpose two tests were performed: a Use Case Testing and a Load Testing. While the first test assesses hypothesis defined on experience, the second test is to identify the maximum operating capacity for a specific hardware and test configuration.

Both tests follow the same basic test procedure:

1. The system is idle for one minute after start-up.
2. After one minute idle, the test client creates a new sensor every ten seconds.
3. The sensors created in this use case implements an ActiveSensor mixin instance that samples the availability of a simulated virtual machine every second.
4. Each sensor created in this use case has a simulated Collector link instance that performs no aggregations of events, thus each second an event occurs the Collector link instance passes this event to the Intercloud Exchange which it points to.
5. The sensors created in this use case do not start before a new GuaranteeTerm link instance is created. Therefore, the test client creates a new GuaranteeTerm link instance in the same interval as a Sensor is instantiated (i.e. every ten seconds).

6. The guarantee terms created in this use case are configured with the same SLO that defines an availability greater than or equal to 50%.

7. A TimeWindowMetric mixin is applied to each GuaranteeTerm link instance which defines a sliding time window of 15 minutes.

8. An Aggregation mixin is applied to each GuaranteeTerm link instance as well and defines to calculate the average of measurements by its aggregation operation.

This test configuration implicates two guarantee term evaluations per sensor per second. Furthermore, the number of LogEvents to transfer and the total packet payload per second is increased every ten seconds. In order to create an appropriated test plan, an expected load calculation has been performed and is depicted in figure 6.7. While the number of events to transfer, the number of LogEvents to evaluate, and the number of guarantee term evaluations are constantly increased with the same amount, the total package payload varies over time. The reason for this behavior is the creation of GuaranteeTerm link instances which are taken into account and occur every ten seconds.
The performance tests used one Mac Mini server and up to ten wally nodes as shown in figure 6.8. The Mac Mini server is equipped with one Intel Core 2 Duo 2.66 GHz CPU and 4 GB DDR3 SDRAM. The nodes are connected via regular Gigabit Ethernet link to the next switch and a TU Berlin internal 10 Gigabit optical fiber in between. The Mac Mini runs Mac OS X El Capitan version 10.11 (Darwin kernel version 15.0.0). The Mac Mini node run Java version 1.8.0_40 (Oracle Java SE Development Kit 8u40). The XMPP server used for the performance tests is an Openfire in version 3.10.0. Both, the Openfire and the *XMPP External Component* are installed on the same physical host. The wally nodes are equipped with a Quadcore Intel Xeon E3-1230 V2 3.30GHz CPU and 16 GB DDR3 SDRAM. The nodes run CentOS with kernel version 3.10.0-229.11.1.el7.x86_64 and Java version 1.8.0_51 (Oracle Java SE Development Kit 8u51).

**FIGURE 6.8:** Experimental setup for the evaluation

### 6.2.1. Use Case Testing

The purpose of this evaluation is to prove hypotheses defined by experience as follows:

**Hypothesis 1.** If XMPP entities transfer stanzas to a particular intercloud topology element implemented as component, the scalability depends on the XMPP server in between that routes the packages to the particular component.

**Hypothesis 2.** If multiple XMPP entities located on different servers transfer stanzas to a particular intercloud topology element implemented as component, the traffic and throughput is the same as in the case when a single XMPP entity would transfer the same amount of stanzas.
Hypothesis 3. If multiple XMPP entities located on different servers with different JIDs invoke REST with XMPP operations on a particular intercloud topology element implemented as component, the performance is the same as in the case when a single XMPP entity would invoke the same amount of operations.

In order to prove the hypotheses defined before, this evaluation compares a distributed execution of the test procedure with an end-to-end execution. While in the end-to-end evaluation the whole test procedure is executed on a single host (wally080), ten wally nodes (wally080 - wally089) executing a single step for a particular time frame in the distributed evaluation. In particular, wally080 instantiates its Sensor instance and the appropriated GuaranteeTerm link after one minute, wally081 instantiates its Sensor instance and the appropriated GuaranteeTerm link after two minutes, and so on. Though the Use Case Testing basically follows the test procedure described before, the interval in which the test clients create Sensor instances and appropriated GuaranteeTerm links is one minute. Thus, the overall test duration of a single evaluation is 11 minutes.

Figure 6.9.: CPU load of the distributed test with ten hosts

Figure 6.9 depicts the CPU utilization of the Intercloud Exchange to which ten distributed hosts transfer their sensor events. Figure 6.10 depicts the CPU utilization of the Intercloud Exchange
to which a single host transfers the same amount of sensor events. In both figures, the creation of *GuaraneteeTerm* links is well visible through the load peaks every minute.

**Figure 6.10.:** CPU load of the end-to-end test with one host

The Openfire reports statistics in an averaged minute scale. Here, the number of packets per minute are the same for the distributed and the end-to-end evaluation. Furthermore, in both evaluations the number of waiting tasks in the queue of the component's *ThreadPool Executor* is on average zero and the average number of executing threads is equal as well. This is very well illustrated by the behavior of the curves in figure 6.11. This figure 6.11 depicts the average CPU utilization per minute and compares the CPU behavior of both evaluations. Besides a not notable difference of 1.1% after 5 minutes test execution, the curves have the same behavior and are correlated.

The payload recording of this evaluation is illustrated in appendix A.6. Figure 6.12 depicts the memory usage of the JVM during test execution. Here, the memory usage of both evaluations are compared. The distributed evaluation allocates after two minutes of test execution more memory as compared to the end-to-end evaluation test run. However, both curves are correlating after eight minutes test execution. Thus, the CPU load and the memory usage behaviors can be considered as correlated. Consequently, hypothesis 2 and 3 are proved.
While hypothesis 2 and 3 are proved by this evaluation, hypothesis 1 is tried to be proven by the following load testing.
6.2.2. Load Testing

The purpose of this load testing is to generate a growing load in order to identify the maximum operation capacity for a particular hardware and test configuration. The wally nodes obviously provide much more memory and more computing power as the Mac Mini on which the XMPP server and Intercloud Exchange component is executed. However, the goal of this evaluation is not to show how many SLA evaluations can be performed on a fat node or on a cluster of high-performance nodes, but to identify the limits that are resulting from the configuration and the dimensioning of evaluation metrics applied to GuaranteeTerm link instances at an Intercloud Exchange.

The Load Testing follow the basic test procedure described before in the test plan. The results of the previous Use Case Testing show that the performance of a particular intercloud topology element implemented as component is independent from the number and from their distribution. The performance depends on the number of stanzas to process, thus a single host (wally080) executes the test client for this evaluation.

![CPU load of the load test](image)

**Figure 6.13.:** CPU load of the load test

Figure 6.13 depicts the CPU utilization for this load test. Here, the maximum CPU load is 200%, because the Mac Mini is equipped with two CPU cores. While the CPU load is relatively constant during the first 30 minutes, the CPU load after this point of time shows a periodic sawtooth wave behavior. In general, the minimum CPU load increases linear over the test...
progress until second 3391. At this point of time, the system is no longer working stable and properly.

![Graph showing memory usage](image)

**Figure 6.14:** Physical memory usage of the load test

Figure 6.14 depicts the memory utilization for this load test. Here, the blue curve illustrates the total physical memory of this Mac Mini. The red curve illustrates the physical memory that is in use. At second 3155 the maximum memory utilization is reached. Here, 99.21% of the total physical memory is in use. At this point of time, the threads at the *Intercloud Exchange* component cannot allocate memory fast enough in order to complete their tasks. From this point in time on the number of waiting tasks in the queue of the component’s *ThreadPoolExecutor* increases rapidly. At second 3391, all tasks of the thread pool are in use and the full capacity of the task queue is reached. From this point in time on, no *PacketProcessor* tasks are created and an exception is thrown for each XMPP packet that is received.

### 6.2.3. Conclusion

The evaluations present that the specified protocols work and are well applied. Considering the performance of the prototypical implementation at second 3155, where the maximum memory utilization was reached, the *Intercloud Exchange* adds 315 new *LogEvents* per second to the CEP, processes 486630 *LogEvents* per second in 315 event streams, and evaluates 630 guar-
antee terms per second. This shows an excellent performance of the prototypical Intercloud Exchange implementation that is executed on a simple Mac Mini.

The limitation of the maximum number of SLA evaluations is connected to the number of events in the streams. This number of events to process is reflected in the memory usage, because all events in the streams are stored in memory. Thus, the memory of a system on which an Intercloud Exchange is executed should be dimensioned appropriately. In the Load Testing evaluation, the CEP used around one Gigabyte (exactly 943,665,152 Bytes) of memory for a time window of 15 minutes. Therefore, the staged CEP approach is introduced in section 6.1.4. This approach allows to transmit already aggregated measurements of a Collector link instance to an Intercloud Exchange and is thus relieving the CEP for SLA evaluations. If this is the case, Agreement instances could not only have plenty of terms, but also allow to define very large window sizes for GuaranteeTerm link instances.
7. Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis analysed existing solutions for Agreement-Mediators on the cloud market and developed an actual autonomous web service based Agreement-Mediator for the intercloud project that sources out SLA management tasks into a neutral zone without taking the consumer’s or the provider’s side. Furthermore, an architecture is introduced that facilitates service discovery mechanisms and allows for comparing services based on their advertised QoS. The solutions in terms of agreement mediation, negotiation, establishment, and evaluation achieved in this thesis can be summarized as follows: individual service offerings can be advertised with individual service levels and guarantees that a provider is willing and able to deliver; consumers are able to discover and to easily compare service offerings of different providers; providers are able to publish service offerings of mutual intentions for business relationships in the form of SLA offers; monitoring services are supported in order to feed in monitoring measurements for automatic compliance verification of SLA terms; participating parties are notified about agreement-related events like creation, violation or termination; the overhead for managing SLAs between consumers and providers is minimized by Intercloud developed ready-to-use solutions; and higher trust is established by transferring mediation affiliations into an external and neutral entity.

Besides the achievements in terms of business related goals, this thesis introduces a novel protocol that allows to use the REST architectural style in XMPP-based solutions. Based on this protocol, the application of the OCCI Core Model to intercloud architectures is presented and appropriated protocol extensions that provide the SLA related capabilities are specified. These achievements close the lack of a missing service framework for the intercloud initiatives. Furthermore, a prototypical implementation with the functionalities and protocols presented in this work has been developed and is an ideal candidate for the initial setup of the IEEE Intercloud Testbed Project.

Finally, the protocols, the extensions, and the overall concept is evaluated. Here, the performance of this implementation and the functionality of the specified protocols is proved. Furthermore, the behavior of the system under extreme load, the benefits of a staged aggregation with distributed CEPs, and the maximum number of SLA evaluations for a specific hardware and test configuration is evaluated.
This thesis presents a foundation on which further Intercloud methodologies, protocol extensions, and related developments can be established. In particular, the following functionalities are considerable to extend the achievements presented in this thesis:

- A protocol extension to transfer huge files, e.g. a virtual machine image or snapshot.
- A protocol extension to transfer rapidly changing data sets, e.g. the memory pages of a running virtual machine that is going to live migrate.
- Business related protocol extensions for accounting, billing, and so on.

Another functional enhancement is related to the identity management which is out of scope of this thesis. In fact, the prototypical implementation of the Marshaller does not restricts the access to resources. An appropriated identity management would ensure that only privileged users are permitted to access resources which they own.

Further functional enhancements may cover a facilitated service life-cycle management, which allows non-technical employees to design product offerings with appropriated provisioning and SLA configurations. Furthermore, a service life-cycle management with corresponding business processes is considerable. Here, the nature of XMPP could be fully exploited, thus employees from different business divisions can be involved in such a business process and do an assigned work in this process that has to be accomplished by people.
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A.1. XWADL Schema

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
  targetNamespace="urn:xmpp:rest−xwadl" xmlns="urn:xmpp:rest−xwadl"
  elementFormDefault="qualified">

  <xs:element name="resource_type">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="documentation" type="documentationType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
        <xs:element ref="grammars" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
        <xs:element ref="method" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
        <xs:element ref="action" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
      </xs:sequence>
      <xs:attribute name="path" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>

  <xs:complexType name="documentationType">
    <xs:simpleContent>
      <xs:extension base="xs:string">
        <xs:attribute name="title" type="xs:string"/>
      </xs:extension>
    </xs:simpleContent>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>
<xs:element name="grammars">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element name="documentation" type="documentationType"
        minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
      <xs:any namespace="##other" processContents="lax" minOccurs="0"
        maxOccurs="unbounded" />
    </xs:sequence>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<xs:element name="method">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element name="documentation" type="documentationType"
        minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
      <xs:element ref="request" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
      <xs:element ref="response" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
    </xs:sequence>
    <xs:attribute name="type" type="methodType" use="required" />
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<xs:simpleType name="methodType">
  <xs:restriction base="xs:string">
    <xs:enumeration value="GET" />
    <xs:enumeration value="POST" />
    <xs:enumeration value="PUT" />
    <xs:enumeration value="DELETE" />
  </xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>

<xs:element name="request">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element name="documentation" type="documentationType"
        minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
      <xs:element name="template" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"
        maxOccurs="unbounded" />
    </xs:sequence>
    <xs:attribute name="mediaType" type="xs:string" use="required" />
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="response">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element name="documentation" type="documentationType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
    </xs:sequence>
    <xs:attribute name="mediaType" type="xs:string" use="required" />
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<xs:element name="action">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element name="documentation" type="documentationType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
      <xs:element ref="parameter" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
      <xs:element ref="result" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
    </xs:sequence>
    <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string" use="required" />
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<xs:element name="parameter">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element name="documentation" type="documentationType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
    </xs:sequence>
    <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string" use="required" />
    <xs:attribute name="default" type="xs:string" />
    <xs:attribute name="type" type="parameterType" use="required" />
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<xs:element name="result">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element name="documentation" type="documentationType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
    </xs:sequence>
    <xs:attribute name="type" type="parameterType" use="required" />
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
A.1. XWADL Schema

Listing A.1: XWADL Schema

A.2. REST-XML Schema

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
  targetNamespace="urn:xmpp:xml-rest" xmlns:urnxmpp:xml-rest="urn:xmpp:xml-rest"
  elementFormDefault="qualified">
  <xs:element name="resource">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:choice>
        <xs:element ref="method" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
        <xs:element ref="action" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
      </xs:choice>
      <xs:attribute name="path" type="xs:string" use="required" />
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>

  <xs:element name="method">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element ref="request" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
        <xs:element ref="response" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
      </xs:sequence>
      <xs:attribute name="type" type="methodType" use="required" />
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
</xs:schema>
```
<xs:simpleType name="methodType">
    <xs:restriction base="xs:string">
        <xs:enumeration value="GET"/>
        <xs:enumeration value="POST"/>
        <xs:enumeration value="PUT"/>
        <xs:enumeration value="DELETE"/>
    </xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>

<xs:element name="request">
    <xs:complexType>
        <xs:sequence>
            <xs:element name="representation" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
            <xs:element ref="parameter" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
            <xs:element ref="result" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
            <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
        </xs:sequence>
        <xs:attribute name="mediaType" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
    </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<xs:element name="response">
    <xs:complexType>
        <xs:sequence>
            <xs:element name="representation" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
            <xs:element ref="parameter" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
        </xs:sequence>
        <xs:attribute name="mediaType" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
    </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<xs:element name="action">
    <xs:complexType>
        <xs:sequence>
            <xs:element ref="parameter" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
            <xs:element ref="result" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
            <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
        </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
Listing A.2: REST-XML Schema

```xml
<xs:element name="parameter">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:choice>
      <xs:element name="STRING" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
      <xs:element name="INTEGER" type="xs:integer" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
      <xs:element name="DOUBLE" type="xs:double" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
      <xs:element name="BOOLEAN" type="xs:boolean" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
      <xs:element name="LINK" type="xs:anyURI" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
    </xs:choice>
    <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string" use="required" />
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<xs:element name="result">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:choice>
      <xs:element name="STRING" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
      <xs:element name="INTEGER" type="xs:integer" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
      <xs:element name="DOUBLE" type="xs:double" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
      <xs:element name="BOOLEAN" type="xs:boolean" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
      <xs:element name="LINK" type="xs:anyURI" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
    </xs:choice>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>
```
A.3. Classification Schema

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
  targetNamespace="urn:xmpp:occi-classification" xmlns="urn:xmpp:occi-classification"
elementFormDefault="qualified">
  <xs:element name="Classification">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="KindType" type="CategoryClassification"
          minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
        <xs:element name="MixinType" type="MixinClassification"
          minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
        <xs:element name="LinkType" type="LinkClassification"
          minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>

  <xs:complexType name="MixinClassification">
    <xs:complexContent>
      <xs:extension base="CategoryClassification">
        <xs:sequence>
          <xs:element name="applies" type="xs:string"
            minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"
            default="http://schema.ogf.org/occi/core#category"/>
        </xs:sequence>
      </xs:extension>
    </xs:complexContent>
  </xs:complexType>

  <xs:complexType name="LinkClassification">
    <xs:complexContent>
      <xs:extension base="CategoryClassification">
        <xs:sequence>
          <xs:element name="relation" type="xs:string"
            minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"
            default="http://schema.ogf.org/occi/core#category"/>
        </xs:sequence>
      </xs:extension>
    </xs:complexContent>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>
```
<xs:complexType name="CategoryClassification">
  <xs:sequence>
    <xs:element name="term" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
    <xs:element name="schema" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
    <xs:element name="title" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
    <xs:element ref="attributeClassification" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
  </xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="attributeClassification">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element name="name" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
      <xs:element name="type" type="attributeType" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
      <xs:element name="mutable" type="xs:boolean" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
      <xs:element name="required" type="xs:boolean" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
      <xs:element name="default" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
      <xs:element name="description" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
    </xs:sequence>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
A.4. XML-Rendering Schema

Listing A.3: Classification Schema

```xml
<xs:simpleType name="attributeType">
    <xs:restriction base="xs:string">
        <xs:enumeration value="STRING" />
        <xs:enumeration value="ENUM" />
        <xs:enumeration value="INTEGER" />
        <xs:enumeration value="FLOAT" />
        <xs:enumeration value="DOUBLE" />
        <xs:enumeration value="BOOLEAN" />
        <xs:enumeration value="URI" />
        <xs:enumeration value="SIGNATURE" />
        <xs:enumeration value="KEY" />
        <xs:enumeration value="DATETIME" />
        <xs:enumeration value="DURATION" />
        <xs:enumeration value="LIST" />
        <xs:enumeration value="MAP" />
    </xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:schema>
```

A.4. XML-Rendering Schema

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
    targetNamespace="urn:xmpp:occi-representation"
    xmlns="urn:xmpp:occi-representation"
    elementFormDefault="qualified">
    <xs:element name="Category_List">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element ref="Category" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>
</xs:schema>
```
<xs:element name="Category">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element name="Kind" type="CategoryType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
      <xs:element name="Mixin" type="CategoryType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
      <xs:element name="Link" type="LinkType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
    </xs:sequence>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<xs:complexType name="LinkType">
  <xs:complexContent>
    <xs:extension base="CategoryType">
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="target" type="xs:anyURI" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
        <xs:element name="Mixin" type="CategoryType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:extension>
  </xs:complexContent>
</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="CategoryType">
  <xs:sequence>
    <xs:element name="term" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
    <xs:element name="schema" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
    <xs:element name="title" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
    <xs:element name="attribute" type="AttributeType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
  </xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="AttributeType">
    <xs:choice>
        <xs:element name="STRING" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
        <xs:element name="ENUM" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
        <xs:element name="INTEGER" type="xs:int" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
        <xs:element name="FLOAT" type="xs:float" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
        <xs:element name="DOUBLE" type="xs:double" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
        <xs:element name="BOOLEAN" type="xs:boolean" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
        <xs:element name="URI" type="xs:anyURI" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
        <xs:element name="SIGNATURE" type="xs:base64Binary" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
        <xs:element name="KEY" type="xs:base64Binary" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
        <xs:element name="DATETIME" type="xs:dateTime" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
        <xs:element name="DURATION" type="xs:duration" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
        <xs:element name="LIST" type="ListType" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
        <xs:element name="MAP" type="MapType" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </xs:choice>
    <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="ListType">
    <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="item" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
    </xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="MapType">
    <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="item" type="MapItem" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
    </xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
A.5. EventLog Schema

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<xs:schema xmlns:xs='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema'
    targetNamespace='urn:xmpp:eventlog' xmlns='urn:xmpp:eventlog'
    elementFormDefault='qualified'>

<xs:element name='log'>
    <xs:complexType>
        <xs:sequence>
            <xs:element name='message' type='xs:string' minOccurs='1' maxOccurs='1'/>
            <xs:element name='tag' minOccurs='0' maxOccurs='unbounded'>
                <xs:complexType>
                    <xs:attribute name='name' type='xs:string' use='required' />
                    <xs:attribute name='value' type='xs:string' use='required' />
                    <xs:attribute name='type' type='xs:QName' use='optional' default='xs:string' />
                </xs:complexType>
            </xs:element>
            <xs:element name='stackTrace' type='xs:string' minOccurs='0' maxOccurs='1'/>
        </xs:sequence>
        <xs:attribute name='timestamp' type='xs:dateTime' use='required' />
        <xs:attribute name='id' type='xs:string' use='optional' />
        <xs:attribute name='type' type='EventType' use='optional' default='Informational' />
        <xs:attribute name='level' type='EventLevel' use='optional' default='Minor' />
    </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>
```
<xs:complexType>
  <xs:attribute name='object' type='xs:string' use='optional' />
  <xs:attribute name='subject' type='xs:string' use='optional' />
  <xs:attribute name='facility' type='xs:string' use='optional' />
  <xs:attribute name='module' type='xs:string' use='optional' />
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<xs:simpleType name='EventType'>
  <xs:restriction base='xs:string'>
    <xs:enumeration value='Debug' />
    <xs:enumeration value='Informational' />
    <xs:enumeration value='Notice' />
    <xs:enumeration value='Warning' />
    <xs:enumeration value='Error' />
    <xs:enumeration value='Critical' />
    <xs:enumeration value='Alert' />
    <xs:enumeration value='Emergency' />
  </xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>

<xs:simpleType name='EventLevel'>
  <xs:restriction base='xs:string'>
    <xs:enumeration value='Major' />
    <xs:enumeration value='Medium' />
    <xs:enumeration value='Minor' />
  </xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:schema>

**LISTING A.5:** EventLog Schema

### A.6. Evaluation Recording

```xml
<iq to="exchange.intercloud.cit.tu-berlin.de" id="3BHdb-14" type="get" from="alex0@intercloud.cit.tu-berlin.de/Smack">
  <resource_type xmlns="urn:xmpp:rest-xwadl" path="/agreement/testSLA"/>
</iq>
```

**LISTING A.6:** IQ payload of an XWADL Get
<iq type="result" id="3BHdb−14" from="exchange.intercloud.cit.tu−berlin.de"
    to="alex0@intercloud.cit.tu−berlin.de/Smack">
  <resource_type xmlns="urn:xmpp:rest−xwadl"
      xmlns:urn="urn:xmpp:occi−classification" path="/agreement/testSLA">
    <documentation title="Summary">This resource allows for managing service level agreements.</documentation>
    <grammars>
      <urn:Classification>
        <urn:KindType>
          <urn:term>agreement</urn:term>
          ...
        </urn:KindType>
        ...
      </urn:Classification>
    </grammars>
    <method type="PUT">
      <documentation title="addGuaranteeTerm">This method adds a set of guarantee terms as link resources.</documentation>
      <request mediaType="xml/occi"/>
      <response mediaType="text/uri−list"/>
    </method>
    ...
    <method type="GET">
      <documentation title="getRepresentation">This method returns the representation of this resource.</documentation>
      <response mediaType="xml/occi"/>
    </method>
    <method type="GET">
      <documentation title="getSubResources">This method returns a list of all sub resources.</documentation>
      <response mediaType="text/uri−list"/>
    </method>
  </resource_type>
</iq>

LISTING A.7: IQ payload of an XWADL Result
<iq to="exchange.intercloud.cit.tu-berlin.de" id="3BHdb-17" type="set"
    from="alex0@intercloud.cit.tu-berlin.de/Smack">
  <resource xmlns="urn:xmpp:xml-rest" path="/agreement/testSLA">
    <method type="PUT">
      <representation><![CDATA[
<Category xmlns="urn:xmpp:occi-representation">
  <Link>
    <term>guaranteeterm</term>
    <title>GuaranteeTerm Link</title>
    <attribute name="occi.guaranteeterm.sensor">
      <STRING>xmpp://wally080.cit.tu-berlin.de#/sensor/senX1</STRING>
    </attribute>
    <attribute name="occi.guaranteeterm.state">
      <ENUM>undefined</ENUM>
    </attribute>
    <attribute name="occi.guaranteeterm.relationalooperator">
      <ENUM>GREATER_THAN_OR_EQUAL_TO</ENUM>
    </attribute>
    <target>xmpp://wally080.cit.tu-berlin.de#/compute/vmX1</target>
  </Link>
  <Mixin>
    <term>timewindowmetric</term>
    <title>Time Window Metric Mixin</title>
    <attribute name="occi.metric.windowtype">
      <ENUM>SlidingWindow</ENUM>
    </attribute>
    <attribute name="occi.metric.windowduration">
      <INTEGER>15</INTEGER>
    </attribute>
    <attribute name="occi.metric.durationunit">
      <ENUM>minutes</ENUM>
    </attribute>
  </Mixin>
  <Mixin>
    <term>eventlog</term>
    <attribute name="occi.eventlog.eventid">
      <STRING>AvailabilityEvent</STRING>
    </attribute>
  </Mixin>
</Category>]]></representation>
  </resource>
</iq>
<Listing A.8: IQ payload of a REST-XML Set>

<iq type="result" id="3BHdb-17" from="exchange.intercloud.cit.tu-berlin.de"
    to="alex0@intercloud.cit.tu-berlin.de/Smack">
    <resource xmlns="urn:xmpp:xml-rest" path="/agreement/testSLA">
        <method type="PUT">
            <response mediaType="text/uri-list">
                <representation>xmpp://exchange.intercloud.cit.tu-berlin.de#
                    /agreement/testSLA/413382d9-f0db-4425-a8eb-41b69cd807d5;
                </representation>
            </response>
        </method>
    </resource>
</iq>

[Listing A.9: IQ payload of a REST-XML Result]
\begin{verbatim}
select avg(availability) from AvailabilityEvent.win:time(15 minutes) where object = 'xmpp://wally080.cit.tu-berlin.de#/sensor/senX1' and subject = 'xmpp://wally080.cit.tu-berlin.de#/compute/vmX1' having avg(availability) >= 50.0
\end{verbatim}

**Listing A.10:** Generated expression for fulfilled guarantee terms

\begin{verbatim}
select avg(availability) from AvailabilityEvent.win:time(15 minutes) where object = 'xmpp://wally080.cit.tu-berlin.de#/sensor/senX1' and subject = 'xmpp://wally080.cit.tu-berlin.de#/compute/vmX1' having avg(availability) < 50.0
\end{verbatim}

**Listing A.11:** Generated expression for violated guarantee terms

\begin{verbatim}
<message to="exchange.intercloud.cit.tu-berlin.de" id="3BHdb-19" type="normal"
   from="alex0@intercloud.cit.tu-berlin.de/Smack">
   <log xmlns="urn:xmpp:eventlog"
      object="xmpp://wally080.cit.tu-berlin.de#/sensor/senX1"
      subject="xmpp://wally080.cit.tu-berlin.de#/compute/vmX1"
      timestamp="2015-12-01T01:24:59.222+01:00"
      id="AvailabilityEvent">
      <tag xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
         name="availability"
         type="xs:double"
         value="45.37660022765001"></tag>
   </log>
</message>
\end{verbatim}

**Listing A.12:** Message payload of an EventLog